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Abstract 
The subjects of this thesis are secure key management and secure location management for mobile 

nodes on wireless mobile networks. 

Recently, mobile networks become increasingly popular with the widespread availability of 

cellular phones and notebook PC’s. Moreover new mobile networks are appearing, for example 

autonomous and flexible networks as typified by ad-hoc / mesh networks and ubiquitous computing 

/ networks as typified by sensor networks and radio frequency identification (RFID) systems.  

On wireless mobile networks, attackers are easy to eavesdrop and connect communication 

channels. Therefore it is important to prevent attacks in comparison to traditional wired networks. 

Cryptography is an essential tool in information security. Symmetric cryptography uses the same 

key (symmetric key) for message encryption and message decryption. In case that a valid user Alice 

has a symmetric key secretly, Alice can securely share a secret message with another user Bob 

whom Alice selects by giving the symmetric key to Bob secretly. Also, asymmetric cryptography 

uses a key (public key) to encrypt a secret message and uses another key (private key) to decrypt an 

encrypted secret message. According to publish a public key, the corresponding private key holder 

can decrypt encrypted messages that other users encrypt using the public key. In general, public key 

infrastructure (PKI) that a trusted third party certificates an identity of a public key is used for 

knowing whose public key. Such techniques (symmetric key sharing and PKI) are called “key 

management”. Thus cryptography requires secure key management. Here, mobile networks have 

significant features that are different from traditional wired networks, and these features are 1) 

dynamic change of network topology, 2) no authorities and so on. Consequently, there are still many 

key management problems. 

On the other hand, many mobile nodes are always moving on mobile networks. Therefore it is 

important that network managers and service providers obtain location information of mobile nodes. 

As location measurement technology, there are techniques that calculate a location using a difference 

time between radio waves as typified by global positioning system (GPS) and techniques that 

confirm a location using information, which can be obtained in a specific location, as typified by 

RFID and beacons. Newly, location-based services (LBSs), which depend on geographical locations 

of mobile nodes, receive mach attention on ubiquitous computing. Services of LBSs include content 

distribution systems to a specific location, navigation systems for walkers, tracking systems of 

mobile nodes and so on. In the near future, this thesis expects to increase LBSs that require high 

security and anonymity. Therefore secure location management technology is major subject of study. 

Moreover the thesis considers cryptographic LBSs that are comprised mainly of key management 

and location management techniques for enhancing safety. 
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In Chapter 1 describes overview of this thesis and the contribution. 

In Chapter 2, this thesis defines a system model consists of common properties abstracted from 

some target networks. One of the properties is that mobile nodes are not always connected to 

stations, which are gates of backbone infrastructure such as base stations of cellular phone services 

and access points of wireless LAN services. Thus this thesis assumes a proxy node manages keys 

and locations of other nodes instead of a station. 

In Chapter 3, this thesis indicates key management problems on the system model and proposes 

new schemes for solving the problems. In case that a service provider requires to treat many mobile 

nodes as one group for providing services, the nodes should share a temporally group key. On the 

other hand, it is important that many honest nodes, which forward messages of other nodes and 

support PKI-processing, exist for maintenance of ad-hoc / mesh networks. From the 

above-mentioned instances, network managers should urge cooperation to mobile nodes. Here, the 

target networks have the following problems: 

1. A dynamic group key sharing demands heavy calculation costs to nodes because the nodes are not 

always connected to stations that can assist in node calculations. 

2. In case of occurring trouble, group members cannot certificate members who share a group key 

and a time when sharing the group key to a third party because of sharing the key without stations. 

3. It is difficult to force nodes to cooperate because of not using enforceable stations. 

The thesis proposes new schemes that solve the above problems by using a proxy node instead of a 

station. 

In Chapter 4, this thesis indicates location management problems on the target networks and 

proposes secure location verification schemes for solving the problems. Location verification 

schemes aim to solve Location Verification Problem (a verifier V verifies the fact that a prover P 

exists in a location L at a time T). For solving Location Verification Problem, plural location 

verification schemes are proposed, however the schemes have the following problems: 

1. The schemes are not secure against Relay Attack.  

2. The schemes cannot verify relation distances between plural provers.  

Relay Attack is that a dishonest P can force V to believe a fake location L’ by a relay station exists 

between P and V. The thesis shows that the attack can be applied to the existing schemes using 

communication delay and proposes new schemes resistant against the attack. Also, the existing 

schemes cannot verify relation distances between provers unless plural verifiers exist. The thesis 

proposes plural provers verifiable schemes by extending the scheme against resistant Relay Attack. 

In Chapter 5, the thesis defines cryptographic LBSs. For example, cryptographic LBSs are a 

system in which a user can read a secret business document stored in a notebook PC in an office 
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however re-encryption of the document prevents its reading when the notebook PC is removed from 

the office, and a system in which a user can use a digital sign key (as an official company seal) 

stored in a device for a specific room. In addition, the thesis indicates that cryptographic LBSs are 

insecure in due to incomplete integration of key management and location management functions 

and proposes a secure method of combining these functions. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, this thesis summarizes the thesis and shows future works as follows: 

1. for realizing the proposed location verification schemes, and 

2. for verifying validity of the proposed secure cryptographic LBSs constructing method. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1. 1. Background 

Mobile networks become increasingly popular a part of modern life, with the widespread availability 

of cellular phones and notebook PC’s. Moreover, new mobile networks are appearing, for example 

autonomous and flexible networks as typified by ad-hoc / mesh networks and ubiquitous computing 

/ networks as typified by sensor networks and radio frequency identification (RFID) systems. 

On wireless mobile networks, attackers are easy to eavesdrop and connect communication 

channels. Therefore it is important to prevent attacks in comparison to traditional wired networks. 

Cryptography is an essential tool in information security because the cryptography can protect 

digitized information. Cryptography is classified into symmetric cryptography and asymmetric 

cryptography. Symmetric cryptography uses the same key (symmetric key) for message encryption 

and message decryption. Also, asymmetric cryptography uses a key (public key) to encrypt a secret 

message and uses another key (private key) to decrypt an encrypted secret message. Namely, 

cryptography uses information gap between with or without keys. A valid user Alice has a 

symmetric key that can decrypt an encrypted message. Alice can share a secret message with another 

user Bob whom Alice selects by giving the symmetric key to Bob. 

On the other hand, a public key can be published, since the public key cannot decrypt an 

encrypted message. In addition, it is hard to obtain the corresponding private key from the public 

key. A private key holder can decrypt encrypted messages that any users encrypt using the 

corresponding public key. However, these users do not want to use the public key if they cannot 

verify an identifier of the public key. In general, users use public key infrastructure (PKI) that a 

trusted third party certificates an identity of a public key. 

Such techniques (key sharing and PKI) are called “key management”. Key management is one of 

most important techniques in cryptography. Here, mobile networks have significant features that are 

different from traditional wired networks, and these features are 1) dynamic change of network 

topology, 2) no authorities, and so on. Consequently, there are still many key management problems. 

On the other hand, many mobile nodes are always moving on wireless mobile networks. 

Therefore it important that network managers and service providers obtain locations of target mobile 
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nodes. Heretofore, it has already realized to location measurement techniques using global 

positioning system (GPS) and radar. Location measurement technology is a method that measures 

geographic locations of objects. As location measurement technology, there are techniques that 

calculate a location using a difference time between radio waves as typified by GPS and radar, and 

techniques that confirm a location using information, which can be obtained in a specific location, as 

typified by sensor networks, RFID, and beacons. On security of these technologies, researchers have 

studied a method to verify validity of locations, and a method to protect privacy information (i.e. 

location information) of mobile nodes. 

Newly, context awareness services, which use contexts of mobile nodes, are studied actively on 

ubiquitous computing / networks. Especially, location-based services (LBSs), which use 

geographical location information of mobile nodes as contexts, receive mach attention. Services of 

LBSs include information distribution systems to a specific location, navigation systems for walkers, 

tracking systems of mobile nodes, and location-based access control systems (e.g. a ticket gate), 

along with other applications. With diversification of LBSs in the near future, this thesis expects to 

increase LBSs that require high security and anonymity. Therefore secure location management 

technology is major subject of study. 
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1. 2. Contribution of the Thesis 

The subjects of this thesis are secure management for keys and locations of mobile nodes on wireless 

mobile networks. At first the thesis discusses key management and location management on mobile 

networks individually. Finally the thesis defines cryptographic LBSs that are comprised mainly of 

these management techniques for enhancing security, and considers an integration method of key 

management and location management functions for realizing secure cryptographic LBSs. 

At first the thesis indicates three problems of key management techniques on the target networks 

and systems, and then proposes three schemes for solving the problems. A service provider requires 

treating a set of mobile nodes as one group for providing services. Therefore the nodes should share 

a temporally group key. Also, it is important that many honest nodes, which forward messages of 

other nodes and support PKI-processing, exist for maintenance of networks, because a mobile node 

doubles with a router in ad-hoc / mesh networks. From the above-mentioned instances, network 

managers should urge cooperation to mobile nodes. Here, the target networks have the following 

three problems: 

1. A dynamic group key sharing demands heavy calculation costs to low performance nodes, 

because the nodes are not always connected to high performance stations that can assist in node 

calculations on the target systems. Here, the stations are gates of backbone infrastructure such as 

base stations of cellular phone services and access points of wireless LAN services. 

2. In case of occurring trouble, group members cannot certificate members who share a group key 

and a time when sharing the group key to a third party, because of sharing the group key without 

stations. 

3. It is difficult to force nodes to cooperate because of not using enforceable stations. 

The thesis proposes new schemes that solve the above problems by assuming a proxy node instead 

of a station. 

Secondly the thesis indicates two problems of existing location management techniques using 

communication delay on the target networks, and then proposes two secure location verification 

schemes for solving the problems. Location verification schemes aim to solve Location Verification 

Problem (a verifier V verifies the fact that a prover P exists in a location L at a time T). For solving 

Location Verification Problem, plural location verification schemes have been proposed. However 

the schemes have the following problems: 

� The existing schemes are not secure against Relay Attack. 

� The existing schemes cannot verify relation distances between plural provers. 
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Relay Attack is that a dishonest P can force V to believe a fake location L’ of P if a relay station RS 

operated by P exists between P and V. The thesis shows that the attack can be applied to the existing 

location verification schemes using communication delay, and then proposes a scheme resistant 

against the attack. On the other hand, the existing schemes can verify a distance between plural 

provers and a verifier however cannot verify relation distances between plural provers unless plural 

verifiers exist. The thesis shows plural provers verifiable location verification schemes can be 

constructed by extending the scheme against resistant Relay Attack. 

Finally, the thesis defines cryptographic LBSs by which LBSs use cryptography for enhancing 

security. In addition, the thesis considers security of cryptographic LBSs, and then proposes a 

method of constructing secure cryptographic LBSs. Instances of cryptographic LBSs are a system in 

which a user can read a secret business document stored in a notebook PC in an office however 

re-encryption of the document prevents its reading when the notebook PC is removed from the 

office, and a system in which a user can use a digital sign key (as an official company seal) stored in 

a device for a specific room. On the other hand, the thesis indicates that cryptographic LBSs are 

insecure in due to incomplete integration of key management and location management functions, 

for example a user would like to share a key with a mobile node of a specific location, however an 

attacker who exists on other location forces the user to share the key with the attacker. The thesis 

proposes a secure method of integrating key management and location management functions for 

preventing the above attack. Also the thesis suggests a potential for new cryptographic LBSs by 

showing plural combinations of key management and location management functions. 
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1. 3. Outline of the Thesis 

Figure 1.3.1 shows organization of this thesis. The thesis is organized as follows. 

In Chapter 2, the thesis defines a system model consists of nodes, proxy nodes, stations, and a 

backbone infrastructure. 

In Chapter 3, Section 3.1 indicates three problems of existing key management technologies on 

the system model. Next, the thesis proposes three schemes: 1) a distributed user revocation scheme, 

2) interaction key generation schemes, and 3) an integrated the incentive and the PKI-supporting 

mechanism, as solutions of the problems to Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4, respectively. 

In Chapter 4, Section 4.1 indicates two problems of existing location verification schemes using 

communication delay. Then, the thesis proposes two schemes: 1) a location verification scheme 

resistant against relay attack, and 2) plural provers verifiable location verification schemes, as 

solutions of the problems to Section 4.2, and Section 4.3, respectively. 

In Chapter 5, Section 5.1 defines cryptographic LBSs and shows examples of cryptographic 

LBSs. In Section 5.2, the thesis considers security of cryptographic LBSs, and proposes a method of 

constructing secure cryptographic LBSs. 

In Chapter 6, Section 6.1 summarizes the thesis. Section 6.2 describes future works. 
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Chapter 2. Systems 

2. 1. Target Systems 

Target systems of this thesis are the following wireless systems and combinations of those systems: 

� Ad-hoc / mesh networks: are composed of a set of autonomous mobile nodes. The nodes 

multi-hop communicate with each other node without backbone infrastructures. 

� Cellular phone service systems: are composed of cellular phones and base stations. The cellular 

phones connect to backbone infrastructures via the base stations. 

� Wireless LAN spot service systems: are composed of wireless LAN terminals (e.g. a PDA and a 

notebook PC) and access points. The terminals connect to backbone infrastructures via the access 

points. 

� Multi-hop cellular networks: are integrated networks of a cellular network (e.g. a cellular phone 

system and a wireless LAN spot service system) and an ad-hoc network. 

� Sensor networks: are composed of a set of autonomous fixed sensor nodes and a data collection 

center. The sensor nodes multi-hop communicate with each other node without backbone 

infrastructures. The sensor nodes send sensed data to the data collection center. 

� Radio frequency identification (RFID) systems: are IC tags, IC tag read / writers, and 

databases. The IC tag read / writer reads an ID from the IC tag, and then the read / writer sends 

the ID to the database. The tags and read / writers are either fixed or mobile. 

The above wireless communication systems are studied actively now because the systems relate to 

ubiquitous computing / networks. The thesis presumes that ubiquitous computing / networks include 

one of the above systems or combinations of those systems. Therefore, the thesis also target 

ubiquitous computing / networks. Ubiquitous computing / networks provide context awareness 

services that depend on contexts of mobile nodes. Especially, a location-based service (LBS), which 

uses geographical location information of mobile nodes as context, receives mach attention. Services 

of LBSs include information distribution to a specific location, navigation for walkers, tracking of 

mobile nodes, and location-based access control (e.g. a ticket gate), along with other applications. 

Wireless multi-hop communication is used for ad-hoc / mesh networks, multi-hop cellular 

networks, and sensor networks. In addition, wireless LAN spot service systems may use wireless 

multi-hop communication. Wireless multi-hop communication is that one or more relay nodes relay 

messages from a sending node to a receiving node as bucket brigade. 
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2. 2. A System Model 

In this section, this thesis defines a system model consists of the following entities: 

� A backbone infrastructure is an authority that manages stations and wire-communicates with 

stations. The corresponding communication channel is secure. 

� A station is a gate of a backbone infrastructure, for instance a base station, an access point, a 

database, and a data collection center. A station wire-communicates with other stations via a 

backbone infrastructure and wireless-communicates with nodes. A station has high-performance 

and may provide LBSs to nodes. 

� A node is a wireless mobile terminal that can wireless-communicate with stations and other 

nodes. However a node cannot directly communicate with a backbone infrastructure. Also a node 

has low or middle performance and may be a dishonest entity. 

The system model abstracts the following common properties from the target systems. 

� Wireless mobile communication 

� Wireless communication channel is insecure. 

� Either there are no a backbone infrastructure and a station, or it is not always possible for a node 

to connect to a station. 

The thesis focuses on the above third property since the property is an essential problem of mobile 

networks. Therefore, the thesis assumes the following proxy node for solving the problem. 

� A proxy node is a node that has middle-performance. A proxy node is not authority. However a 

proxy node is trustworthier than a general node. Because a proxy node is temporally authorized 

by stations, or is elected by general nodes. In addition, a proxy node may provide LBSs to a 

general node. 

Figure 2.2.1 shows an instance of the system model. On the figure, node A is a proxy node and 

arrows means multi-hop communication. 
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Fig. 2.2.1. The system model 
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Chapter 3. Key Management 

3. 1. Introduction 

On wireless mobile networks, attackers are easy to eavesdrop and connect communication channels. 

Therefore it is important to prevent attacks in comparison to traditional wired networks. 

Cryptography is an essential tool in information security because cryptography can protect digitized 

information against attacks. Cryptography is also a technology using information gap between with 

or without keys, thus keys must be stored secretly. Here, mobile networks have features that are 

different from traditional wired networks. Those features are 1) dynamic change of network 

topology, 2) no authorities and so on. Consequently, there are still many key management problems. 

This section indicates three key management problems on the target networks and systems, and 

then proposes three schemes for solving the three problems. 

A service provider requires to treat a set of mobile nodes as one group for providing services, 

therefore the nodes should share a temporally group key. On the other hand, it is important that 

many honest nodes, which forward messages of other nodes and support PKI-processing, exist for 

maintenance of networks, because a node doubles with a router in ad-hoc / mesh networks. Thus 

network managers (e.g. stations) should urge cooperation to nodes. From the above-mentioned 

instances, the target networks and systems have the following three problems: 

1. A dynamic group key sharing demands heavy calculation costs to low-performance nodes because 

the nodes are not always connected to high-performance stations on the system model. 

2. In case of occurring trouble, group members cannot certificate members who share a group key 

and a time when sharing the group key, because of sharing the group key without stations. 

3. It is hard to force nodes to cooperate because of not using enforceable stations. 

By assuming a proxy node instead of a station, this thesis proposes new schemes, which are 1) a 

distributed user revocation scheme, 2) interaction key generation schemes, and 3) an integrated the 

incentive and the PKI-supporting mechanism, as solutions of the problems to Section 3.2, Section 

3.3, and Section 3.4, respectively. 

Section 3.2 describes a user revocation scheme for decentralized networks. User revocation is a 

method of transmitting a group key shared by n users so that all but d-revoked users can obtain the 

group key. On decentralized networks such as ad-hoc / mesh networks and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 

networks, a sender should revoke the access of a dishonest user or an unauthorized user as soon as 

possible to protect the security of group communication. However, it would take a long time to 
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revoke a user in a large group if the sender distributes the group key to all users aside from the 

revoked user. In addition, users must set shared group keys for each user without a privileged center. 

The thesis proposes a scheme in which the amount of transmission and the key storage of each user 

are small. 

Section 3.3 describes a new concept of “Interaction key”. An interaction key is a group public key 

that corresponds to a shared private key, which is shared by multiple users. An interaction key has a 

new feature that an interaction key generator can verify the following facts: the shared private key 

has been generated now, and the shared private key has not existed before. In other words, the 

multiple users can prove those facts to the key generator. This feature is different from time-stamp 

technologies prove that a message existed at a point in time. Here, the key generator is a third party 

that can observe communications of the multiple users. Existing technologies only allow a group 

member or a privileged entity to generate a group public key. The thesis is not presently aware of a 

technology where a third party can generate the group public key as above. For example, the 

interaction key technology is useful both for generating public key certificates and for message 

certification. On certificate generation, a certificate authority (i.e. an interaction key generator) can 

issue a public key certificate for an interaction key. On message certification, the users can prove the 

signed message has not existed before, because the message is signed by the shared private key 

corresponding to the interaction key. 

Section 3.4 describes a new scheme that integrates between an incentive mechanism and a 

PKI-supporting mechanism. Multi-hop communication networks (e.g. ad-hoc / mesh networks and 

multi-hoc cellular networks) have two problems: 1) PKI is not always available, and 2) nodes do not 

always cooperate to forward messages. This section indicates a relation between the problems, and 

proposes a new security mechanism that can unitedly solve the problems. 
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3. 2. A Distributed User Revocation Scheme 

3. 2. 1. Introduction 

3. 2. 1. 1. Background 
Recently, decentralized networks such as ad-hoc networks, mesh networks, and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 

networks, are receiving much attention. In decentralized networks, users of devices such as PC’s, 

PDAs, and cellular telephones can communicate mutually without a privileged center (e.g. a base 

station or a trusted server). Moreover, users demand secure group communication without 

dependence on the center. 

This study specifically addresses ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc networks are multi-hop networks 

formed by a set of mobile nodes in a self-organizing manner without relying on any fixed 

infrastructure. The nodes must perform all networking functions (e.g., routing, packets forwarding, 

etc.) because ad-hoc networks have no infrastructure including routers, centers, base stations, access 

points, and so on. 

In general, broadcast encryption is used for secure group communication. Broadcast encryption 

allows a sender to send a message to all authorized users simultaneously and privately over a 

broadcast channel. Pay-TV and Video On Demand (VOD) are typical examples of systems that can 

use broadcast encryption. In those systems, a secure and fast method is desired to distribute a shared 

key (a group key) to all authorized users. However, most broadcast encryption schemes that presume 

to use a privileged center are unsuitable for ad-hoc networks. Therefore, users must set each shared 

group key for each user without the center. 

This paper specifically presents user revocation, which is a kind of broadcast encryption. User 

revocation is a method of transmitting a group key shared by n users so that all but d-revoked users 

can obtain the group key. A sender should revoke users as quickly as possible. In addition, large 

costs are incurred when revoking users in a large group if the sender distributes the group key to all 

users aside from the revoked user(s). 

On the other hand, the Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme and its variants are famous as means 

of conference key sharing. Some studies have expanded the Diffie-Hellman scheme to methods that 

share a key among three or more entities; others have applied the Diffie-Hellman scheme to ad-hoc 

networks. 

The study proposes a scheme in which the amount of transmissions and key storage of respective 

users are acceptably small. Moreover, the proposed scheme requires no privileged center for user 

revocation and initialization that a phase sets user's secret key into each user. This study particularly 
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focuses on ad-hoc networks. 

3. 2. 1. 2. Related Works 
One simple method to revoke d (< n) users from n users is that a sender distributes a new group key 

to each user, aside from the d revoked user(s), as an encrypted form using a secret key of each user. 

This method requires each user to retain only one secret key, whereas the sender should transmit n - 

d encrypted new group keys. Another simple method is that each user has common keys for every 

subset of n users. This method requires no sender to transmit any message, whereas each user should 

keep many keys. 

A first major step occurred when two research groups of Wallner et al. [WHA99] and Wong et al. 

[WGL97] proposed a key distribution scheme using a logical key hierarchy (called LKH scheme in 

this paper). In the LKH schemes, the amount of transmissions is O((degree - 1) · log n) and the 

number of keys for each user is O(log n), where n is the number of users in a group, and degree is 

the number of users in a bottom subgroup of the logical key hierarchy. However, the LKH schemes 

require a privileged center for setting user keys for each user. 

A second major step occurred when two works on user revocation were presented: one by Anzai 

et al. [AMM99-4], and one by Naor et al. [NP00]. This thesis calls their schemes Revocation-based 

on Secret Sharing (RSS) in this paper. The RSS scheme by Anzai et al. uses a (k, n + k -1) threshold 

secret sharing scheme with a Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme. The scheme requires a user to 

store one shared secret (called a shadow in this paper); a sender distributes k messages containing 

shared secrets for revoking d (≤ k) users. The scheme has a property by which any user can become a 

sender. Naor et al. independently proposed similar RSS scheme [NP00]. The scheme considers 

traceability, but the sender is a fixed and privileged center. Unfortunately, these RSS schemes 

require the center for setting user's secret key (i.e. a shadow) into each user. 

Recently, new trends exist: a combination of a LKH scheme and an RSS scheme, and a group key 

distribution scheme that is suitable for decentralized networks. Combination scheme [KMSW01] of 

the RSS scheme by Anzai et al. and LKH scheme proposed by Kurnio et al. By giving shadows 

hierarchically to each user, the combination scheme [KMSW01] can incur less transmission cost of 

revoking users than the transmission cost of the RSS scheme, but each user must have as many 

shadows as the LKH scheme. For ad-hoc networks, Cho and Kim proposed a combination scheme 

[CK00] of the Pedersen scheme [P91] and a hierarchy structure of LKH scheme. The combination 

scheme requires no privileged center for user revocation and initialization. Moreover, when a user 

leaves a group, the user transmits only one notification to the group. However, other users of the 

group are obligated to remake their own shadow after each session; consequently, each user must 

keep all parameters to share a secret. In addition, it is necessary to communicate via proxy nodes of 

subgroups when a sender sends an encrypted message to all members, because all subgroups do not 
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have the same group key. 

As a group key distribution scheme suitable for P2P networks, scheme [NW04] proposed by 

Watanabe et al. is appreciated in a previous paper [WKSEYY03]. (Note that the present paper does 

not refer to the scheme directly. Nevertheless, the scheme presented herein is a newer version of a 

scheme explained in that paper.) That scheme, which allows Pedersen scheme to be more flexible, 

requires no privileged center for user revocation and initialization. However, each user must 

communicate with other users for every user revocation. In addition, as a group key-sharing scheme 

that is suitable for ad-hoc networks, the scheme [STW00] proposed by Steiner et al. is appreciated in 

this paper [AD02]. The scheme expands the Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme to share a key 

among three or more entities through a ring network and a broadcast network. For group key 

sharing, the scheme repeats that a user relays its own key information and a previous user's 

information to a subsequent user; then a final user broadcasts all modified key information to a 

group. Therefore, the last user, who knows all key information, is a privileged user. Using a ring 

network, the scheme offers an advantage: the transmission costs are smaller than that of the 

well-known extended Diffie-Hellman scheme [BD94]. 

Table 3.2.1 shows that all the above-mentioned schemes have at least one of three problems. 

 

Table 3.2.1. Related works each present at least one of three problems. 

Problems Schemes 

User revocation and initialization 

require a privileged center 

[AMM99-4][KMSW01][NP00] 

[STW00][WGL97][WHA99] 

Sending encrypted messages depends 

on transmission routes  

[CK00] 

Transmissions and key storage costs 

for user revocation are great 

[CK00][NW04] 

 

3. 2. 1. 3. Our Goal 
This paper proposes a scheme that satisfies the following four requirements: 

� Decentralization: a privileged center is not required for initialization and user revocation. 

� Independence: sending encrypted messages does not depend on transmission routes. A sender 

can send messages directly to all members. 

� Efficiency: costs of revoking users and initialization are sufficiently small. 

� Resistance: the scheme has security against collusion of more than d-revoked users. The 

collusion threshold should not allow any combinations of users because numerous possible 
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combinations exist on ad-hoc networks. 

Through the use of these features, the proposed scheme is applicable to decentralized networks. 

The proposed scheme is especially suitable for wireless ad-hoc networks because multi-hop 

communications and broadcast communications can reduce the transmission costs of the proposed 

scheme. 

To achieve our goal, this study applies the Pedersen scheme to the RSS scheme by Anzai et al. 

because the Pedersen scheme provides decentralization to the RSS scheme. (A similar idea is 

described roughly in another paper [DHS03].) Subsequently, the study adopts a concept of 

multistage secret sharing [S79][TO98] for initialization because only the first approach is unable to 

increase efficiency for initialization. The second approach reduces costs of the Pedersen scheme and 

gives independence to the proposed scheme because our multistage approach allows some group 

members to use the Pedersen scheme. In contrast, scheme [CK00] hierarchically repeats the 

Pedersen scheme for multistaging. In this manner, the costs of this multistage approach are greater 

than that of our multistage approach. The scheme [CK00] cannot obtain independence because of the 

breaking off of relations of shadows among subgroups. 

Moreover, the second approach improves security, since a secret leaks out at particular 

combinations of shadows if the number of leaked shadows reaches a threshold. On the other hand, 

the Pedersen scheme leaks a secret value at any combination of leaked shadows. According to their 

approaches, the study expects that all the requirements can be satisfied. In addition, the study 

evaluates the calculation costs of a reduction technique [AMM99-3] for the RSS scheme. Then this 

study shows that the technique is the most suitable for the proposed scheme. 

The proposed scheme requires public key cryptography. Therefore, this study explains ways to 

apply public key infrastructure (PKI) to ad-hoc networks. A simple method is that each user has a 

public key certificate (with the corresponding private key) issued by a certificate authority and signs 

public keys of the proposed scheme using the private key. In addition, the proposed scheme can use 

PKI schemes [CBH02][KZLLZ01][YK02][ZH99] for ad-hoc networks. 

3. 2. 2. The Proposed Scheme 

This section presents the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme assumes mobile nodes as users 

and can be based on an appropriate Diffie-Hellman Problem defined over finite cyclic groups, 

including subgroups of Jacobians of elliptic curves, and so on. This section explains the proposed 

scheme over a prime field Zp. 

A group comprising all nodes has some low-stage subgroups. A low-stage subgroup must contain 

a proxy node. In addition, all proxy nodes form a high-stage subgroup. For that reason, the proposed 

scheme allows the power of a privileged center to distribute to plural proxy nodes. 
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The scheme contains two phases: an initialization phase and a node revocation phase. After explaining 

the target system and assumptions, the thesis describes the two phases in 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3 respectively. 

3. 2. 2. 1. A Target System and Assumptions 
A target system comprises the following: 

� Node i: A node (i.e. user) labeled i is identified with its ID number as a group member; the node 

belongs to at least one low-stage subgroup. The study assumes that the total number of nodes in 

the target system is n and the total number of nodes in a low-stage subgroup x is nx. Let ∆x be a set 

of ID numbers in a low-stage subgroup x. Let Γx be a set of spare low ID numbers in a low-stage 

subgroup x. Here, the spare low ID numbers are used when the number of revoked nodes is less 

then kx - 1, where kx is a threshold value of Shamir's secret sharing scheme [S79] on a low-stage 

subgroup x. 

� Proxy node x: A proxy node is a node that is elected by other nodes for initialization; she 

manages her own low-stage subgroup. This study assumes that the total number of all proxy 

nodes and spare high ID numbers is t (≤ n). Let Φ be a set of ID numbers of all proxy nodes. Let Γ 

be a set of spare high ID numbers. Here, the spare high ID numbers are used when the number of 

revoked proxy nodes is less then k - 1, where k is a threshold value of Shamir scheme. In an 

initialization phase, the proxy nodes initialize all shadows (i.e. secret keys) for all nodes. In the 

proposed scheme, any node can become a proxy node when elected. 

� Revoked node j: A node (or proxy node) is revoked from a group. Let Λ be a set of ID numbers 

of revoked proxy nodes. The set has d proxy nodes. Let Λx be a set of ID numbers of revoked 

nodes in a low-stage subgroup x, having dx nodes. 

� Sender: A sender is an entity that can send an encrypted message to a group. The sender 

determines a revoked node(s), and sends revocation data that is used to revoke the revoked node. 

The study assumes that a sender can access a public bulletin board. 

In addition, the public bulletin board maintains system parameters and public keys (or information 

to calculate the public keys) for all nodes. Two methods to realize the board exist. A first method is 

that proxy nodes share the board. A second method is that a server (e.g. station) keeps the board. 

This server is not a privileged center because it does not have only one secret. 

The study makes the following security assumptions: 

1. A communication channel is not secure: anyone can obtain data on the channel. 

2. The Diffie-Hellman Problem is computationally hard to solve. 

3. In (k, n + k - 1) threshold cryptosystems, anyone with less than k shadows cannot get information 

about a secret S. 

4. Revoked nodes may conspire to get a group key. 
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5. Revoked nodes may publish their secret information to damage system security. 

6. Valid nodes do not conspire with revoked nodes. A revoked node cannot obtain a group key from 

a valid node if this assumption is valid. 

7. Valid nodes do not publish their secret keys. 

8. A public bulletin board has each parameter with the corresponding certificates. It shall be checked 

before using the public parameters. 

9. The following system parameters are published to the public bulletin board: 

�  p: a large prime number, 

� q: a large prime number such that q | p - 1), and 

� g: a qth root of unity over Zp. 

3. 2. 2. 2. Initialization Phase 
At the beginning, an initialization phase is carried out only one time. 

Generation of a Proxy node's Shadow. 

This procedure is similar to a Pedersen scheme key generation. 

1. A proxy node x decides a parameter k satisfying 

    0 ≤ d ≤ k - 2 < t. 

2. The proxy node x generates a secret random number rx (∈  Zq), and stores it secretly. 

3. The proxy node x generates random integers ax, 0, ax, 1, ax, 2, ..., ax, k-1 that satisfy the following 

conditions: 

    ax, 0 = rx, 0 ≤ ax, w ≤ q - 1 for all 1 ≤ w ≤ k - 1, and ax, k-1 ≠ 0. 

4. The proxy node x calculates as 

    Fx = {Fx, w (= ga
x, w mod p) | for w = 0, 1, 2, ..., k - 1}. 

5. The proxy node x defines the following equation. 
k-1 

    Highx(y) = Σ ax, w yw mod q 
w=0 

6. The proxy node x generates t shadows as 

    Sx, y = Highx(y) (1 ≤ y ≤ t), where the proxy node x has one shadow Sx, x. 

7. For all proxy nodes except itself, the proxy node x (≠ v) calculates as 

    Ex, v = x || Sx, v, 

where || indicates the concatenation of data and v indicates an ID number of a proxy node 

other than the proxy node x. 

8. The proxy node x distributes Fx to all proxy nodes except itself, and sends Ex, v secretly to a 

proxy node v. 

9. From all proxy nodes except itself, proxy node x(≠ v) receives Fv, Ev, x, thereby obtaining Sv, x. 

10. The proxy node x calculates its own shadow Sx and the corresponding public key as 
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t 
   Sx = Σ Sv, x mod q, 

v=1 

  where a system secret S is recovered from k shadows, and Yx = gS
x mod p. 

11. For v = 1, 2, ..., t, the proxy node x checks all Fv and Sv, x using a verification formula in the 

paper [P91]. This protocol terminates if the result is “invalid”. 

12. The proxy node x uploads its own public key Yx and Fx to a public bulletin board. 

Generation of a Node's Shadow. 

This procedure is similar to the setup phase of the RSS scheme by Anzai et al. 

1. The proxy node x decides a parameter kx satisfying 

    0 ≤ dx ≤ kx - 2 < nx. 

2. The proxy node x divides its own shadow Sx into nx + kx - 1 shadows by a threshold kx using a 

well-known Shamir scheme as 

� a. The proxy node x puts b0 = Sx. 

� b. The proxy node x defines the following equation: 
kx-1 

   Lowx(yx) = Σ bwx yx
w

x mod q, 
wx=0 

  where b1, b2, ..., bkx-1 are random integers that satisfy the following conditions: 

   0 ≤ bwx ≤ q – 1 for all 1 ≤ wx ≤ kx - 1 and bkx-1 ≠0. 

� c. The proxy node x generates nx + kx - 1 shadows as 

   Sxi = Lowx(i) (i ∈  ∆x). 

3. For i ∈  ∆x, the proxy node x securely distributes the shadow Sxi to node(s) i. Nodes retain 

their own shadows as a secret key. 

4. For i ∈  ∆x, the proxy node x calculates public key Yi using the following equation: 

    Yxi = gS
xi mod p. 

Then, proxy node x uploads all public keys to the public bulletin board with the corresponding 

nodes' ID numbers. The remaining kx - 1 public keys and the corresponding spare low ID numbers 

are uploaded to the public bulletin board as spare public keys. In addition, the proxy node x can 

generate information to calculate the public keys from parameters b0, b1, ..., bkx-1 in a similar manner 

to that described in step 4 of "Generation of a Proxy node's Shadow". In this manner, the proxy node 

x may upload information instead of the public keys. 

Table 3.2.2 shows an illustration of the initialization on the parameters (t = 3, n1 = 3, and n2 = 2). 

Note that a system secret S is recovered by k shadows (Sx), and Sx is recovered by kx shadows (Sxi). 
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Table 3. 2. 2. Illustration of initialization. 

 Low-stage subgroup 1 Low-stage subgroup 2  

High-stage 

subgroup 

Proxy node 1 (Node 1) 

S1 

Proxy node 2 (Node 2) 

S2 

Spare high ID 

number 3 (S3) 

 Node 4 

S14 

Node 5 

S15 

Node 6 

S16 

Node 7 

S27 

Node 8 

S28 

 

 

3. 2. 2. 3. Revocation Phase 

3. 2. 2. 3. 1. Distribution by a Sender 

First, a sender generates high-stage revocation data RD(Λ, R) and low-stage revocation data RDx(Λx, 

R) in the following manner. 

Generation of High-stage Revocation Data. 

1. The sender determines a revoked proxy node(s). To revoke a proxy node x is equivalent to 

revoking the subgroup x. Here, d is the number of revoked proxy nodes. 

2. The sender chooses R (∈  Zq) at random and picks k - d - 1 integers from Γ, and let Θ be the 

set of chosen integers. Then, the sender calculates k - 1 the following high-stage revocation 

data: 

    Mj = Yj
R mod p (j ∈  Λ ∪  Θ), 

using the public keys corresponded with the revoked proxy nodes and the corresponding spare 

public keys on the public bulletin board. In addition, public keys that correspond to spare high 

ID numbers can be calculated from all Fx, using a method shown on the paper [KD98]. 

3. The sender calculates the following common data: 

   X = gR mod p. 

Generation of Low-stage Revocation Data. 

1. The sender determines a revoked node(s) from each low-stage subgroup. Here, dx is the 

number of the revoked node(s). 

2. The sender picks kx - dx - 1 integers from Γx, and lets Θx be the set of the chosen integers. 

Then, the sender calculates kx - 1 the low-stage revocation data as follows: 

    Mxj = Yxj
R mod p (j ∈  Λx ∪  Θx), 

using the public keys corresponding with the revoked nodes and the corresponding spare 

public keys on the public bulletin board. In addition, he can calculate the public keys from 

information on the public bulletin board. 

3. The sender constructs the revocation data RD(Λ, R) and RDx(Λx, R) as 
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    RD(Λ, R) = X || {[j, Mj] | j ∈  Λ ∪  Θ}, 

    RDx(Λx, R) = X || {[j, Mxj] | j ∈  Λx ∪  Θx}. 

4. The sender distributes RD(Λ, R) to the entire subgroup and distributes RDx(Λx, R) to the 

corresponding low-stage subgroup x. 

Generation of Group Key. 

Next, the sender calculates a group key U using all the proxy node public keys and secret random 

number R as 
U = Π (Yi

L(Φ, i))R mod p 
i∈ Φ 

      = gR · Σ
i∈ Φ Si

 · L(Φ, i) mod p 

        = gR · S mod p.      (3.2.1) 

     where 

   L(Ψ, W) =  Π  T / (T – W) mod q. (∀ Ψ: set, ∀ W: integer) 
T∈ Ψ١{W} 

3. 2. 2. 3. 2. Receiving by a Proxy node 

Receiving the revocation data RD(Λ, R), a non-revoked proxy node x calculates a group key U using 

secret key Sx as follows: 

   U = XS
x
· L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, x) ·  Π  Mj

L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, j) mod p.  (3.2.2) 
i∈ Λ∪ Θ 

The group key U is the same as the group key of the sender: 

     U ≡ gR · Sx
· L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, x) ·  Π  g R · Sj 

· L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, j)  (mod p) 
i∈ Λ∪ Θ 

      ≡ gR{S
x
· L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, x) + Σ

j∈ Λ∪ Θ Sj 
· L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, j)}  (mod p) 

      ≡ gR · S      (mod p). 

Every non-revoked proxy node obtains the same group key gR · S mod p, gathering k shadows on 

the exponent part in eq. (3.2.2). 

On the other hand, a revoked proxy node j cannot calculate the group key U because Mj includes a 

secret key Sj of the revoked proxy node j, and the proxy node j can gather only k - 1 shadows. 

3. 2. 2. 3. 3. Receiving by a Node 

Receiving the revocation data RD(Λ, R) and RDx(Λx, R), a non-revoked node v of a subgroup x 

calculates a group key U using personal secret key Sxv as follows: 

1. The node v generates a high-stage data HDx as 

    HDx = XS
xv

 · L(Λ
x
 ∪  Θ

x
 ∪  {v}, v) ·  Π  Mxj

 L(Λ
x
 ∪  Θ

x
 ∪  {v}, j) mod p, (3.2.3) 

i∈ Λx∪ Θx 

        = gR · Sx mod p. 

2. The node v generates the group key U as 
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   U = HDx
L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, x) ·  Π  Mj

L(Λ ∪  Θ ∪  {x}, j) mod p.  (3.2.4) 
i∈ Λ∪ Θ 

     = gR · S mod p. 

As a result, this group key U is the same as the group key of the sender and the proxy nodes. 

3. 2. 2. 3. 4. Sending an Encrypted Message by a Sender 

A sender can send an encrypted message using a group key U to all nodes except revoked nodes as 

follows: 

� the sender broadcasts the message to the group, and 

� the sender broadcasts the message to all proxy nodes (or each proxy node); subsequently, each 

proxy node broadcasts the message to its own subgroup (or sends the message to each node of 

its own subgroup). 

3. 2. 3. Other Considerations 

This section describes some considerations that are necessary to apply the proposed scheme to actual 

decentralized networks. 

3. 2. 3. 1. How to Decide a Threshold k 
The proposed scheme allows a sender to revoke a maximum of k - 2 proxy nodes and kx - 2 nodes on 

each subgroup. In addition, the parameter k and kx determines transmissions and calculation costs. 

Moreover, k and kx are security parameters because a system secret key S is recovered. The number 

of nodes that the sender can revoke at once becomes large and the security becomes high if k and kx 

are large; however the costs increase as they become large. Therefore, proxy nodes should determine 

the parameters k and kx to fit actual networks. 

3. 2. 3. 1. Node Join 
A proxy node x decides a unique ID number c that satisfies nx + kx ≤ c ≤ q - 1 when a new node 

wants to join a low-stage subgroup x. The proxy node x calculates its secret key Sxc = Lowx(c) and 

sends it to the new node securely. Then, the proxy node x calculates the corresponding public key yc 

(= gS
xc mod p) and adds it to a public bulletin board. 

Using the above procedure, the corresponding proxy node can issue a new secret key for the node 

if that node loses his own secret key. However proxy nodes should re-initialize the system before the 

number of lost keys reaches a threshold k. 

3. 2. 3. 2. Some Modifications 
The basic scheme cannot revoke a single proxy node (i.e. the subgroup is also revoked). Therefore, 
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the study proposes a method to revoke a single proxy node. In an initialization phase, a node must 

belong to at least k - 1 subgroups because it is possible to revoke the node if the node belongs to less 

than k - 1 subgroups. In a revocation phase, a node of a revoked subgroup can calculate a group key 

from shadows of non-revoked subgroups. However, this modification increases the costs of key 

storage, transmission, and calculations concomitant with the number of subgroups to which the node 

belongs. 

The proposed scheme consists of two stages (a high-stage and a low-stage). The proposed scheme 

is easily extendable to two more stages to share a node's shadow in the low-stage with nodes in a 

lower stage. In this case, the low-stage nodes inform the corresponding proxy node about a state (e.g. 

a node joins) of a lower stage. 

The technique [AMM99-3] can modify equations (3.2.1)(3.2.2)(3.2.3)(3.2.4) to speed them up by 

reducing bits numbers of exponent parts in these equations: (3.2.1)(3.2.2)(3.2.3)(3.2.4). The study 

evaluates the technique experimentally to verify that the technique is most suitable for the proposed 

scheme. 

3. 2. 4. Evaluation 

3. 2. 4. 1. Security Analysis 
First, this study discusses passive attacks, wherein a revoked node (or an outsider) uses only public 

data to get a group key U or secret parameters: 

� Getting R, S, Sx, or Sxi: The only secret parameters are R, S, Sx, and Sxi in exponent parts of data 

on a public bulletin board and a communication channel. Therefore, the difficulty of getting the 

secrets is equal to that of solving Discrete Logarithm Problem. 

� Getting U from gR mod p and gS mod p: All nodes can get X (= gR mod p) and gS mod p. 

Obtaining a group key U (= gR · S mod p) from gR mod p and gS mod p is as difficult as solving 

Diffie-Hellman Problem. 

Next, the study discusses active attacks: 

� Modifying or forging transmissions: All transmissions should be signed by a sender or a node to 

prevent modification and forgery. Moreover, this study considers that a time-stamp is necessary to 

prevent replay attacks for all transmissions. 

� Modifying or forging a public bulletin board: Modifying or forging a public bulletin board is 

difficult because this study assumes that the public bulletin board has a certain parameter with the 

corresponding certificates. The validity of the certificates shall be confirmed before using the 

parameters. 

� Publishing Sxj by a revoked node j: This study presumes that all revoked nodes publish their 

secret keys Sxj. Even if a non-revoked node uses her own secret key, she cannot calculate Sx 
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because she can only obtain dx + 1 shadows that are less than a threshold kx. 

� Conspiracy of nodes: This study assumes that a non-revoked node does not conspire with a 

revoked one. Even if all revoked nodes conspire, they cannot reconstruct a secret key Sx because 

they can only get, at most, dx (≤ kx - 2) shadows Sxj, which is less than the threshold value of kx. 

Moreover, to get a system secret key S, the conspired nodes must get k secret keys of proxy nodes. 

On the other hand, this study assumes that proxy nodes are more trusted than nodes because the 

proxy nodes are elected by nodes. This study presumes that the proxy nodes do not publish their 

secret keys Sx and do not conspire. 

Finally, the thesis discusses forward and backward confidentiality: 

� Forward confidentiality is that when a node is revoked, the node cannot obtain a group key of a 

next round, 

� Backward confidentiality is that when a new node joins a subgroup, the node cannot get a group 

key of a previous round. 

Forward confidentiality is usually required in many systems. The proposed scheme satisfies 

forward confidentiality if it uses a method proposed in Section 4.3 of another paper [AMM01]. 

Backward confidentiality is not always required in actual systems. The proposed scheme satisfies 

backward confidentiality if it uses methods cited in previous papers [KMSW02-1][KMSW02-2]. 

3. 2. 4. 2. Performance 
This section evaluates the features and performance of the proposed scheme by comparing it with 

four previously introduced schemes: STW [STW00], NW [NW04], CK [CK00], and KMSW 

[KMSW01]. In addition, this section evaluates the basic scheme, which is the proposed scheme, 

without adopting multistage secret sharing. In other words, the basic scheme is the RSS scheme by 

Anzai et al. initialized using the Pedersen scheme. Moreover, the section evaluates the technique 

[AMM99-3], then show that the technique is most suitable for the proposed scheme. 

First, in Table 3.2.3, this study evaluates the features and the performance of the proposed scheme 

from the viewpoints of the following four requirements described before: Decentralization, 

Independence, Efficiency, and Resistance. Table 3.2.3 shows that only the proposed scheme 

satisfies the above four requirements, whereas four existing methods do not. Here, this study regards 

max revocation costs O(n2) as not satisfying efficiency. 

Next, this section evaluates the technique. On nodes' operations of the technique and the RSS 

scheme by Anzai et al., the study increases threshold k one by one. Results of the examination show 

that costs of the technique are smaller than those of the RSS scheme in a certain range of k. The 

examination environment consists of CPU: Pentium3 1 GHz, Memory: 512 MB, and Compiler: 

VC++. Table 3.2.4 shows an available range and an operation time ratio of the technique to the RSS 

scheme for each parameter (| q | bit, | p | bit and n). 
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Table 3.2.3. Comparison of four requirements between the proposed scheme and other schemes. 

Efficiency  Decentraliza

tion 

Independe

nce Key 

storage 

Initialization 

costs 

Max 

revocation 

costs 

Resistance 

Proposed 

scheme 

Yes Yes 1 O(nx
2) O(nx

2) Yes 

Basic 

scheme 

Yes Yes 1 O(n2) O(n) No 

[STW] No No 1 O(n) O(n) Yes 

[NW] Yes Yes 1 O(n) O(n2) Yes 

[CK] Yes No O(nx) O(nx
2) O(nx

2) Yes 

[KMSW] No Yes O(log n) O(n) O(n) Yes 

 

Table 3.2.4. Available range and operation time ratio of technique [AMM99-3] to scheme 
[AMM99-4]. 

n = 100 n = 1000 n = 10000 

| q | = 160 | q | = 256 | q | = 160 | q | = 256 | q | = 160 | q | = 256 

 

| p | = 1024 | p | = 2048 | p | = 1024 | p | = 2048 | p | = 1024 | p | = 2048 

k 

range 

3 to 37 3 to 59 3 to 21 3 to 34 3 to 14 3 to 24 

max 

k 

9 11 7 9 5 7 

max 

ratio 

0.46 0.36 0.55 0.44 0.62 0.5 

 

In Table 3.2.4, k range is the available range of k, max ratio is the largest ratio (i.e., in this case 

the technique is most efficient), and max k is a threshold in the case of max ratio. From Table 3.2.4, 

the technique is most efficient when n = 100. Therefore, the study infers that the technique is most 

suitable for the proposed scheme because the study assumes that the size of each subgroup is about 

nx = 100. 

3. 2. 4. 2. Ad-hoc networks 
The proposed scheme is suitable for ad-hoc networks for the following reasons: 
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� On the key exchange phase (high-stage), each proxy node must send the same key information 

to other proxy nodes. 

� On the key revocation phase, a sender and each proxy node must send same revocation data 

respectively to proxy nodes and nodes. 

Using multi-hop communication, it is possible to reduce the transmission costs of the proposed 

scheme. In short, a sender or each proxy node need not copy the key information or the revocation 

data for every proxy node or every node. 

3. 2. 5. Conclusion 

This thesis proposed a user revocation scheme that is suitable for ad-hoc networks. The proposed 

scheme satisfies the following features: a privileged center is not required for initialization and user 

revocation; user revocation does not depend on communication routes; costs of revoking users and 

initialization are sufficiently small; and security against collusion is provided up to dx revoked users. 
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3. 3. Interaction Key Generation Schemes 

3. 3. 1. Introduction 

3. 3. 1. 1. Background 
Interaction key technology is based on a group key generation scheme and has the feature related to 

time-stamp technology. The group key generation scheme allows a group member to send a 

communication (is used to generate a shared key) over various channels to other group members, so 

that all the group members share the shared key. The channels could be Internet, LANs, cell phone 

networks, P2P networks, ad-hoc networks, mesh networks, etc. In these systems, there is a need for a 

secure and fast method to share shared keys with all other authorized group members. Also, there is 

a need for a time-stamp technology [HS90] using a trusted time-stamp authority can prove a 

message existed at a point in time. However, the interaction key technology does not combine the 

group key generation scheme and the time-stamp technology. 

This paper focuses on a new feature whereby group members can prove to a third party that the 

members generate the shared key in real time, and the party can generate the group public key 

(which is called Interaction key in this paper) corresponds to the shared key. This third party (which 

is called Proxy node in this paper) can observe the communications of the group members. 

Normally, the proxy node cannot generate a trusted public key since he does not know the 

relationship between the communicating group members and the shared key. The simple solution is 

to assume that a trusted authority generates the shared key and produce a corresponding public key 

with a time-stamp and distribute them to the group members. However this solution is not practical.  

Since the proposed solution does not require an authority, this study will discuss ordinary key 

generation schemes. 

3. 3. 1. 2. Related Works 
Diffie-Hellman key generation scheme and its many variations are well known, whereby two entities 

(e.g. Alice and Bob) share a shared key. M. Burmester and Y. Desmedt [BD94] extended this 

scheme to more than two entities. Their scheme does not restrict the use of the shared key, which is 

generally used for a symmetric cipher and MAC. 

SSL [SSL] and TLS [TLS] provide a secure session between a proxy node and a node using a key 

generation scheme that distributes encrypted shared key information using public key cryptography. 

SSL and TLS use the shared key for a symmetric cipher and MAC. 

In these schemes, in order to use the shared key as a private key for public key cryptography, 
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Alice and Bob can publish the public keys correspond to the shared key, (where the public keys are 

calculated by a procedure that Alice and Bob decide in advance) then a third party can verify to 

equal all the public keys. In this paper, this solution is called Simple method. 

Two schemes [G99] [PS98] propose that Alice and Bob cooperate to generate identical RSA 

public keys and different private keys as a part of RSA private key. Another [BF97] shows how 

more than two entities cooperate to generate similar keys. In [G99] [PS98] Alice and Bob can 

generate the public keys using their secret keys. In [BF97] an RSA public key can be generated only 

if a Helper assists. However the Helper cannot access the private key. In other words, a third party 

cannot get the public keys. In order for a third party to get the public keys, it can use the Simple 

method. 

Other related applications using a group key include Group Signature, Ring Signature, and 

Threshold Cryptosystem. Chaum and van Heyst [CH91] introduced the idea of Group Signature 

with the following features: 

� only group members can sign message, and 

� no one is able to identify who member of the group signed, however, in case of disputes, it is 

revealed the identity of the group member who signed it. 

Unlike Group Signature, Ring Signature (Rivest, Shamir, and Tauman [RST01]), maintains 

anonymity even in case of disputes. Threshold Cryptosystem is that n members share a secret key of 

a group such that k members (1 ≤ k ≤ n) must cooperate in order to decrypt a given ciphertext. 

Two efficient threshold schemes [DF89][P91] are known, [DF89] requires an authority, while [P91] 

does not. 

The proposed schemes also generate a group public key, while there are other features not seen in 

the previous examples. Additionally, this study assumes that group members share the same secret 

(i.e. shared key), however their applications assume that each member has a different secret. Thus, 

the study does not need to compare the performance of the proposed schemes and one of their 

applications. 

In PKI model, a certificate authority can prove a validity of a public key to a verifier. At the same 

time, by observing key generation process, these proposed schemes can prove directly a validity of a 

prover's group public key to a verifier without an authority. 

3. 3. 1. 3. Simple Methods 
Here this study will discuss the simple method and its problems in detail. Alice and Bob have the 

private keys xAlice and xBob respectively. A verifier has the corresponding public keys yAlice and yBob. 

Also, Alice and Bob use the same procedure to calculate a public key from a shared key. 

1. Alice and Bob share the shared key using a key generation scheme (e.g. Deffie-Hellman). 

2. Alice and Bob calculate the public keys PKAlice and PKBob from the shared key respectively. 
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3. Alice calculates the signature SIGAlice for PKAlice using XAlice. Similarly Bob calculates the 

signature SIGBob. 

4. Alice sends PKAlice and SIGAlice to Verifier. Similarly Bob sends PKBob and SIGBob. 

5. A verifier verifies SIGAlice and SIGBob. If the verification fails, the process is stopped. 

6. If PKAlice = PKBob Verifier accepts PKAlice and PKBob as the group public key. 

The simple method has the following problems: 

� Problem 1: A verifier cannot know when the shared key is generated, and who shares it.  

� Problem 2: A verifier cannot believe PKBob (or PKAlice) if Alice (or Bob) did not publish PKAlice (or 

PKBob. 

Problem 1 means entities other than Alice and Bob can share the shared key and the age of the 

key is completely unknown. Problem 2 means although Alice (or Bob) may have the shared key, it is 

possible that Alice (or Bob) is not included in the group. 

3. 3. 1. 4. Our Result 
The study hereby proposes solutions for both problems. The proposed schemes (TC type and DH 

type) feature: 

� Generatability is that a proxy node can generate an interaction key from communications (to 

generate a shared key). 

� Verifiability is that a proxy node can verify a relation between the interaction key and the 

communications, i.e., the information of the shared key (corresponds to the interaction key) is 

included in the communications. 

� Robustness is that a proxy node can certainly calculate the interaction key, when all users can 

calculate the shared key. 

� Confidentiality is that there is no polynomial time algorithm that can calculate the shared key 

from only the communications. 

Generatability and Verifiability solve Problem1, Generatability and Robustness solve Problem2. 

Confidentiality assures that attackers cannot get the shared key. 

For proper functionality of the proposed schemes, the study makes the following assumption: 

� At least one of users who participates in the proposed schemes is honest, also an honest user follows 

the proposed schemes. 

If the number of users is large, this condition is generally satisfied. If not, this condition is 

satisfied, for instance, in applications such as E-commerce where users are on opposite sides of a 

transaction. In other words, since a seller and a buyer are on opposite of a transaction in general, the 

study considers that each side can use the proposed schemes to verify the other. 
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Since the proposed schemes can solve the problems of the simple method, the proposed schemes 

can be applied to many systems. There are many types of networks that function without an 

authority. Some of these are P2P networks, mesh networks, and ad-hoc networks. Unlike traditional 

key generation schemes and message authentication schemes, it is easy to apply the proposed 

schemes to these types of networks since the schemes prove a validity of a group public key without 

assuming an authority. Mesh and wireless ad-hoc type networks are especially suited to the proposed 

schemes, since an end user (i.e. proxy node) forwards packets. Note that a proxy node is a verifier, 

but is not an authority. 

This study uses threshold cryptosystems [DF89][P91] based on Discrete Logarithm Problem 

which is called DLP in this paper) for our TC type proposed scheme. This is a type of secret sharing 

scheme wherein the user can verify the validity of the shadows. This means that Verifiability can be 

satisfied. Also, this study uses Diffie-Hellman Problem [DH76] (which is called DHP in this thesis) 

for our DH type proposed scheme. DHP is, for given ga and gb, to compute gab, where let G be a 

cyclic group with generator g. If the study uses DHP for verifying communications to generate a 

shared key, the study expects to ensure Verifiability. In both type proposed schemes, each user 

publishes ga user's secret and generates the shared key from all the secrets. This will ensure 

Generatability. 

3. 3. 2. Definitions 

The proposed schemes can be based on appropriate DHP and DLP defined over finite cyclic groups, 

including subgroups of Jacobians of elliptic curves and so on. This thesis explains the proposed 

schemes over a prime field Zp. 

A target system consists of the following: 

� System manager: A trusted party (i.e. station) that decides system parameters and sets each 

user i's private key xi and the corresponding public key yi. Also it manages a public bulletin 

board that keeps system parameters and public keys for all users. For simplicity, this study uses 

the same key pair for public key cryptosystems and signature schemes. However the key pair 

should be different in practice. 

� Node i: A user labeled i as its ID number is a member of the group. To generate a shared key, 

users communicate with other users. Assume the total number of users is n. Let Φ = {1,2, ..., n} 

be the set of the users. In DH type proposed scheme, users consist of Starter, Relay, and 

Terminator. In a ring type network, Starter is user 1 that begins the protocol, Terminator is 

user n that ends the protocol, and Relay is zero or more user(s) that exists between Starter and 

Terminator. If n = 2, this means there is no Relay. 

� Proxy node: One or more proxy nodes can use polynomial time algorithms α and β. α can 
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calculate an interaction key IK from communications to generate a shared key, and β can verify 

the relation between IK and the communications, i.e., a shared key (corresponds to IK) is 

included in the communications. Also a proxy node can observe communications between users 

at all times. Note that a proxy node is not necessary as is an authority. 

� Interaction key is a group public key generated using an algorithm α. Here, the interaction key is 

the group public key that corresponds to the shared key CK as private key, where all users who 

participates in our protocol, share the shared key. 

Next, the study makes the following system assumptions: 

1. All users trust the system manager. The system manager does not operate anything illegal. 

2. In TC type proposed scheme, all users have simultaneous access to the broadcasted data. This is 

called a broadcast network in this thesis. 

3. In DH type proposed scheme, user i can send data to next user i + 1, the last user n then send 

one to user 1. This is called a ring type network in this paper. 

4. All users can access to the public bulletin board at any time. 

Next, the study makes the following security assumptions: 

1. DHP and DLP are computationally hard to solve. 

2. In (n + 1, 2n) threshold cryptosystems, anyone with less than n + 1 shadows cannot get any 

information about the secret CK. 

3. At least one of users who participates in the proposed schemes is honest, also an honest user 

follows the proposed schemes. 

4. The system manager manages the public bulletin board strictly reject any change. Or, each 

public bulletin board parameter with the certificate shall be checked before use. Otherwise, 

each user may send its own public key certificate to another user, and they may share public 

parameters before starting the proposed scheme. 

5. The broadcast network and the ring type network are not secure, i.e., anyone can see the data 

following across the networks. 

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the proposed schemes must feature: 

1. Generatability: There is a polynomial time algorithm α. 

2. Verifiability: There is a polynomial time algorithm β. 

3. Robustness: When all users can calculate the shared key CK, a proxy node can certainly calculate 

the interaction key IK. 

4. Confidentiality: There is no polynomial time algorithm that can calculate CK from only the 

communications to generate the shared key. 
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3. 3. 3. The Proposed Schemes 

This proposed schemes contain two phases: system setup phase and key generation phase. 

3. 3. 3. 1. System Setup Phase 
At first, a system setup phase is carried out only once. Also, this phase is the same in both type 

proposed scheme. 

1. The system manager decides the following system parameters and publishes them to the public 

bulletin board: 

� p: a large prime number 

� q: a large prime number such that q | p - 1, and 2n < q in TC type proposed scheme. 

� g: a qth root of unity over Zp  

� A_Enc(y, m): a secure asymmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext ct of the 

message m using a public key y. Here, ct is decrypted by using the corresponding private key x. 

� S_Enc(ck, m): a secure symmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext ct of the 

message m using a shared key ck. Here, ct is decrypted using the shared key ck. 

� H(m):a secure one-way hash function, which outputs a hash value of the message m. Here, the 

size of the hash value is same as that of a shared key. 

� A_Sign(x, m): a secure signature generation function, which outputs a signature SIGm of the 

message m using a private key x. Here, the validity of the signature SIGm is checked using a 

public key y. 

2. The system manager generates user i's public key yi and its private key xi for 1, 2, ..., n. 

3. The system manager distributes the user's key pairs to each user 1, ..., n respectively in a secure 

manner. Each user keeps its own key pair as its secret key. 

4. The system manager publishes y1, ..., yn on the public bulletin board with the corresponding user's 

ID numbers. 

5. The system manager may remove the private keys x1, ..., xn after the system setup phase. The 

system manager's other tasks are to maintain the public bulletin board and to generate a secret key 

and a public key for each new user. 

3. 3. 3. 2. Key Generation Phase: TC Type Proposed Scheme 

3. 3. 3. 2. 1. Procedure of User i 

A user sends “Reject” to all entities if a signature is “invalid”, then the protocol stops. 

Step 1 

1. Node i pre-generates a secret random number Ri (∈  Zq), and stores it secretly. 
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2. Node i pre-generates random integers ai, 1, ai, 2, ..., ai, n that satisfy the following conditions: 

   ai, 1 = Ri, 0 ≤ ai, k ≤ q - 1 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ n, and ai, n ≠ 0. 

3. Node i pre-calculates as follows: 

   Fi = {Fi, k (= ga
i, k mod p) | for k = 1, 2, ..., n}.   (3.3.1) 

4. Node i defines the following equation over Zq: 
n 

   fi(w) = ∑ ai, k wk mod q. 
k=1 

5. Node i generates 2n shadows using a well-known secret sharing scheme [S79] as follows: 

   CKi, j = fi(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ 2n), 

   where user i has two shadows CKi, 2i-1, CKi, 2i. 

6. Node i calculates as follows: 

   SIGi, all, F = sign(xi, i || Fi), where || indicates concatenation of data. 

7. For all users except oneself, user i (≠ v) calculates as follows: 

   ENCi, v = A_Enc(yv, i || CKi, 2v-1 || CKi, 2v), and 

   SIGi, v, ENC = A_Sign(xi, i || ENCi, v). 

8. Node i broadcasts Fi and SIGi, all, F, and sends ENCi, v and SIGi, v, ENC to user v. 

Step 2 

1. From all users except oneself, user i (≠ v) receives Fv, SIGv, all ,F, ENCv, i and SIGv, i, ENC. 

2. Node i verifies SIGv, all, F and SIGv, i, ENC using yv. If SIGv, all, F and SIGv, i, ENC are “valid”, he 

decrypts ENCv, i using xi so that he gets CKv, 2i-1 and CKv, 2i. 

3. Node i calculates as follows: 
              n 

   CK2i-1 = ∑ CKv, 2i-1} mod q, 
v=1 

             n 
   CK2i = ∑ CKv, 2i mod q, and 

v=1 

   IKi = gCK
2i-1 mod p. 

4. For IKi and CK2i, user i calculates as follows: 

   SIGi, all, IK || CK = A_Sign(xi, i || IKi || CK2i). 

5. Node i broadcasts IKi, CK2i, and SIGi, all, IK || CK. 

Step 3 

1. From all users except oneself, user i (≠ v) receives IKv, CK2v, and SIGv, all, IK || CK. 

2. Node i verifies SIGv, all, IK || CK using yv. If SIGv, all, IK || CK is “valid”, he accepts IKv and CK2v. 

3. Let Ω be a set of IDs of n + 1 shadows that user i has, user i calculates as follows: 

   CK = ∑ (CKh · L(Ω, h)) mod q, 
h∈ Ω 
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   where 

   L(Ω, h) =  ∏  t / (t - h) mod q, and 
t∈ Ω١{h} 

n 
   CK ≡ ∑ Ri     (mod q). 

i=1 

3. 3. 3. 2. 2. Procedure of a Proxy node 

1. For i = 1, 2, ..., n, the proxy node verifies SIGi, all, F and SIGi, all, IK || CK using yi. If SIGi, all, F and 

SIGi, all, IK || CK are “valid”, he accepts Fi, IKi and CK2i. If they are “invalid”, he broadcasts “Reject” 

and IK is not acceptable. 

2. The proxy node checks the following verification formula in [P91]: 
n    n      k 

   gCK
j ≡ ∏ ( ∏ Fi, k 

j  )    (mod p).  (3.3.2) 
i=1  k=1 

 If the above equation (3.3.2) is “invalid”, he broadcasts “Reject” and IK is not acceptable. 
3. Let ∆ = {1, 2, ..., 2n} be a set of the shadow's ID, the proxy node calculates as follows: 

n 
    IK = ∏ (IKi

L(∆, 2i - 1) · gCK2i · L(∆, 2i)) mod p, 
i=1 

   where 
n 

   IK ≡ g^(∑ Ri)     (mod p). 
i=1 

3. 3. 3. 3. Key Generation Phase: DH Type Proposed scheme 

3. 3. 3. 3. 1. Procedure of User i 

Let Λi = {2, ..., i} be a set, and let ηi = {1, i+2, ..., n} be a set. A user sends “Reject” to all entities if a 

signature is “invalid”, then the protocol stops. 

Round 1 

1. Starter (user 1) pre-generates a random integer R1, D1 (∈ Zq), and pre-calculates as follows: 

    IK1 = gR
1 mod p and 

   CHA1 = gD
1 mod p. 

  Next, for a part of the interaction key IK1 and the challenge CHA1, he calculates as follows: 

   SIG1, IK = A_Sign(x1, 1 || IK1), and SIG1, CHA = A_Sign(x1, 1 || CHA1). 

  Then he sends IK1, CHA1, and SIG1, IK || CHA to Relay (user 2), in case of n = 2, to Terminator 

(user 2). 

2. Relay (user i = 2, ... , n - 1) pre-generates a random integer Ri (∈ Zq), and pre-calculates as 

follows: 

   IKi = gR
i mod p. 
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  Next, he verifies SIG1, CHA using y1, and calculates as follows: 

   RESi = CHA1
R

i mod p, 

   SIGi, IK = A_Sign(xi, i || IKi), and 

   SIGi, RES = A_Sign(xi, i || RESi). 

 Then he sends CHA1, SIG1, CHA, a part of the interaction key IKi, the signature SIGi, IK}, the 

response RESi, and the signature SIGi, RES to Relay (next user i + 1), in case of n = i + 1, to 

Terminator (user n). 

3. Terminator (user n) pre-generates a random integer Rn, Dn (∈ Zq), and pre-calculates as follows: 

   IKn = gR
n mod p, and 

   CHAn = gD
n mod p. 

  Next, he verifies SIG1, CHA using y1, and calculates as follows: 

   RESn = CHA1
R

n mod p, 

   SIGn, IK = A_Sign(xn, n || IKn), and 

   SIGn, RES = A_Sign(xn, n || RESn). 

 Then he sends the challenge CHAn, the signature SIGn, CHA, a part of the interaction key IKn, the 

signature SIGn, IK, the response RESn, and the signature SIGn, RES to Starter (user 1). 

Round 2 

1. Starter (user 1) verifies SIGn, CHA using yn, and calculates as follows: 

   RES1 = CHAn
R

1 mod p, and 

   SIG1, RES || D = A_Sign(x1, 1 || RES1 || D1). 

 Then he sends the response RES1, the random integer D1, and the signature SIG1, RES || D to Relay 

(next user i + 1), in case of n = 3, to Terminator (user 3). 

2. In case of i = 2, Relay (user 2) calculates as follows: 

  AS_ENCi = A_Enc(yi+1), i || ∑ Ri mod q), and 
i∈ Λi 

  SIGi, AS_ENC = A_Sign(xi, i || AS_ENCi). 

Then he sends the ciphertext AS_ENCi and the signature SIGi, AS_ENC to Relay (next user i + 1), 

in case of n = i + 1, to Terminator (user n). In case of i ≠ 2, Relay (user i) verifies SIGi-1, AS_ENC 

using yi-1, and decrypts AS_ENCi-1 using xi so that gets ∑Λi Ri mod q. Then he calculates 

AS_ENCi, SIGi, AS_ENC and sends them to Relay (next user i + 1), in case of n = i + 1, to 

Terminator (user n). 

3. Terminator (user n) verifies SIGn-1, AS_ENC using yn-1, and decrypts AS_ENCn-1 using xn so that 

gets ∑i∈ Λn-1 Ri mod q. Next he calculates as follows: 
   AS_ENCn = A_Enc(y1, n ||  ∑  Ri mod q), and 

i∈ Φ١{1} 

   SIGn, AS_ENC | D = A_Sign(xn, n || AS_ENCn || Dn). 
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Then he sends the ciphertext AS_ENCn, the random integer Dn and the signature SIGn, AS_ENC || D 

to Starter (user 1). 

Round 3 

1. Starter (user 1) verifies SIGn, AS_ENC || D using yn, and decrypts AS_ENCn using x1 so that gets 

∑i∈ Φ١{1} Ri mod q. Then he calculates as follows: 
   AS_ENC1 = A_Enc(y2, 1 ||  ∑  Ri mod q), and 

i∈ Λ1١{2} 

   SIG1, AS_ENC = A_Sign(x1, 1 || AS_ENC1). 

  Next he sends the ciphertext AS_ENC1 and the signature SIG1, AS_ENC to Relay (user i), in case of 

n = 2, to Terminator (user 2). Finally, he calculates the shared key CK = ∑i∈ Φ Ri mod q and 

verifies gCK ≡ Πn
i=1 IKi (mod p). If the above equation is not the congruence, he sends “Reject” 

to all users then CK is not accepted. If the equation is the congruence, he accepts CK.  

2. In case of i = 2, Relay (user 2) verifies SIG1, AS_ENC using y1, and decrypts AS_ENC1 using x2 so 

that gets ∑i∈ Λ1١{2} Ri mod q. Then he calculates as follows: 
   S_ENCi = S_Enc(H( ∑ Ri mod q), 1 || ∑ Ri mod q), and 

i∈ Λ1              i∈ ηi 

   SIGi, S_ENC = A_Sign(xi, i || S_ENCi). 

  Next, he sends the ciphertext S_ENCi and the signature SIGi, S_ENC to Relay (next user i + 1), in 

case of n = i + 1, to Terminator (user n). In case of i ≠2, Relay (user i) verifies SIGi-1, S_ENC using 

yi-1, and decrypts S_ENCi-1 using H(∑i∈ Λi-1 Ri mod q) so that gets ∑i∈ ηi-1 Ri mod q. Then he 

calculates S_ENCi, SIGi, S_ENC and sends them to Relay (next user i + 1), in case of n = i + 1, to 

Terminator (user n). Finally, in case of i = 2, ..., n - 1, he calculates the shared key CK and 

verifies one, similarly to Starter. 

3. Terminator (user n) verifies SIGn-1, S_ENC using yn-1, and decrypts S_ENCn-1 using H(∑i∈ Λn-1 Ri 

mod q) so that gets ∑i∈ ηn-1 Ri mod q. Finally, he calculates the shared key CK and verifies one, 

similarly to Starter. 

3. 3. 3. 3. 2. Procedure of a Proxy node 

1. The proxy node verifies all signatures using all users' public keys. If even one of the signatures 

is “invalid”, he sends “Reject” to all users and IK is not acceptable. 

2. The proxy node checks the following published order: 

   RES2, ..., RESn, D1, RES1, Dn 

  If the order is invalid, he sends “Reject” to all users and IK is not acceptable. 

3. The proxy node checks the following congruence expression: 

   RES1 ≡ IK1
D

n   (mod p), and  (3.3.3) 

   ∏  RESi ≡ (  ∏  IKi)D
1   (mod p). (3.3.4) 

i∈ Φ١{1}         i∈ Φ١{1} 
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  If the expression is not the congruence, he sends “Reject” to all users and IK is not acceptable. 

4. The proxy node calculates the interaction key IK = ∏ i∈ Φ IKi mod p. 

3. 3. 4. Other Considerations 

Next the study will describe some considerations necessary to apply the proposed schemes to an 

actual group communication. 

How to decide the number of group members n 

TC type proposed scheme can share a maximum of n users at one time. However n cannot be known 

in advance, thus the study needs to pre-compute the expected m (≥ n) pieces of Fi, k shown in the 

equation (3.3.2). 

How to decide a starter, relays, and a terminator 

DH type proposed scheme needs to determine a starter, relays, and a terminator before execution. 

For preventing the conspiracy, it is best to select them at random. 

3. 3. 5. Evaluation 

3. 3. 5. 1. Validity 
This section evaluates the features, performance, and security of proposed schemes. The proposed 

schemes fulfill the four requirements of Generatability, Verifiability, Robustness, and 

Confidentiality as follows: 

1. The proposed schemes satisfy Generatability since IK = ∏ i∈ Φ gR
i mod p and gR

i mod p is 

published. 

2. TC type proposed scheme satisfies Verifiability, since the proxy node can verify that the 

shadows are generated correctly using the equation (3.3.2) in [P91] and each user can obtain the 

shadows. DH type proposed scheme satisfies only a part of Verifiability, since a proxy node can 

verify user i has Ri and Ri is included in IKi using the equation (3.3.3) (3.3.4). Note that given 

CHAi (= gD
i mod p) and IKv (= gR

v mod p), to calculate RESv (= gD
i
 · R

i mod p) is DHP. However 

he cannot verify user i has Rv of another user v. 

3. The proposed schemes satisfy Robustness, since all IKis have been published when all users can 

calculate the shared key. 

4. The proposed schemes satisfy Confidentiality for the reasons mentioned in Section 3.3.5.2. 

Table 3.3.1 shows that the worst-case performance of proposed schemes for each user. This study 

assumes that the amount of computation is the total number of exponentiations, a public key 
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encryption / decryption and a A_Sign / verification are one exponentiation each. Also the study 

assumes that the amount of transmission traffic of a signature is | p |, where | p | means the size of p. 

 

Table 3. 3. 1. Evaluation of the proposed two schemes. 

 TC type proposed scheme DH type proposed scheme 

The amount of computation 5n + 2 11 

The amount of transmission (3n + 1) | p | + | q | 9 | p | + | q | 

The number of transmission n + 1 3 

The type of security DLP DHP 

The type of network Broadcast Ring 

 

From Table 3.3.1, the study considers that the performance of DH type proposed scheme does not 

depend on the total number of group members n. The performance of TC type proposed scheme, 

however, is affected by n. Also, a proxy node requires 4n + n3 exponentiations for TC type proposed 

scheme, and 4n + 7 exponentiations for DH type proposed scheme. 

3. 3. 5. 2. Security Analysis 

Passive attacks 

First, the study will discuss passive attacks, wherein a proxy node or an outsider of the group uses 

only the public data to get CK or the secrets: 

� Determining CK from communications to generate a shared key: In TC type proposed 

scheme, a proxy node or an attacker can get IKi (= gCK
i mod p), IK (= gCK mod p), and n 

shadows (i.e. the number of CKi is n) from the communications. CK can be recovered using n + 

1 shadows, since n + 1 is the threshold value of the secret sharing scheme. However, since the 

difficulty of getting CKi from IKi is the same as that of solving DLP, they cannot get n + 1 

shadows. For the same reason, they also cannot determine CK from IK. 

    In DH type proposed scheme, a proxy node or an attacker can get IKi (= gR
i mod p), IK (= 

gCK mod p), and n encrypted Ris from the communications. CK can be recovered using n Ris, 

since CK = ∑i∈ Φ Ri mod q. However, since the encryption functions A_Enc(y, m) and S_Enc(y, 

m) are secure and the difficulty of getting Ri from IKi is the same as that of solving DLP, they 

cannot get n Ris. For the same reason, they also cannot determine CK from IK. 

Active attacks 

Next, the study discusses the active attacks: 
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� Modifying or forging communications: In the proposed schemes, all communications consist 

of the signatures generated using a secure signature function A_Sign(s, m) and the generator's 

ID number i. If an attacker modifies the signatures or i, the signature verification function 

outputs “invalid”. Therefore, it is difficult to modify or forge the communications. Also, in DH 

type proposed scheme, to use the signatures prevents ‘Man in the middle attack’ in ring type 

networks. 

� Modifying or forging a public bulletin board: Modifying or forging the public bulletin board 

is difficult because the study assumes that the system manager ensures that there are no 

changes. Or, each parameter on the board has a certificate, which is verified before using the 

public parameters. 

� Conspiracy: The study assumes that at least one of users who participates in the proposed 

schemes is honest, deceiving the proxy node is possible only if all users are dishonest and they 

conspire at the same time. If this happens, the proxy node accepts the public key generated in 

advance as an interaction key. 

 In TC type proposed scheme, deceiving the proxy node is difficult if only one honest user 

exists, since the honest user i's Fi,1 (= gR
i mod p) cannot be modified by the signature, and the 

dishonest users cannot get Ri until the honest user i publishes his shadow (i.e. the dishonest 

users cannot select their random secrets depending on Ri). 

 In DH type proposed scheme, deceiving the proxy node is possible if a dishonest starter 

and a dishonest terminator conspire. They can generate their own random secrets using the 

honest Relay i's Ri. Thus, DH type proposed scheme requires that at least the starter or the 

terminator be honest. 

� To use a key pair for signing and verifying: Application of proposed schemes means that (IK, 

CK) are used for verifying and singing. This study assumes that a general signature algorithm is 

used, provided it substitutes (IK, CK) for a key pair of the algorithm. The difference between 

(IK, CK) and the key pair is that (IK, CK) have a construction as the sum of random numbers. 

Since a signature algorithm (where the generated signature is divided as it can verify) may 

exist, the study recommends not using such a signature algorithm for the proposed schemes. 

3. 3. 6. Applications 

This study will examine two applications for proposed schemes, message certification and certificate 

generation. 

Message Certification: 
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The study assumes that Message Certification means that a third party can verify the communication 

messages between users using a signature generated by an authority. Using the proposed schemes, 

users can prove the following to a third party (i.e. proxy node) without an authority: 

� signed messages are communicated just now, and 

� signed messages have not been communicated before. 

To demonstrate, first the users generate an interaction key and a shared key. Next the users 

generate the signature using the shared key (and their own private key), and send communications 

containing this signature. Finally the proxy node verifies the signature using the interaction key (and 

the user's public key). 

Certificate Generation: 

The study assumes that Certificate Generation means that a certificate authority can issue a 

certificate, which guarantees the time when users generated the key pair. Unless the certificate 

authority generates a key pair, the above certificate cannot be issued without using the proposed 

schemes. 

3. 3. 7. Conclusions 

This thesis has proposed a new concept known as Interaction key, realized by two schemes (TC type 

and DH type). An interaction key is a group public key that corresponds to a shared key shared by 

multiple users. It has unique features that a proxy node can verify: 

1. the shared key has been generated now, and 

2. the shared key has not existed before. 

Thus, multiple users can prove them to the proxy node. 
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3. 4. Incentive and PKI-supporting Mechanism 

3. 4. 1. Introduction 

3. 4. 1. 1. Wireless Multi-hop Communications 
Wireless multi-hop communication is that one or more relay nodes relay messages from a sending 

node to a receiving node as bucket brigade. Mobile ad-hoc networks and multi-hop cellular networks 

exist as networks using wireless multi-hop communication. 

A mobile ad-hoc network (see Figure 3.4.1) is composed of a set of autonomous nodes, and the 

nodes communicate with each other without backbone infrastructures. Mobile ad-hoc networks have 

the following advantages: 1) no requiring backbone infrastructures, 2) effective utilization of wave 

frequency bands using short-range communication and traffic distribution, and 3) easy extending of 

network area. 

Fig. 3.4.1. Node A sends a message to node B using multi-hop communication in an ad-hoc 
network. 

 

On the other hand, a multi-hop cellular network (see Figure 3.4.2) is an integrated network of a 

cellular network (e.g. a wireless LAN that connects to backbone infrastructures via access points, 

and cellular phone systems that connect to backbone infrastructures via base stations) and a mobile 

ad-hoc network. Here, nodes (i.e. cellular phones, notebook PC’s, and PDAs) communicate with 

 

A  

B 
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backbone infrastructures using multi-hop communication. Therefore, this study would say a 

multi-hop cellular network is a cellular network, which adopts the advantages of ad-hoc networks. In 

this thesis, multi-hop cellular networks suppose as follows: 

� Wireless LAN systems and cellular phone systems 

� It is not always possible for a node to connect to stations (e.g. base stations and access points). 

� Node to node communication does not always have to go through a station. 

� At least one of node to station communications is multi-hop when node-to-node communication 

going through a station. 

Fig. 3.4.2. Node A sends a message to node B and C in a multi-hop cellular network. 

 

3. 4. 1. 2. Security of Multi-hop Communication 
The thesis focuses on node-to-node authentication and cooperation of well-known security problems. 

As other problem, secure routing problems [BB02][MGLB00] are known. 

3. 4. 1. 2. 1. PKI-supporting function 

For the general public, entity authentication requires public key infrastructure (PKI). However PKI 

is not always effective by the following reasons: 

� A node has a heavy workload for certificate verifications and signature generations, since the 

node has not many resources. In addition, it is not easy that a node has various certification 

authority (CA) certificates for authentication. 

Station 

Station 

A B 

C 

Backbone infrastructure 
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� A node does not always use CA for certificate management (but a close network needs not CA). 

To solve the above problems, the study considers a PKI-supporting function that nodes with many 

resources manage certificates (certificate issuing, certificate providing, and certificate verification) 

for nodes with few resources. 

3. 4. 1. 2. 2. Incentive Function 

Multi-hop communication requires relaying messages to nodes. However, nodes are not active in 

cooperation with using power because of battery drive. Therefore, the study considers an incentive 

function that gives reward for cooperation and gives disadvantage for non-cooperation. Here, the 

thesis calls a digitizing reward a “reward point (RP)”. Cooperation methods, which trade RP with 

services, have been studied extensively. 

3. 4. 1. 3. Related Works 
The thesis introduces studies that apply PKI to ad-hoc networks. The papers [CBH02][HBC01] 

proposed a modified PKI that trusts associates as with pretty good privacy (PGP). The modified PKI 

differs from PGP in that 1) nodes do not use public key directories, 2) nodes manage own certificate, 

and 3) nodes exchange certificates with other nodes. This proposal has a problem that nodes have a 

heavy workload. 

On the other hand, the papers [KZLLZ01][YK02][ZH99] proposed schemes trust a group of 

privileged nodes. On the schemes, the group shares a CA’s private key, and the group can manage 

certificates when the number of the shared keys is more than a specific threshold. The schemes have 

an issue in which a node must connect plural privileged nodes for certificate management. Also, the 

paper [WT01] proposed a scheme that trusts a group of non-privileged nodes. A node asks the group 

about trustworthiness of certificates by distributing the questions. Therefore, the scheme increases an 

amount of traffic. Moreover, a method to judge answers from the group is not clear in the paper. 

Secondly, the thesis introduces studies of incentive functions. The paper [BH00][BH02] proposed 

a scheme that manages RP in a tamper resistant module (TRM) in ad-hoc networks. The scheme 

increases RP in TRM when relaying a message, and decreases RP in TRM when sending a message. 

Then a destination TRM sends RP to a source TRM if the relaying is valid. This scheme requires a 

high-performance TRM. Moreover, a method to send RP is not clear in the paper. 

On the other hand, the papers [JHB03][SBHJ03] proposed a symmetric key cipher-based 

incentive scheme in multi-hop cellular networks. This scheme manages each node’s RP account in a 

base station. After session establishing with the station, a sending node sends a message with a 

message authentication code (MAC) to a receiving node via the station. The base station removes RP 

of the sending node to the receiving node by verifying the message with MAC. In addition, the 

receiving node sends an advice of receipt to the station when the receiving node receives the 
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message. Nodes have a light workload. However the routing is not flexible, because the 

communication must go through the station and the scheme requires source routing method that a 

message includes IDs of relay nodes. 

In addition, the paper [ZYC02] proposed an asymmetric key cipher-based incentive scheme in 

ad-hoc networks. A sending node sends a message with the corresponding signature to a receiving 

node via a relay node, and the receiving node and the relay node verify the received signature. The 

receiving node sends the signature to trusted third party (TTP), and then TTP removes RP of the 

sending node to the relay node. Therefore, the scheme requires TTP, also nodes have a heavy 

workload for verifying. 

The papers [BB02][MGLB00] proposed secure routing schemes using node observation. On the 

schemes nodes observe messages relaying so that the nodes find a dishonest node, which does not 

relay a message. Then the schemes re-route without the dishonest node. Therefore, this study thinks 

to be able to use the schemes as an incentive function. For example, the scheme removes RP of a 

sending node to an honest relay node. However the message observation is a heavy workload for 

nodes. 

3. 4. 1. 4. Overview 
Existing papers discuss a PKI-supporting function and an incentive function respectively, therefore 

these papers do not investigate an integration of two functions. However an incentive scheme using 

PKI exists, conversely a PKI-supporting scheme using nodes cooperation exists. In a word, there are 

many cases where the functions are complementary to each other. It is important to discuss 

simultaneously about the two functions. This thesis proposes a mechanism by which a temporal 

privileged node (i.e. proxy node) provides PKI-supporting and incentive functions in multi-hop 

cellular networks. Specially, routing of this proposed scheme is more flexible than one of existing 

schemes [JHB03][SBHJ03]. 

3. 4. 2. System Structure and Design Policy 

3. 4. 2. 1. System Structure 
The proposed mechanism composes of the following entities: 

� Node: is a mobile terminal with wireless multi-hop communication technology (e.g. Bluetooth, 

ultra wide band (UWB), and IEEE802.11). A node has any node certificates (and the 

corresponding private key), any CA certificates, and TRM. This thesis supposes an IC card (e.g. 

subscriber identity module (SIM)) as TRM, and describes the IC card as a “Card”. This proposed 

mechanism assumes mainly a cellular phone and PDA as a node. 

� Proxy node: is a temporal privileged node. A proxy node has a proxy certificate issued by a 
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system manager (and the corresponding private key), any node certificate (and the corresponding 

private key), a CA certificate that can verify a least one of plural system manager certificates, and 

TRM. Here, the proxy certificate has the short term of validity (e.g. one day), and indicates that 

the system manager approves the node as proxy node. The proposed mechanism assumes mainly a 

notebook PC as a proxy node, since a proxy should have more resources than a general node. 

� System manager: is a manager for a multi-hop cellular network, and .the thesis describes the 

manager as “M”. This proposed mechanism assumes an organization, which provides a wireless 

LAN service or cellular phone service as a system manager. The system manager has almost CA 

certificates and his own certificates that plural certificate authorities issue. In addition all nodes 

trust the manager. 

� Station: is a base station of cellular phone service or an access point of a wireless LAN service. 

� Card issuer: is an issuer that issues a card (and the corresponding card application) and manages 

the card. The thesis describes the issuer as “C”. Only the card issuer can increase RP in Card, and 

all entities trust the card issuer. In this thesis, a backbone infrastructure composes of a system 

manager and a card issuer. 

3. 4. 2. 2. Design Policy 
The proposed mechanism is that a proxy node (instead of a trusted center [JHB03][SBHJ03] 

[ZYC02]) provides PKI-supporting and incentive functions simultaneously. Our design policy 

satisfies as follows: 

1. A message does not always go through a backbone infrastructure. Therefore the routing is 

flexible. 

2. According to integrate of supporting and incentive functions, the proposed scheme can delete 

duplication processes (initialization, invalid node finding, and system protecting), and can 

improve security because of lumping invalid nodes and the corresponding information for two 

functions together. 

For realizing the above policy 1, a backbone infrastructure must execute verifications for 

incentive function in non-real time. Therefore, the thesis presumes that a proxy node uses PKI. 

Moreover our design policy satisfies the following properties: 

� Connectability: means a node can execute a certification verification process in strong 

probability. 

� Efficiency: means this proposed mechanism gives a little overhead to a system. 

� Verifiability: means a system can find an illegal operation. 

� Robustness: means invalid nodes collusion cannot leak a system secret. 

� Traceability: means a system can specify an invalid node. 
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3. 4. 3. The Proposed Mechanism 

This section explains a preparation phase, a PKI-supporting function and an incentive function of this 

proposed mechanism. Here, the preparation phase is a common process that the two functions use for 

preparing. The proposed mechanism uses the following notation for the explanation: 

� H(m): is a secure one-way hash function, which outputs a hash value of the message m. 

� HMAC(m): is a secure HMAC function, which outputs a hash value of the message m. 

� IDA: is an identification of entity A. 

� θ(a, b, c): is a reward point. “a” is ID. “b” is a point number. “c” is I/O type (In or Out). θ is input 

from Card when I/O type is “In”, and θ is output to Card when I/O type is “Out”. Note that θ 

exists in Card when I/O type is not described. 

� AInfoA B: is authentication information that entity A sends to entity B. The authentication 

information is output of a HMAC function, witch is inputted a symmetric key CKeyA B that entity 

A and B share and a target message. Entity A selects a 16 bytes random number and then he 

includes the random number the target message when he generates the authentication information. 

Entity B stops a protocol if a result that she verifies the authentication information is invalid. 

3. 4. 3.1. Preparation Phase 
In this proposed mechanism, a system manager approves a node as a proxy node j, and other nodes 

register themselves the proxy node j (see Figure 3.4.3). Then the proxy node j provides 

PKI-supporting and incentive functions to the registered nodes. 

Fig. 3.4.3. 1) Approving a proxy node by a system manager, 2) Registering a node A to a proxy node 

3. 4. 3. 1. 1. Approving a Proxy node 

1. A node i sends his resource information RInfoi and the corresponding signature Sigi generated by 

a private key SKeyi (corresponds with his own certificate Certi) to M. Here, RInfoi includes 
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specifications (e.g. CPU, memory size, and HD size) by which the node i desires to publish, a 

subject list of CA certificates that he has, and Certi. 

2. M issues a proxy certificate PCerti and transfer information TInfoi from RInfoi if a result that he 

verifies Sigi is valid, and generates a symmetric key CKeyM i. Then M sends Enc1M and Enc2M to 

the node i. Here, Enc1M is a ciphertext by which M encrypts PCerti, the corresponding private key 

PSKeyi, TInfoi, and SigM using CKeyM i. Also Enc2M is a ciphertext by which M encrypts CKeyM i 

using a public key of Certi. SigM is a signature that M signs PCerti, PSKeyi, and TInfoi using a 

private key SKeyM (corresponds with his own certificate CertM). TInfoi is PKI information that 

includes certificates of M, CA certificates, a certificate revocation list (CRL), and a black list of 

invalid nodes. 

3. The node i decrypts Enc2M and Enc1M using a private key SKeyi (corresponds with Certi) and 

CKeyM i, respectively. Then the node i accepts the decrypted messages if a result that he verifies 

SigM is valid. 

3. 4. 3. 1. 2. Registering with a Proxy node 

Registration is that a node k and a proxy node j mutual authenticate and then they share a symmetric 

key if a result of the mutual authentication is valid. 

1. The node k sends RInfok, the corresponding signature Sigk generated by using SKeyk (corresponds 

with Certk) to the proxy node j. Note that the node k uses TCertk instead of Certk if he has 

obtained a temporary node certificate TCertk (see step 2). Here, TCertk proves that the proxy node 

j has registered the node k. 

2. The proxy node j generates TCertk, (the corresponding private key TSKeyk,) and CKeyj k if a result 

that he verifies Sigk is valid. Next the proxy node j generates Sigj using a private key PSKeyj 

(corresponds with PCertj selected from RInfok) for the generated data. The proxy node j sends 

Sigj, Enc1j (is a ciphertext that TCertk and TSKeyk are encrypted by using CKeyj k), Enc2j (is a 

ciphertext that CKeyj k is encrypted by using a public key of Certk), and PCertj to the node k. 

3. The node k decrypts Enc2j and Enc1j using SKeyk and CKeyj k, respectively. Then the node k 

accepts the decrypted messages if a result that he verifies Sigj is valid. Here, the node k can 

request other CA certificates to a mutual authenticated node if the node k has not verifiable CA 

certificates. 

There is every possibility of verifying a temporary node certificate than other certificates since an 

upper CA of the temporary node certificate is M. 

The proxy node j can obtain RP from the system manager for providing services to the registered 

nodes. The proxy node j receives authentication information from the nodes when providing 

services. If the number of authentication information reaches to a threshold, the proxy node j sends 

the authentication information and the corresponding symmetric keys to M. Then M sends RP (is 
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issued by C) to the proxy node j if results that M verifies the authentication information are valid. 

If the system assumes proxy node to proxy node communication, M gives a symmetric key (for 

sharing between proxy nodes) and other proxy nodes’ information to proxy nodes when approving 

proxy nodes. For using the key and the information, a probability of node registration improves. In 

addition, it is possible to mutual authentication and key-sharing between registered nodes with proxy 

nodes. 

3. 4. 3. 2. A PKI-supporting Function 
This proposed mechanism supports proxy verification, certificate issuing, and public key directory 

service (i.e. certificates providing) as PKI-supporting function. This section explains the proxy 

verification and certificate issuing using mutual authentication and key sharing protocols. 

3. 4. 3. 2. 1. Supporting Mutual Authentication and Key Sharing 

The proposed mechanism realizes mutual authentication and key sharing (see Figure 3.4.4) between 

registered node A and B via a proxy node j using symmetric cryptography. 

 

Fig. 3.4.4. Mutual authenticating and key sharing between a node A and B via a proxy node 

 

1. The node A generates a random number RandA, and then he sends IDA || RandA as a request 

message to the node B. Here, “||” is data concatenation. 

2. The node B generates a random number RandB if he responds to the request message, and then 

he sends IDB || RandB to the node A. 

3. The node A sends RandA, IDB, the corresponding AInfoA j, IDA, and IDj to the proxy node j. 

4. The node B sends RandB, IDA, the corresponding AInfoB j, IDB, and IDj to the proxy node j. 

5. The proxy node j sends AInfoj A (for RandA || RandB), Encj A (is a ciphertext that a symmetric key 

A B 

Proxy node 
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CKeyA B is encrypted using CKeyj A), IDj, and IDA to the node A if a result that he verifies AInfoA 

j using CKeyj A is valid. In addition, the proxy node j sends AInfoj B (for RandA || RandB), Encj B 

(is a ciphertext that CKeyA B is encrypted using CKeyj A), IDj, and IDB to the node A if a result 

that he verifies AInfoB j using CKeyj B is valid. 

6. The node A and B decrypt Encj A and Encj B using CKeyj A and CKeyj B respectively. 

Consequently, the nodes obtain CKeyA B if results that the nodes verify AInfoj A and AInfoj B 

respectively are valid. 

3. 4. 3. 2. 2. A Public Key Directory Service 

A public key directory service is a service by which the proxy node j provides PKI information (e.g. 

certificates) to the registered nodes. 

1. The node i sends a request list (e.g. a subject list of requested certificates), the corresponding 

AInfoi j, IDi, and IDj to the proxy node j. 

2. The proxy node j sends PKI information PKIInfoj (corresponds to the request list), the 

corresponding AInfoj i, IDj, and IDi to the node i if a result that he verifies AInfoi j is valid. 

3. The node i accepts PKIInfoj if a result that he verifies AInfoj i is valid. The node i should report 

a fact to M if contents of PKIInfoj are not equal to contents that are described in the request list, 

when the node j has provided RP. 

3. 4. 3. 3. An Incentive Function 
This subsection explains a RP management of Card and incentive models on an incentive function. 

For simplifying description, this thesis treats only proxy node j. Naturally, it allows to differ in a 

proxy node that is registered nodes and a proxy node that mediates RP. 

3. 4. 3. 3. 1. RP Management in Card 

The node i has Cardi and can withdraw θ(i, X, Out) of X (≤Y) points from θ(i, Y) of Cardi. Here, 

Cardi reduces θ(i, Y) by X points (i.e. θ(i, Y - X)). On the other hand, only C can generate θ(i, L, In) 

that increases θ(i, Y) of Cardi by L points. This study assumes that Cardi and C share a symmetric 

key CKeyi C and they use CKeyi C to generate / verify θ(i, X, Out) and θ(i, L, In). Cardi rejects θ(i, L, 

In) if θ(i, L, In) is not generated by using CKeyi C. In addition, C should verify duplicate use as 

electric money technologies for preventing re-use of RP. 

3. 4. 3. 3. 2. A Mutual Communication Incentive Model 

A mutual communication incentive model is a model in which a providing node gives services to a 

requesting node R on a public key directory service. For instance, the node R requests certificates to 

the node P, and then the node P provides the requested certificates to the node R. Finally, the node R 
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gives RP to the node P as value. The study assumes that the node R and P mutual authenticate and 

they share a symmetric key CKeyP R. 

1. The node R sends a request list, the corresponding AInfoR P, IDR, and IDP to the node P. Here, 

the request list includes subjects of certificates if the node R desires to request certificates, and 

the list includes names if the node R desires to request a black list. 

2. The node P sends an offer list, the corresponding AInfoP R, IDP, and IDR to the node R if a result 

that he verifies AInfoR P is valid. Here, the offer list includes subjects of certificates or names 

black lists that the node. 

3. The node R withdraws θ(R, T, Out) of T points (corresponds the offer list) from CardR if a 

result that he verifies AInfoP R is valid and he is satisfied with the offer list. Then the node R 

sends θ(R, T, Out), the corresponding AInfoR P, IDR, and IDP to the node P. Note that nodes 

know points for contents (e.g. one certificate is 1 point) from M via proxy nodes in advance. 

4. The node P sends contents (corresponds the offer list), the corresponding AInfoP R, IDP, and IDR 

to the node R if a result that he verifies AInfoR P is valid. Then node P sends θ(R, T, Out), the 

corresponding AInfoP j, IDP, and IDj to the proxy node j. 

5. The node R accepts the contents if a result that he verifies AInfoP R is valid. 

6. The proxy node j sends θ(R, T, Out), the corresponding AInfoj M, IDj, and IDM to M. if a result 

that he verifies AInfoP j is valid. 

7. M sends θ(R, T, Out) to C if a result that he verifies AInfoj M is valid. Next M receives θ(P, T, 

In) from C, and then he sends θ(P, T, In), the corresponding AInfoM j, IDM, and IDj to the proxy 

node j. Here, C reports a fact to M when θ(R, T, Out) is invalid. 

8. The proxy node j sends θ(P, T, In), the corresponding AInfoj P, IDj, and IDP to the node P if a 

result that he verifies AInfoM j is valid. 

9. The node P inputs θ(P, T, In) into CardP. Consequently, θ(P, Y) increases to θ(P, Y + T) if a 

result that he verifies AInfoj P is valid. 

3. 4. 3. 3. 3. A One-way Communication Incentive Model 

A one-way communication incentive model (see Figure 3.4.5) is a model that 1) a sending node s 

requests a transferring node t to forward a message with RP to a receiving node r, 2) the node t 

forwards the message with RP to the node r from the node s, 3) the node r sends the RP to a proxy 

node j, 4) the proxy node j sends the RP to the node t. The model is similar to Packet Purse Model 

[BH00]. However Packet Purse Model has a problem that it is difficult to determine the number of 

RP because the number of hop from the node s to the node r is not clear. For example, DSR protocol 

[DSR] determines the number of hop before sending a message. On the other hand, AODV protocol 

[AODV] cannot determine the number of hop before sending a message. For solving the problem, a 

one-way communication incentive model provides a function by which the node s adds RP that 
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composes of an average number of hop and plus something extra to a message and a proxy node j 

returns the rest of RP to the node s. In addition, this proposed mechanism has message authentication 

/ encryption functions between the node s and r. The study assumes that the node s and r mutual 

authenticate and they share a symmetric key CKeys r. For simplifying description, the thesis treats a 

case of only one transferring node. 

1. The node s withdraws θ(s, W, Out) of W points from Cards. The node s generates Encs (a 

ciphertext is that a plaintext Message is encrypted) and the corresponding hash value Hashs (= 

H(Encs)), and then he sends Headers (= IDs || IDt || IDr || Hashs || θ(s, W, Out) || W), the 

corresponding AInfos j, AInfos r, and Encs to the node t. 

2. The node t does W ← W – 1 if the output of H(Encs) is equal to Hashs. Then the node t sends 

Headert (= IDs || IDt || IDr || Hashs || θ(s, W, Out) || W), the corresponding AInfot j, AInfos j, AInfos 

r, and Encs to the node r. In case of plural transferring nodes, step 2 is repeated by changing r to 

t until a next node is the node r. 

3. The node r decrypts the encrypted Message if the output of H(Encs) is equal to Hashs and a 

result that he verifies AInfos r is valid. Then the node r sends Headerr (= IDs || IDt || IDr || Hashs 

|| θ(s, W, Out) || W), the corresponding AInfor j, AInfos j, AInfot j to the proxy node j. 

4. The proxy node j sends Headerj (= IDs || IDt || IDr || IDj || Hashs || θ(s, W, Out)) and the 

corresponding AInfoj M to M if results that he verifies AInfos j, AInfot j, and AInfor j are valid. 

5. M sends θ(s, W, Out) to C if a result that he verifies AInfoj M is valid. Then M receives θ(t, Wt, 

In), θ(r, Wr, In), and θ(s, Ws, In) from C (W = Wt + Wr + Ws.). C does not issue θ(t, Wt, In), θ(r, 

Wr, In), and θ(s, Ws, In) if AInfoj M and θ(s, W, Out) are invalid. Next, M sends IDM || IDj || θ(t, 

Wt, In) || θ(r, Wr, In) || θ(s, Ws, In) and the corresponding AInfoM j to the proxy node j. 

6. The proxy node j sends IDj || IDt || θ(t, Wt, In), the corresponding AInfoj t, IDj || IDr || θ(r, Wr, In), 

the corresponding AInfoj r, IDj || IDs || θ(s, Ws, In), and the corresponding AInfoj s to the node t, r 

and s respectively if a result that he verifies AInfoM j is valid. 

7. The node t, r and s input θ(t, Wt, In), θ(r, Wr, In), and θ(s, Ws, In) to Cardt, Cardr, and Cards 

respectively if results that he verifies AInfoj t, AInfoj r, and AInfoj s are valid. Consequently, RP 

that each Card has increases. 

If a transferring node does not forward a message with RP to a next transferring node, the 

transferring node sends the RP and the corresponding authentication information to M via a proxy 

node j. Next, M sends the RP to C if the RP and information are valid, and then C transforms the RP 

to data by which a sending node and the transferring node can input to Card. Finally, M sends the 

data to the sending node and the transferring node via the proxy node j so that this proposed 

mechanism can prevent RP from being lost. 

For improving motivation of nodes to send authentication information to proxy nodes, M should 

return RP that the nodes spend for sending the information to the nodes. 
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Fig. 3.4.5. A one-way communication incentive model: a node s sends a message to a node r via a 
node t. 

 

3. 4. 3. 4. Other Consideration 
Conclusively a system manager M summarizes a dishonest node list of PKI-supporting function and 

plural authentication information of incentive function via proxy nodes. M identifies all the 

dishonest nodes of two functions and generates a black list of the nodes for improving system 

security. Next, M distributes the black list to all the honest nodes via proxy nodes, and then all the 

honest nodes reject to connect with all the dishonest nodes of the black list so that all the dishonest 

nodes are revoked. 

In case that a proxy node cannot verify CRL on on-line, the proxy node sends the registered node 

certificates to M when demanding RP, and then M verifies the certificates from CRL. If invalid 

nodes exist, M notices to the proxy node. 

3. 4. 4. Evaluation 

3. 4. 4. 1. Confirming Our Design Policy  
This subsection verifies to realize our design policy in subsection 3.4.2.2: 

1. This proposed mechanism does not request to go through a backbone infrastructure for 

messages and does not restrict routing methods, because the backbone infrastructure can collect 
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dishonest node information and authentication information via proxy nodes that PKI realizes. 

2. PKI-supporting and incentive functions can share processes (registration with proxy nodes, 

collection of dishonest node information and authentication information, and black list 

generation) and the security improves, because of sharing the black lists and distributing the 

lists via the proxy nodes. 

As mentioned above, the proposed mechanism has realized the design policy. In addition, the thesis 

clarifies as follows: 

� Services of a PKI-supporting function by which an incentive function needs are mutual 

authentication, key sharing, and a public key directory service. 

� Services of an incentive function by which a PKI-supporting function needs are one-way and 

mutual communication incentive models. 

3. 4. 4. 2. Viability of Proposed Mechanism 
This subsection verifies that this proposed mechanism satisfies the properties in Section 3.4.2.2. 

3. 4. 4. 2. 1. Performance 

<Connecability> 

This study calculates verification practical probabilities with a PKI-supporting function and without 

the function. A practical probability (P) is a probability that nodes can execute verification since the 

nodes can have or obtain CA certificates that is needed for verification. A probability (PA B) of 

mutual authentication between node A and B composes of a probability (PM E) of mutual 

authentication between system manager M and proxy node E, a probability (PM F) of mutual 

authentication between M and proxy node F, a probability (PE A) of mutual authentication between E 

and A, and a probability (PF B) of mutual authentication between F and B. For simplifying the 

following discussion, 1) this study presumes that resources of E and F are the same and this thesis 

calls them “j” so that PM j (= PM E = PM F), 2) the study presumes that resources of A and B are the 

same and the thesis calls them “i” so that Pj i (= PE A = PF B). In addition, PM j composes of a 

probability (P1M j) by which M can execute verification of j’s certificate and a probability (P2j M) by 

which j can execute verification of M’s certificate. Pj i composes of a probability (P1j i) by which j 

can execute verification of i’s certificate and a probability (P2i j) by which i can execute verification 

of j’s certificate. As mentioned above, PA B is described the following equation: 

PA B = PM j
2 · Pj i

2 = P1M j
2 · P2j M

2 · P1j i
2 · P2i j

2 (3.4.1) 

From the definition in Section 3.4.2, P1M j = P2j M = 1. The study expects P1j i = 1 for the 

following reasons: 1) j has many resources, 2) another proxy node may issue a temporary node 

certificate to i, and 3) another proxy node may provide CA certificates to j. Therefore, PA B = P2i j
2 
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and PA B is based on P2i j
2. 

On the other hand, a verification practical probability without PKI-supporting function is equal to 

a probability (PA B’) by which A can execute verification of B’s certificate. PA B’ is fixed because of 

not changing a target node (i.e. B). In a word, P2i j is higher than PA B’ since P2i j can select another 

proxy node and can obtain CA certificates from authenticated node. Thus, the proposed mechanism 

satisfies connectability. 

<Efficiency> 

This subsection compares the proposed mechanism and the existing efficient scheme [SBHJ03] on 

cellular networks (see Table 3.4.1). Session establishment processes of the existing scheme and 

proxy node registration processes of the proposed mechanism are not targets of the comparison 

because their processes differ in timing of execution. As adjusting the scheme, an output size of 

one-way hash function is 16 bytes, a size of ID is 4 bytes, a counter is 2 bytes, and RP is 16 bytes. 

Here, V is the number of transferring nodes, and U is the total number of packets for one message. 

 

Table 3.4.1. Amount comparison of trafic / calculation between our proposed mechanism and the 
existing scehme [SBHJ03] 

Performances
 
 

Schemes 

An amount of data 
for adding to a message 
when transferrring the 

message 
[byte / 1 message] 

A total amount of 
calculation for 

transferring a message 
[the number of hash 

operation / 1 message] 
Our proposed 
mechanism 

79 + 21V 5 + 2V Transfering 
operation 

The scheme 
[SBHJ03] 

22U U 

Our proposed 
mechanism 

77 + 21V 4 Finishing 
operation from 
receiving node 

to system 
manager 

The scheme 
[SBHJ03] 

38U U 

 

From Table 3.4.1, this proposed mechanism has the advantage if nodes send large messages, and 

the existing scheme has the advantage if nodes communicate with many hops. The proposed 

mechanism is more effective than the existing scheme, since network traffic increases year by year 

and nodes may use stations in case of many hops. 

3. 4. 4. 2. 2. Security  

Attackers are nodes that purpose as follows: 

� Illicit obtaintment of RP, 

� Nonpayment of RP, 
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� Interference with licit obtaintment of RP, 

� Impersonation of nodes and stations, and 

� Illicit reject of cooperation. 

This study presumes that attackers can eavesdrop communications and send any messages, however 

attackers are difficult to attack Card and backbone infrastructure. 

<Verifiability> 

On proxy node approving and registration with proxy nodes, impersonation and illicit obtainment of 

secret keys are difficult since nodes mutual authenticate using PKI and then they share a symmetric 

key using the public key.  

On PKI-supporting function, impersonation and illicit obtainment of new secret keys are hard 

since the nodes share a new symmetric key using the above symmetric key. In addition, a requesting 

node reports a fact to a system manager M if the request and the corresponding provided information 

are different on public key directory service. 

On a mutual communication incentive model, a providing node may not provide requested 

information when the node receives RP form a requesting node, also RP by which a providing node 

receives may be invalid. For preventing the former case, the providing node can report the injustice 

fact to M via a proxy node. For preventing the latter case, a card issuer C can find the invalid RP 

when M sends the RP to C. 

On a one-way communication incentive model, M can find an injustice verifying logs (Header 

and AInfo) that are obtained from a sending node, a transferring node, and a receiving node. 

Table 3.4.2 shows expected attacks and logs that detect the attacks. “YES” means this proposed 

mechanism can detect an attack, and “NO” means the mechanism is difficult to detect an attack. 

From Table 3.4.2, the proposed mechanism needs to collect logs of a sending node, a transferring 

node, and a receiving node for preventing all the expected attacks. Moreover, attackers may join 

existing routes unnecessarily for obtainments of RP. However the attacker’s motivation is low, 

because this attack requires costs (e.g. a CPU workload and power consumption) that are equal to 

valid message forwarding costs and a value of RP is not high on the proposed mechanism. For 

preventing this attack, the proposed mechanism can use the detectable schemes [CBH03][HPJ03] if 

a value of RP is very high. 

<Robustness> 

Nodes conspiracy does not leak system secret information for breaking a system, since nodes have 

not the system secret information and a node’s private key does not depend on that of another node. 

Therefore this proposed mechanism has robustness. 
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Table 3.4.2. AInfo and Header that detect attacks 

Logs
Attacks 

AInfo and Header that detect 
attacks 

Type Detail Injured 
node 

Attacker Sending 
node  

Transferring 
node 

Receiving 
node 

Transferring 
node 

YES YES YES 

Receiving 
node 

YES YES NO 

Attackers 
demand RP 
for 
nonexistant 
messages. 

Sending 
node 

Transferring 
node  
Receiving 
node 

YES NO NO 

Transferring 
node 

YES YES YES 

Receiving 
node 

 

Illicit 
obtaintment 
of RP 

Attackers 
demand RP 
for not 
forwarding 
messages. 

Sending 
node 

Transferring 
node  
Receiving 
node 

YES YES NO 

Sending 
node 

 

Transferring 
node 

NO YES NO 

Interference 
with licit 
obtaintment 
of RP 

Attackers 
delete AInfo 
form 
messages. 

Transferring 
node 

Receiving 
node 

NO YES NO 

Nonpayment 
of RP 

Attackers 
add false RP 
to messages. 

Transferring 
node  
Receiving 
node 

Sending 
node 

Card issuer can find false RP.  

Attackers 
does not 
forward 
messages. 

Sending 
node 

Transferring 
node 

NO YES NO Illicit stop 
of 
forwarding  

Attackers 
delete RP 
and the 
correponding 
AInfo from 
messages.  

Sending 
node 

Transferring 
node 

NO YES NO 

 

<Traceability> 

This proposed mechanism can trace dishonest nodes because of requiring registration with proxy 

nodes and proxy node approving. If there are no proxy nodes in a route, the proposed mechanism is 

difficult to distinguish a dishonest transferring node from a next honest transferring node when the 

attacking node forges a message on the message forwarding. However the mechanism is deterrent to 

the attack, since the attacker is detected as a candidate for the attack if the attacker repeats the attack. 
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3. 4. 4. 4. Comparison of Other schemes 
Since this proposed mechanism is only method for providing PKI-supporting and incentive functions 

simultaneously, this subsection individually compares of the proposed mechanism and existing 

schemes In addition, comparison targets include a well-known certificate verification scheme 

[MAMGA00] on a server-client model, because there is no other PKI-supporting scheme for 

multi-hop cellular networks. 

3. 4. 4. 4. 1. Comparison of PKI-supporting Function 

From Table 3.4.3, this proposed mechanism is better than existing schemes on multi-hop cellular 

networks, because the mechanism has all the functions and an ordinary node workload is light. 

 

Table 3.4.3. PKI-supporting funcation comparison between our proposed mechanism and existing 
schemes 

Function Performance            Targes for 
evaluation 

Schemes 
Certificate 
management

Vefication 
supporting

System Performer Workload 
of ordinary 
nodes 

Proposed mechanism YES YES Multi-hop 
cellular 
network 

Privileged 
node 

Light  

The scheme [MAMGA00] NO YES Server-Client 
model 

Server Light 

The scheme [CBH02] 
The scheme [HBC01] 

YES YES Ad-hoc 
network 

Ordinary 
node 

Heavy 

The scheme [KZLLZ01]  
The scheme [YK02] 
The scheme [ZH99] 

YES NO Ad-hoc 
network 

Privileged 
node 

Heavy 
(Ordinary 
nodes must 
connecte to 
plural 
privileged 
nodes) 

The scheme [WT01] NO YES Ad-hoc 
network 

Ordinary 
node 

Heavy 

 

3. 4. 4. 4. 2. Comparison of Incentive Function 

From Table 3.4.4, this proposed mechanism is better than existing schemes, because the routing is 

flexible. 
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Table 3.4.4. Comparison of incentive funcation between our proposed mechanism and existing 
schemes 

          Targes for 
evaluation 

Schemes 

System Depository of 
RP 

Principal 
technology 

Routing 

Proposed mechanism Multi-hop 
cellular network

TRM PKI and 
symmetric key 
cryptography 

No limmit 

The scheme [BH00] 
The scheme [BH02] 

Ad-hoc network TRM TRM Unknown 

The scheme [JHB03] 
The scheme [SBHJ03] 

Restricted 
multi-hop 
cellular network

Account Symmetric key 
cryptography 

Source 
routing 

The scheme [ZYC02] Ad-hoc network Unknown PKI Source 
routing 

The scheme [BB02] 
The scheme [MGLB00] 

Ad-hoc network  Observation Source 
routing 

 

3. 4. 5. Conclusion 

This study proposed a new security mechanism that provides an integrated service of PKI-supporting 

and incentive functions for multi-hop cellular networks. Only this proposed mechanism can provide 

PKI-supporting and incentive functions simultaneously, moreover the routing is more flexible than 

that of existing schemes. 
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Chapter 4. Location Management 

4. 1. Introduction 

Newly, context awareness services, which use contexts of mobile nodes, are studied actively on 

ubiquitous computing / networks. Especially, location-based services (LBSs), which use 

geographical location information of mobile nodes as context, receive mach attention. Services of 

LBSs include information distribution systems to a specific location, navigation systems for walkers, 

tracking systems of mobile nodes, and location-based access control systems (e.g. a ticket gate), 

along with other applications. With diversification of LBSs in the near future, this study expects to 

increase LBSs that require high security and anonymity. Therefore secure location management 

technology is major subject of study. 

This section indicates two problems of existing location management techniques using 

communication delay on the target networks, and then proposes two secure location verification 

schemes for solving the problems. Location verification schemes aim to solve Location Verification 

Problem (a verifier V verifies the fact that a prover P exists in a location L at a time T). For solving 

Location Verification Problem, plural location verification schemes have been proposed. However 

the schemes have the following problems: 

1. The existing schemes are not secure against Relay Attack. 

2. The existing schemes cannot verify relation distances between plural provers. 

By measuring an authentication processing time, the study proposes two schemes: 1) a location 

verification scheme resistant against relay attack, and 2) plural provers verifiable location 

verification schemes, as solutions of the problems to Section 4.2, and Section 4.3, respectively. 

Section 4.2 describes a secure location verification scheme resistant against Relay attack. This 

subsection shows Relay attack that relays communications between a prover and a verifier. The 

attack can be applied to existing location verification schemes. 

Section 4.3 describes location verification schemes to verify locations of plural provers. Here, 

ordinary location verification schemes cannot treat location relation between two provers. The 

proposed location verification schemes can verify the location relation since a prover relays a 

challenge message for another prover. 
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4. 2. A Location Verification Scheme Resistant Relay 

Attack 

4. 2. 1. Introduction 

4. 2. 1. 1. Background 
Recently, new mobile networks (mobile IP, ad-hoc / mesh, and ubiquitous) have been studied 

actively. On the networks, location information of mobile nodes is very important, since the 

networks provide services depending on real environments using location measurement techniques 

(e.g. base station-based methods, global positioning system (GPS), and radio frequency 

identification (RFID)). Above all, this study focuses on location-based services (LBSs). 

LBSs are services that depend on a geographical location of a node who requests the LBSs or that 

of other entity. For instance, there are a service that tracks location of cellular phones and a service 

that gives some shop and weather information in neighborhood of cellular phones to the phones. 

Also, the networks may require a node-tracking system, because mobile nodes are moving mostly. 

The location information provided by the system is important privacy. The privacy should be access- 

controlled appropriately. In the papers [ITWUSM00][WTTUM96], node-tracking systems for 

protecting node privacy are proposed. In their systems, a node can publish its own location 

information to entities that is decided by the node. 

4. 2. 1. 2. Location Verification 
The papers [BP00][KNF02][KNF03][KNF04][HMYMMA04][OTWFYSK03] introduced enhanced 

observed time difference (E-OTD), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle 

of arrival (AOA) and received signal strength (RSS) as location measurement techniques for mobile 

nodes. These techniques are based on GPS, wire-less LAN systems, and so on. Especially, E-OTD, 

TOA, and TDOA decide location of nodes using a difference of arrival times of radio waves and 

ultrasound. However, their techniques are not always secure. For instance, a dishonest node may 

impersonate another node, a dishonest node may not synchronize a time, and a dishonest node may 

inform fake location information. This study calls this problem “location verification problem”. In 

other wards, the problem is that “Can a verifier V verify the fact that a prover P exists in a location L 

at a time T?” 

To realize secure LBSs, it must solve the location verification problem. On the problem, it is 

important to prevent V from believing fake location information L’ of P. 

In this thesis, a location is a general term for “Distance, Region, Position and Route (see Figure 
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4.2.1)”. The Distance is a relative distance between V and P. The Region is a region that V can verify 

the fact that P exists. The Position consists of the Distance and a direction from V to P. And, the 

study considers the Route consists of the plural Distance information arranged time sequentially. 

 

Fig. 4.2.1. Types of location. 

 

4. 2. 1. 3. Related Works 
Two approaches were proposed to solve the location verification problem. A first approach 

[GW98][NNT03] is based on location measurement techniques (e.g. GPS and RFID), and a second 

approach [BC93][CH04][SSW03][WF03] is based on transmission delay. The papers [GW98] 

[NNT03] proposed schemes that V can obtain location information from P, which is a 

tamper-resistant module included a GPS receiver or an IC tag (the thesis considers that scheme 

[NNT03] requires tamper-resistance to protect an ID of IC tag). However, an attacker may forge P’s 

location information even if P is the tamper-resistant module. For instance, according to emulate / 

forge / replay GPS signals that are input to a GPS receiver of P, the information that V obtains may 

be operated [CH04]. And, according to read the ID of tag using a reader / writer, a clone of P may be 

generated. 
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The papers [BC93][CH04][SSW03][WF03] proposed location verification schemes using radio 

frequency (RF) communication delay. The schemes can decide a relative distance and V and P by 

measuring a time difference between a time TC in which V sends challenge data to P and a time TR in 

which V receives the corresponding response data from P. The schemes have a basis of security in 

the fact that a speed of RF is equal to one of light in a vacuum. Thus P cannot send the response data 

faster than the speed of light. On the other hand, V can verify the fact P exists within a distance D 

(called “Distance verification”) since P can delay to send the response data. The study thinks that P 

need not to delay, because V provides services if P exists within a distance D’ in general. Moreover, 

“Region verification and Position verification” are realized if plural verifiers measure distances of P 

by using the distance verification. 

The paper [BC93] proposed to use an authentication scheme together with location verification 

for preventing mafia frauds (i.e. man in the middle attack). Similarly, scheme [WF03] aims for 

guarding location information of P against third parties on an assumption that the P is honest. And 

the scheme resists proxy attack that a third party forges location information of P according to set a 

proxy between P and V. On the other hand, schemes [CH04][SSW03] aim for preventing dishonest 

provers and third parties on an assumption that P lies to V about own location. 

On ad-hoc networks, wormhole attacks [CBH03][CHJ04][HPJ03] and a rushing attack [HPJ03] 

(like a man in the middle attack) were proposed, and these attacks assume that dishonest forward 

nodes may exist between a sender and a receiver. Also the papers [CBH03][CHJ04][HPJ03][HPJ03] 

proposed to use location verification as countermeasures against wormhole and rushing attacks. 

 

Fig. 4.2.2. Conventional schemes and a relay attack. 
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In the papers [BC93][CH04], how to authenticate an entity that is a target of location verification 

are discussed. This problem is that “Can V authenticate an identity of P when V verifies a location of 

P?” The thesis simply calls such this authentication “Authentication” in this thesis. In the paper 

[SSW03] V does not authenticate an identity of P. The thesis calls such the case “No authentication”. 

In the paper [WF03], P can publish P’s ID and location information generated by V to a third party 

selected by P. The third party can verify the location information corresponds to the ID. Thus P has 

anonymity against V. The thesis calls such this authentication “Authentication with anonymity”. 

Case 1 of Figure 4.2.2 shows that schemes [BC93][CH04] do not include a delay depending on 

authentication process. The study expects that their designs aim to improve precision of location 

verification by excluding the authentication delay from a total delay of the schemes. Moreover, 

scheme [SSW03] has an acceptable range of delay caused by other processes (e.g. error correction, 

modulation, and decoding) since the scheme assume a processing time of P. 

4. 2. 1. 4. Problems of Related works 
Related works have at least one of three problems: 

1. The study points out a weakness of location verification schemes with authentication [BC93] 

[CH04][WF03]. A dishonest P can force V to believe a fake location L’ of P if a relay station 

RS operated by P exists between P and V (the thesis called “Relay attack”). A similar attack is 

slightly described in the paper [BC93]. Note that the Relay attack differs from Proxy attack 

[WF03] in that P controls RS. Case 1 of Figure 4.2.2 shows an outline of schemes [BC93] 

[CH04][WF03], first V measures a difference time between TC that V sends a challenge and TR 

that V receives the corresponding response 1 for location verification, second P generates the 

corresponding response 2 using own secret key K and the challenge and then sends it to V, 

finally V receives and verifies the response 2 for authentication. Case 2 of Figure 4.2.2 shows 

that Relay attack assumes that P (with K) exists outside a RF range of V and RS (without K) 

exists within the range. In Relay attack, first RS receives a challenge and sends the 

corresponding response 1, second RS relays the challenge to P and P generates the 

corresponding response 2 using K and the challenge, finally RS relays the response 2 to V and 

then V verifies the response 2. The first step is that RS can respond since V does not request a 

process of K. The second step is that P can respond since V does not measure a transmission 

time between P and V. Thus Relay attack can force V to accept a location L’ of RS as a location 

of P. On the scheme [WF03], a third party accepts L’ similarly. 

2. The schemes [BC93][CH04][WF03] do not consider a processing delay of P (e.g. error 

correction, modulation, and decoding on communication between V and P. The study thinks the 

schemes cannot ignore the processing delay in practical systems. 

3. The schemes [BC93][CH04][SSW03][WF03] do not have modularity that P can select an 
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authentication method from “Authentication”, “No authentication”, or “Authentication with 

anonymity”. The study presumes that the modularity becomes important as diversification of 

LBSs, since the diverse LBSs request various authentication methods. “Authentication with 

anonymity” is specially needed for preventing privacy of P. 

4. 2. 1. 5. Our Results 
This thesis proposes a location verification scheme can solve the above-mentioned three problems. A 

cause Relay attack is effective in the schemes [BC93][CH04][WF03], is that the schemes do not 

measure a processing time of secret key. Thus this proposed scheme measures the key processing 

time (see Figure 4.2.3) and the communication processing time. Further the proposed scheme has a 

flexible framework can P can select a method from “Authentication”, “No authentication”, or 

“Authentication with anonymity” freely. 

 

Fig. 4.2.3. Our proposed scheme. 
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a location LPN and detects that PN is moved. All entities trust PN. Thus PN does not operate 

anything illegal. Due to satisfy the above conditions, the study assumes PN has tamper-resistance. 

� Node i (Ni) is a prover that proves own location Li to PN. Ni has a secret key Ki (for symmetric 

ciphers) or Xi (for asymmetric ciphers and the corresponding public key Yi) securely and “i” is ID 

of N. Ni generates a request and a response for a challenge generated by PN using own Ki or Xi. 

Here, it is hard to change the processing time of Ni. Due to satisfy the above conditions, the study 

assumes Ni has tamper-resistant. 

� Relay station i (RSi) is an entity that relays communication between PN and Ni. RSi cannot 

generate a response, since he does not have Ki or Xi. A dishonest Ni controls RSi. 

4. 2. 2. 2. Requirements 
This subsection explains four requirements that location verification schemes must satisfy. The 

thesis only treats distance as location, since distance verification is extended to region verification 

and position verification. 

Distance verifiability 

Proposition 1: While from a time T to a time T + ∆T, a secret key has been calculated within a 

distance d from a verifier V. 

V can judge that Proposition 1 is true if V starts observation in T and receives a response until 

T+∆T. 

Due to add authentication to distance verifiability, the study guarantees that the secret key and Ni 

cannot separate, since Ni is a tamper-resistant module and all the entities except Ni do not know 

the secret key (but V knows the key in case of symmetric key cryptography). Also the distance 

verifiability is “No authentication” if V does not know about information of the secret key. 

Relay attack-resistance is that a distance verification scheme can resist against Relay attack. 

Adaptability is that a distance verification scheme can be adapted to practical systems. 

Modularity is that a distance verification scheme has a framework that is easy to change plural 

authentication methods in regard to a secret key. 

4. 2. 2. 3. An Attack Model 
A purpose of attacks is to cheat V into accepting fake location of Ni. And an attacker is a Ni holder or 

a third party. Attacks (see Figure 4.2.4) are classified into two types. 

� Attack on entity: 

Tampering is an attack that analyzes and forges N or PN directly. 

Black box attack is an attack that guesses secret information of N or PN from output of N or PN 

for various inputs. 
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Impersonation is an attack that impersonates against N or PN. 

� Attack on communication: 

Message forgery is an attack forges messages on communication channels. 

Message replay is an attack replays messages on communication channels. 

Man in the middle attack is an attack that an attacker lies between Ni and PN, and the attacker 

each impersonates the entities. 

Relay attack is an attack that RSi controlled by Ni relays messages between Ni and PN. 

 

Fig. 4.2.4. Attack model. 

 

4. 2. 2. 4. Data Structure of a Challenge and a Response 
In this thesis, a distance d between PN and Ni is decided by a communication delay between PN and 

Ni. A distance r is an available RF distance of PN. For preventing Relay attack, d should be lager 

than r if RSi relays communication between PN and Ni. Therefore, the study designs challenge data 

structure that allows communication delay to increase if challenge data is relayed. And this proposed 

scheme measures communication time and processing time of Ni. 

The study assumes that relay delay is always produced if messages is relayed, and the delay 

increases as follows: 

1. an increase of size of relayed communication data, 

2. an increase of the number of relays, and 

3. an increase of relay distance between Ni and RSi. 

1. For increasing size of relayed communication data, the study should let size of challenge data be 

enough for detecting the relay delay. However, the relay delay is not large if RSi separates the 

challenge data and relays the challenge pieces, and then Ni generates the corresponding response 

pieces from the challenge pieces and sends RSi the response pieces (i.e. pipeline processing). Thus 
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the response data should not be generated if Ni does not have all challenge data. 2. For increasing the 

number of relays, the study can design a location verification scheme that repeats challenge and 

response. But, an error of this scheme grows by increasing processing time of Ni. Therefore it is 

necessary to evaluate the number of repeats in actual systems. 3. The study believes that almost 

attackers desire to be large a difference between a fake location and a trust one, because the attackers 

can go to the trust location if the difference is small. Consequently, the thesis does not consider an 

increase of relay distance. 

4. 2. 3. The Proposed Scheme 

4. 2. 3. 1. Notation 
This thesis defines notation for describing this proposed scheme as follows: 

� A_Enc(Y, m): a secure asymmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext of a message 

m using a public key Y. Here, only the corresponding private key X can decrypt the ciphertext. 

� S_Enc(K, m): a secure symmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext of a message m 

using a shared key K. Here, only K can decrypt the ciphertext. 

� A_Sig(X, m) is a secure signature generation function, which outputs a signature of the message 

m using a private key X. Here, the validity of the signature is checked using the corresponding 

public key Y. 

� S_Sig(K, m) is a secure MAC (Message Authentication Code) generation function, e.g. HMAC, 

which outputs a MAC of a message m using a shared key K. Here, K can only check validity of 

the MAC. 

� H(m) is a secure one-way hash function, which outputs a hash value of a message m. 

� MaskY(R, Y) is a key mask function that masks a public key Y using a random number R. It is 

hard to obtain the public key Y from a masked public key Y’ without R. 

� MaskX(R, X) is a key mask function that masks a secret key X using a random number R. It is 

hard to obtain the secret key X form a masked secret key X’ without R. 

� (Qi, Ai) is a pair of a question and an answer. 

� Reqi is request data generated by Ni. 

� Chai is challenge data generated by PN for Ni.  

� Resi is response data generated by Ni. 

� ReqG is a request data generator, which outputs Reqi from a type of authentication. 

� ChaG_C is a challenge data generator, which outputs Chai from a random number and Reqi. C 

indicates a type of authentication as follows: α is “No authentication”, β is asymmetric key-based 

“Authentication”, γ is symmetric key-based “Authentication”, and ε is “Authentication with 

anonymity”. 
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� ResG_C is a response generator, which outputs Resi from Chai and a secret key of Ni. C is an 

authentication type. 

� VeriF_C is a verification function that outputs “Accept” if the input is valid, and a value except 

“Accept” if the input is invalid. C is an authentication type. 

� tCha is a time that Chai is sent by PN. 

� tRes is a time that Resi is received by PN. 

� TRelay is a relay delay time of an attacker. TRelay = 0 if the attacker does not relay Chai or Resi. 

� TDelay is a processing delay time of Ni that PN allows. 

� TCom is a communication time between Ni and PN. 

� ∆T is a difference time between tRes and tCha. Here, ∆T = tRes - tCha = TCom + TDelay + TRelay. 

� s is a speed of RF. 

� r is an available RF distance of PN. 

4. 2. 3. 2. Framework 
This section explains a framework of this proposed scheme. Figure 4.2.5 shows sequence of the 

proposed scheme. 

Step1: Ni generates request data Reqi using the following equation, and then sends Reqi to PN. 

Reqi = ReqG(Zi) 

� Case 1 “No authentication”: Zi ← i || Ri. Here, “||” indicates concatenation of data, and B ← A 

means that A is substituted into B. 

� Case 2 Symmetric key-based “Authentication”: Zi ← i. 

� Case 3 Asymmetric key-based “Authentication”: Zi ← Yi. 

� Case 4 “Authentication with anonymity”: Zi ← Yi’ ( is output of MaskY (Ri, Yi) ). 

Step2: PN receives Reqi, and then obtains Zi from Reqi. PN decides a type of authentication 

requested by Ni from Zi. PN sends “Reject” to Ni if PN does not accept the type, and then PN stops 

this protocol. 

Step3: PN selects a random number RPN, and then generates challenge data Chai (includes a 

question) and the corresponding answer using the following equation. Finally, PN sends Chai to Ni 

and then stores a time of sending Chai into tCha. Note that PN must send Chai to Ni in order from 

MSB (Most Significant Byte). 

(Chai, Ai) = ChaG_C(RPN, zi) 

� zi ← Ri if Zi is equal to i || Ri.  

� zi ← Ki, PN selects the corresponding shared key Ki from i if Zi is equal to i. 

� zi ← Yi if Zi is equal to Yi. 

� zi ← Yi’ if Zi is equal to Yi’. 
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Step4: Ni receives Chai, and then generates response data Resi (includes the corresponding answer) using 

the following equation. Finally, Ni sends Resi to PN. 

Resi = ResG_C(Chai, ζi) 

� ζi ← Ri if Zi is equal to i || Ri. 

� ζi ← Ki if Zi is equal to i. 

� ζi ← Xi if Zi is equal to Yi. 

� ζi ← Xi’ (is output of MaskX (Ri, Xi) ) if Zi is equal to Y’. 

Step5: PN receives Resi, and then stores a time of receiving Resi into tRes. Next, PN calculates ∆T (= 

tRes - tCha), and PN verifies Resi using the following equation, 

VeriF_C(Ai, Resi, zi, r, s, TDelay, ∆T). 

Finally, PN calculates d (= (∆T – TDelay) / 2s), and then accepts d if output of VeriF_C is equal to 

“Accept”. 

 

Fig. 4.2.5. Sequence of our proposed scheme. 

 

4. 2. 3. 2. Requirements of a Function and Generators 
This subsection describes requirements and details of the above-mentioned function and generators 

as follows: 

ReqG can generate Reqi that gives Zi to PN. 

ChaG_C can generate Chai that satisfies as follows: 

Ni PN

Step 1 : Decide Zi and 
generate Reqi using 
ReqG. 

Reqi 
Step 2 : Select an
authentication method by
getting Zi from Reqi.  

Chai

Step 3 : Generate Chai
using ChaG_C, and 
start the timer. 

Resi

Step 4 : Generate
Resi using ResG_C
and Chai. Step 5 : Stop the timer

and verify Resi using
VeriF_C. 
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- Chai includes an answer Ai. 

- Ai can be only obtained from the whole Qi. 

- It is hard to execute processes to generate Ai (or a signed Ai) until obtaining the whole Qi. 

- Ai (or a signed Ai) can be only calculated by ζi correspond to zi. 

- Sizes of Ai and the corresponding element Ai_j are enough for preventing brute-force attacks. 

- CSi (a size of Chai) is enough for causing TRelay. If Chai is relayed, TRelay satisfies the following 

inequality 

((TCom + TRelay – TDelay) / 2s) > r    (4.2.1) 

ChaG_β1 : Asymmetric key-based “Authentication” 1 

Chai = Qi 

= Qi_n || Qi_n-1 || Qi_n-2 || … || Qi_j || … || Qi_3 || Qi_2 || Qi_1 

A construction of Qi in Chai is, 

Qi_1 = A_Enc(Yi, Ai_1), and 

Q i_j = S_Enc(A i_j-1, A i_j) ( j ≥ 2 ), or 

A_Enc(Yi_j-1, A i_j) (j ≥ 2, Ai_j and Yi_j are a pair of a private key and the corresponding public key 

respectively). 

In case of 2 ≤ n, Qi is a multiplex construction. And, in case of n = 1, Qi is a simple construction. 

A construction of the corresponding Ai is as follows: 

Ai = Ai_n || Ai_n-1 || Ai_n-2 || … || Ai_j || … || Ai_3 || Ai_2 || Ai_1. 

ChaG_β2 : Asymmetric key-based “Authentication” 2 

Chai = Qi 

= Qi_n || Qi_n-1 || Qi_n-2 || … || Qi_j || … || Qi_2 || Qi_1 || Qi_0 

Qi_0 = Ωi (is a sequence that sets integers from 1 to n at random). In case of n = 1, Qi_0 is not 

included in Qi, for instance, Ωi = 2 || 5 || n || … || 9 || n-3. Qi’ is a result of that Qi is re-arranged 
according to Ω, for example, Qi’ = Qi_2 || Qi_5 || Qi_n || … || Qi_9 || Qi_n-3. 

A construction of the corresponding Ai is as follows: 

Signed Ai = A_Sig(Xi, H(Qi’)). 

Note that Qi is requested to re-set to Qi’ if 2 ≤ n, also Qi’ is equal to Qi if n = 1. 

ChaG_γ1 : Symmetric key-based “Authentication” 1 

A construction of Chai and the corresponding Ai is same with ChaG_β1. A construction of Qi_j is 

as follows: 
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Qi_1 = S_Enc(Ki, A i_1), and 

Qi_j = S_Enc(A i_j-1, A i_j) ( j ≥ 2 ). 

ChaG_γ2 : Symmetric key-based “Authentication” 2 

A construction of Chai and the corresponding Ai is same with ChaG_β2. A construction of Ai is as 

follows: 

Signed Ai = S_Sig(Ki, Qi’) 

ChaG_α : “No authentication” 

A construction of Chai and Resi is same with Symmetric key-based “Authentication” 1 and 2, 

however it must use Ri instead of Ki as secret key. By the way, it is no information that PN traces 

Ni if Ri is changed at every time. On the other hand, PN can distinguish Ni (but he cannot trace Ni) 

if Ri is same at every time. 

ChaG_ε : “Authentication with anonymity” 

The thesis proposes discrete logarithm problem (DLP)-based scheme for ChaG_β2. DLP is 

defined over finite cyclic groups, including subgroups of Jacobians of elliptic curves, and so on. 

Thus DLP is computationally hard to solve. The section explains the proposed scheme over a 

prime field Zp. Here, Ri and Xi are in Zq. Also the study uses as follows: 

� p is a large prime number, 

� q: is a large prime number such that q | p-1, 

� g is a qth root of unity over Zp,  

� (XPN, YPN) is a pair of a private key and the corresponding public key for PN, 

� IDPN is ID of PN, 

� Certi is a public key certificate of Yi ( = gX
i mod p ), 

� Y’ = MaskY(Ri, Yi) = Yi
R

i mod p = gX
i 

· R
i mod p, and 

� X’ = MaskX(Ri, Xi) = Ri · Xi mod q. 

Step a): On the above parameters and functions, it executes the proposed scheme (Asymmetric 

key-based “Authentication” 2). 

Step b): On Step5 of the proposed scheme, PN sends a location certificate InfoLi to Ni if output of 

VeriF_ε is “Accept”. InfoLi is output of A_Sig(XPN, IDPN || tCha || tRes || Yi’). 

Step c): Ni receives InfoLi, and then publishes InfoLi, Ri, Certi, and CertPN to a third party that Ni 

selects. 

Step d): The third party verifies signatures of CertPN, InfoLi, and Certi, and then obtains Yi’ and Yi 

from InfoLi and Certi respectively if all the signatures are valid. Next, he verifies that Yi’ and 

the output of MaskY(Ri, Yi) are same, and then accepts IDPN, tCha and tRes if the result is valid. 

ResG_C can generate Resi includes Ai, using Chai and ζi. 
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VeriF_C outputs “Accept” if input values (Ai, Resi, zi, r, s, TDelay, ∆T) are valid, or outputs a value 

except “Accept” if the input values are invalid. Accept means to satisfy r ≥ d (= (∆T – TDelay) / 

2s) > 0 and the following conditions: 

� in cases of VeriF_β1 and VeriF_γ1, Ai is equal to Ai’ that is obtained from Resi, 

� in case of VeriF_β2, Ai is equal to Ai’ that is obtained from Resi, and a signature of Signed A’ 

that is obtained from Resi, is valid, 

� in case of VeriF_γ2, Ai is equal to Ai’ that is obtained from Resi, and a MAC of Signed A’ is 

valid, 

� in case of VeriF_α, VeriF_α is same with VeriF_γ1 or VeriF_γ2, however it must use Ri instead 

of Ki as secret key, or 

� in case of VeriF_ε, VeriF_ε is same with VeriF_β2. 

4. 2. 3. 3. Viability of Our Proposed Scheme 
This proposed scheme satisfies our all requirements. 

� Distance Verifiability: Section 4.2.4 explains security of this requirement. This section considers 

the realization of this proposed scheme. The proposed scheme requires a precision of 3.333… 

[nsec] per 1 [m], and the approved processing delay is a maximum of 0.333… [nsec] if an error 

range is within 10 [cm]. In the paper [MK03], a PC with improved software has a time precision 

of 1 [µsec], and a PC with improved hardware (e.g. a high-frequency crystal oscillator) has a time 

precision of 34 [ns]. In short, the PC with improved hardware can measure a distance by about 10 

[m]. Moreover, the paper [TMIK05] proposed a special time-stamp hardware has a time precision 

of 8 [ns] and therefore a PC with the hardware can measure a distance by 2.4 [m]. On the other 

hand, the proposed scheme is a kind of TOA and TDOA. Here, the paper [OTWFYSK03] 

proposed a system that obtains location by 1 - 4 [m] of a wireless LAN node using TDOA and 

plural access points (i.e. verifiers). Moreover, the papers [KNF03][HMYMMA04] show to be 

able to simulate an influence of multipass fading. Therefore the study thinks to be able to realize 

this proposed scheme that measures a distance by 1 - 10 [m]. 

� Relay attack-resistance: Section 4.2.4 explains this requirement on. 

� Adoptability: this proposed scheme assumes V knows a processing delay of P, and V considers 

the delay when V verifies a location of P. Thus the proposed scheme satisfies “Adoptability”. 

� Modularity: the proposed scheme is that a node can easily select one of six authentication 

methods. Therefore, the scheme satisfies “Modularity”. 

Next, the study compares between the proposed scheme and other schemes on a point of view of 

the requirements. From Table 4.2.1, only the proposed scheme satisfies all the requirements. 

Specially, all other schemes do not satisfy “Relay attack-resistance” and “Modularity”. The study 

thinks that a location verification scheme should satisfy “Relay attack-resistance” due to use in 
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insecure environments. Also some systems may not require “Modularity”, but the study expects that 

“Modularity” becomes essential since a requirement of protecting privacy is rising recently. 

The proposed scheme requires a tamper-resistant module due to satisfy “Adoptability”. V can fix a 

key processing and communication processing delays (e.g. modulations, error corrections, and 

decoding) of a tamper-resistant module Ni. On the other hand, the schemes [BC93][CH04][SSW03] 

do not require a tamper-resistant module since the schemes do not measure a key processing delay. 

However, a RF protocol requires communication processing in reality. Thus their schemes cannot 

ignore the processing delays. The study supposes that most location verification schemes need a 

tamper-resistant module. As mentioned above, the study thinks that this proposed scheme is more 

excellent than other schemes. 

 

Table 4.2.1. Comparison between our proposed scheme and other schemes 

 

4. 2. 4. Security Analysis 

4. 2. 4. 1. Basic Security of Our Proposed Scheme 
This proposed scheme satisfies “Distance verifiability” and “Relay attack-resistance”, based on the 

following assumptions: 
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� Assumption 1: PN knows a delay time TDelay that consists of a secret key processing time Ni needs 

to calculate Ai (or a signed Ai) and a communication processing time of Ni. Attackers are hard to 

change TDelay. The proposed scheme requires tamper-resistance to Ni for satisfying this 

assumption. 

� Assumption 2: Attackers cannot transmit data faster than s. Note that this assumption is reasonable 

if s is almost equal to a speed of light in a vacuum. 

� Assumption 3: A relay delay of time TRelay (> 0) occurs if communication between PN and Ni is 

relayed and TRelay satisfies an inequality ((TCom + TRelay – TDelay) / 2s) > r. Note that the study has 

designed a challenge and a response of this proposed scheme that satisfy this assumption. 

� Assumption 4: RSi and third parties cannot know a secret key of Ni. Note that the study assumes 

A_Enc(Y, m), S_Enc(K, m), A_Sig(X, m), S_Sig(K, m) and H(m) are secure, and Ni is a 

tamper-resistant module. 

The proposed scheme decides that Ni exists within a distance d ( = (TCom + TRelay – TDelay) / 2s) from 

PN if output of VeriF_C is “Accept”. Here, d satisfies r ≥ d > 0. From Assumption 1 TDelay is not 

changed by attackers. From Assumption 2 TCom is not decreased by attackers. From Assumption 3 

TRelay satisfies ((TCom + TRelay – TDelay) / 2s) > r if communication between PN and Ni is relayed. From 

Assumption 4 only Ni can calculate Ai (or Singed Ai). Therefore VeriF_C is secure so that Ni exists 

within d from PN if output of VeriF_C is “Accept”. 

4. 2. 4. 2. Security Parameters and Anonymity 
This study discusses parameters and anonymity of the proposed scheme. 

� A size of challenge data Chai is a security parameter that decides a relay delay. In practical 

manner, the study needs to consider about a transmission speed of RF communication systems 

and a relay speed of RSi. Here, CSi means a size of Chai, Ei
 [bit / sec] means a transmission speed, 

and Fi
 [bit / sec] means a relay speed. The study describes TCom and TRelay using Ei and Fi as 

follows: TCom = CSi / Ei, and TRelay = CSi / Fi, also the equality (1) is re-described as follows: 

((CSi / Fi + CSi / Ei – TDelay) / 2s) > r. 

In a ward, the study can decide CSi according to expect Fi. 

� A size of answer Ai and the corresponding element Ai_j requires a size that resists against 

Brute-force attack. 

� A security of “Authentication with anonymity”: V cannot identify Ni since V does not know a 

public key of Ni, if MaskY(R, Y), MaskX(R, X), and A_Sig(X, m) are secure and DLP is 

computationally hard. On the other hands, a third party selected by Ni can know the public key 

using the random number R. 
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4. 2. 4. 3. Other Attacks-Resistance 
This subsection evaluates attacks-resistance of this proposed scheme. 

� Tampering is not available to a tamper-resistant Ni and PN. Thus attackers cannot obtain secrets 

of Ni and PN. 

� Black box attack is not available since the study presumes to use secure A_Enc(Y, m), S_Enc(K, 

m), A_Sig(X, m), S_Sig(K, m) and H(m) for generating the response. Thus it is difficult to obtain 

the key from the response. 

� Impersonation is not available to PN since PN authenticates Ni using secure A_Enc(Y, m), 

S_Enc(K, m), A_Sig(X, m), S_Sig(K, m), and H(m). 

� Message forgery is detected if the proposed scheme adds plural MAC to messages. 

� Message replay is detected if the proposed scheme includes timestamps or sequential numbers 

into messages. 

� Man in the middle attack is detected like relay attack. 

4. 2. 5. A Variety of Location Verification Schemes 

4. 2. 5. 1. “Region, Position, and Route verification” 
Alike the schemes [CH04][SSW03], this proposed scheme can extend to “Region and Position 

verification”. Moreover, the study proposes “Route verification” that PN can verify moving routes of 

Ni. Ni requests “Distance verification” per a regular time. Consequently, the results of verifications 

arranged time-sequentially mean the routes of Ni if Ni moves. 

4. 2. 5. 2. MAC and Timestamps 
From Section 4.2.4, the proposed scheme supposes to use MAC and timestamp to prevent message 

forgery and message replay. However a precision of location verification becomes worse if ∆T 

includes transmission and processing time of their data. Thus, a location verification scheme should 

send a MAC and a timestamp for a challenge before sending the challenge, and verify the MAC and 

timestamp after sending the corresponding response. 

4. 2. 5. 3. Repeat of a Challenge and a Response 
On the proposed scheme, from Step3 - Step5 in Section 4.2.3 can be repeated at B (1 ≤ h ≤ B) times. 

Here, B is a security parameter depending on TRelay. An increase rate of TRelay per CSi_h (is a size of 

challenge Chai_h on h times) on the repeating case is lager than one on a non-repeating case if TRelay 

includes an overhead time that does not rely on a size of relayed data. In the repeating case, the study 

thinks that a total size of challenge (B · CSi_h) on the repeating case may be smaller than one on the 

non-repeating case. But an error range of d may extend by increasing an overhead of processing 
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responses. 

4. 2. 5. 4. How to Implement a Proxy Node and a Node 
Implementations of PN are divided into an independent type and a centralization type. PN acts alone 

on the independent type. A privileged center controls plural PNs on the centralization type. On 

implementations of Ni, the study thinks that specific countermeasures (e.g. [KIAM00][KAM01]) of 

side-channel attacks (e.g. DPA [KJJ99], timing attacks [K96]) can use to fix communication and key 

processing delay of Ni, since the countermeasures fix calculation time to maximum using redundant 

calculations when the time is not maximum. 

4. 2. 5. 5. How to Minimize a Key Processing Delay 
For keeping an error range depending on a key processing delay to a minimum, this subsection 

shows that how to minimize the key processing delay by using one-time pad as symmetric key on 

Symmetric key-based “Authentication” 1 and 2. First, let S_Enc(K, m) and S_Sig(K, m) be a simple 

operation (e.g. XOR) between inputs for the functions. Second, PN and Ni share a secure pseudo 

random generator (PRG) and a master key Ki. Third, Ni generates w-th one-time key Ki_w (that is 

inputted in the functions) using the PRG before generating a request, and stores the key secretly. 

Fourth, a question Qi is constructed on n = 1. As above-mentioned conditions, processing cost of 

Symmetric key-based “Authentication” 1 and 2 are minimal. 

4. 2. 6. Conclusion 

This thesis proposed a location verification scheme that resists against “Relay attack”. Moreover, 

this proposed scheme has two properties: the scheme has a framework that a user can easily select 

one from plural authentication methods, and the scheme considers key processing and 

communication processing delays. 
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4. 3. Plural Provers Verifiable Location Verification 

Schemes 

4. 3. 1. Introduction 

4. 3. 1. 1. Background 
Recently, new mobile networks (such as mobile IP, ad-hoc / mesh, and ubiquitous) have been 

studied actively. On the networks, real environment information of mobile nodes is very important, 

since the networks provide services that depend on the real environment information (e.g. a 

location). For instance, location information is obtained by using global positioning system (GPS) 

and radio frequency identification (RFID). In generally, it calls such the services “location base 

services (LBSs)”. 

LBSs are services that depend on a geographical location of a node who requests the LBSs or that 

of other entity. For example, there are a service that tracks locations of cellular phones, a service that 

gives shop and weather information in neighborhood of cellular phones to the phones, and a service 

to certificate a producing center. 

To realize LBSs, this study can use location measurement systems based on GPS, wire-less LAN 

systems, and so on. Especially, location measurement systems using sensor networks [VN04] 

[HMYMMA04] and RFID [NNT03] are studied actively now. These systems include location 

measurement methods that the papers [BP00][KNF02][KNF03][KNF04][HMYMMA04] 

[OTWFYSK03] introduce, for instance, enhanced observed time difference (E-OTD), time of arrival 

(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) and received signal strength 

(RSS). This thesis focuses on TOA and TDOA using radio waves. However, their techniques are not 

always secure. For instance, a dishonest node may impersonate another node, a dishonest node may 

not synchronize a time, and a dishonest node may inform fake location information. The thesis calls 

this problem “location verification problem”. 

4. 3. 1. 2. Related Works 
Ordinary location measurement techniques are not always secure since mobile and sensor nodes may 

provide fake location information. This problem is that “Can a verifier V verify a fact that a prover P 

exists in a location L at a time T?” To realize secure LBSs, it is important to solve the problem. 

For solving location verification problem, the papers [AM05-1][BC93][CH04][SSW03][WF03] 

introduced location verification schemes using transmission delay of radio frequency (RF). The 
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schemes can decide a relative distance d between V and P by measuring a time difference between a 

time TC in which V sends a challenge message to P and a time TR in which V receives the 

corresponding response message from P. The schemes have a basis of security in the fact that a 

speed of RF is equal to one of light. Thus V can verify the fact P exists within a distance d because P 

cannot send the response message faster than the speed. However, V only can judge a fact that P 

exists within d from V because of P can delay to send the response. 

In particular, it is practical that the schemes [AM05-1][SSW03] have a design to consider a 

processing delay of P (e.g. error correction, modulation, and decoding on communication between V 

and P) and resistance against relay attack [AM05-1]. Note that the scheme [SSW03] cannot 

authenticate an identity (ID) of P. The relay attack [SSW03] is an attack that a dishonest P can force 

V to believe a fake location L’ of P if a relay station RS operated by P exists between P and V, and 

RS relays messages that V authenticates P. 

On the other hand, the schemes [BC93][CH04] can authenticate P. This problem is that “Can V 

authenticate an identity of P when V verifies a location of P?” Above all, the scheme [AM05-1] has 

modularity that P can select the following four authentication methods: 

� “No authentication” is that V does not authenticate an ID of P such as the scheme [SSW03]. 

� Symmetric key-based “Authentication” is that V authenticates an ID of P using symmetric key 

cryptography. 

� Asymmetric key-based “Authentication” is that V authenticates an ID of P using asymmetric key 

cryptography such as the scheme [BC93][CH04]. 

� “Authentication with anonymity” is that V cannot authenticate an ID of P but a third party who is 

selected by P can know the ID and location of P such as the schemes [AM05-1][WF03]. Note that 

the realization methods differ from the scheme [AM05-1] to the scheme [WF03]. 

4. 3. 1. 3. Problems of Related Works 
In future, this study expects appearance of new LBSs, which requires proving location relation 

between plural provers as LBSs may diversify. As such the LBSs, the study thinks an entrance 

control in case of that only plural parties can enter a store, a service to certificate a fact that plural 

parties have met for a legal purpose, and so on. 

This problem is that “Can V verify a fact that a distance between a prover P1 and a prover P2 is 

within distance d at time?” This thesis calls this problem “Location verification problem between 

two points”. For distinguishing P1 from P2 V needs to authenticate their IDs. Existing location 

verification schemes [AM05-1][BC93][CH04][WF03] consider improvement of verification 

precision and extension of verification range by using plural verifiers, however the schemes does not 

consider to prove location relation between plural provers. 

This thesis introduces a few techniques for proving a fact that plural entities exist in at the same 
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time. On RFID systems, Juels proposes “yoking-proof”[J04] that proves a fact that an IC tag reader 

reads two IC tags simultaneously. This is a scheme that their two IC tags corporate to generate one 

signature via the reader. For example, the scheme is used for a medical prescription and the 

corresponding medicine must be forwarded simultaneously. Moreover, on the paper [SS04] Saito 

and Sakurai extend the scheme [J04] to more than two tags, and improve the resistant against 

message replay attacks. Their schemes have a timeout assumption that the protocol stops when the 

protocol does not complete within a given period of time. The assumption purposes to improve the 

security, also an IC tag reader has a timeout function in general. However, the time measurement of 

their schemes does not aim to verify locations of IC tags. Therefore, it is difficult that the schemes 

[J04][SS04] can prove location relation between IC tags. By a relay attack [AM05-1], the schemes 

may prove that tags exist within the RF range of the reader relaying communication between the 

reader and the tags, even if the tags do not really exist within the RF range. 

Next, the thesis introduces a scheme [FA04] proposed by Frikken and Atallah that two nodes can 

calculate a distance between the nodes without knowing mutual locations. This scheme differs from 

location verification schemes in the purpose since the scheme assumes that a node knows own 

location beforehand. 

4. 3. 1. 4. Our Results 
This thesis proposes new location verification schemes that can prove location relation between two 

provers, and among n (≥ 2) provers (the thesis called “location verification scheme between two 

points, and location verification scheme among n points”, respectively). To realize the proposed 

schemes, the study has the following idea: a prover P1 relays a challenge message that V sends to a 

prover P2, also P2 relays another challenge message that V sends to P1, when V verifies location 

relation between P1 and P2. From a difference between the above result and results that V 

respectively verifies locations of P1 and P2 without relaying, V can calculate the location relation. 

The study realizes this proposed schemes extending the location verification scheme [AM05-1] since 

the scheme considers relaying massages. 

In this thesis, a term “location” is includes “distance, region, position, and route”, the same as 

Section 4.2. The study focuses on “distance” as “location” in this paper, since distance verification 

can be extended to region, position and route verification. 

4. 3. 2. Requirements 

4. 3. 2. 1. Entities 

This proposed schemes consists of the following entities: 

� Proxy node (PN) is a verifier V that verifies a location Li of processing a secret key Ki (or Xi). PN 
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can communicate entities within a distance r using RF and can measure a time of the 

communication closely. PN is fixed in a location LPN and detects a fact that PN is moved, or PN 

can move and obtain LPN securely. All entities trust PN. Thus PN does not operate anything 

illegal. Due to satisfy the above conditions, the study assumes PN has tamper-resistance. 

� Node i (Ni) is a prover P that proves own location Li to PN. Ni has a secret key Ki (for symmetric 

ciphers) or Xi (for asymmetric ciphers and the corresponding public key Yi) securely and i (1 ≤ i ≤ 

n, n ≥ 2) is ID of Ni. Ni generates a request message and a response message for a challenge 

message generated by PN using own Ki or Xi. Also, Ni can relay a challenge message or a 

response message for another node Nj (i ≠ j). Here, it is hard to change a relaying time and 

processing time of Ni. Due to satisfy the above conditions, the study assumes Ni is a 

tamper-resistant module. Moreover, an honest Ni does not move during V is verifying. 

� Relay station i (RSi) is an entity that relays communication between PN and Ni. RSi cannot 

generate a response message since he does not have Ki (or Xi). A dishonest Ni controls RSi. 

4. 3. 2. 1. Requirements 
This subsection explains requirements that location verification schemes between two points (or 

among n points) must satisfy. 

Distance verifiability between two points 
Proposition 1: While from a time T to a time T + ∆T, a secret key i has been calculated within a 

distance di from a verifier V, a secret key j has been calculated within a distance dj 

from the verifier V, and the key i and key j (i ≠ j) have been calculated within a 

distance d{i, j}. 

V can judge that Proposition 1 is true or false if V starts observation in T and receives all 

responses until T + ∆T. 

Since the distance verifiability between two points includes entity authentication, the study 

guarantees that the secret key i and Ni cannot separate, because Ni is a tamper-resistant module 

and all the entities except Ni do not know the secret key i (but V knows the key i in case of 

symmetric key cryptography). 

Distance verifiability among n points 

Proposition 2: While from a time T to a time T + ∆T, on a set U = {1, …, n (≥ 2)} of secret key 

IDs, a secret key 1 has been calculated within a distance di from a verifier V,   

a secret key n has been calculated within a distance dj from the verifier V,   

and the key pair W = {(i, j) | i ∈  U, j ∈  U, i ≠ j} has been calculated within a 

distance d{i, j}∈ W. 

V can judge that Proposition 2 is true or false if V starts observation in T and receives all 

responses until T + ∆T. 
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Proposition 2 has the same assumption for entity authentication as Proposition 1. 

Relay attack-resistance is that a distance verification scheme can resist against a relay attack. 

Adaptability is that a distance verification scheme can be adapted to practical systems. Accordingly 

the scheme must consider a communication processing delay of P (e.g. error correction, 

modulation, and decoding on communication between V and P) and a secret key processing 

delay of P for entity authentication. 

Modularity is that a distance verification scheme has a framework that is easy to change plural 

authentication methods. 

4. 3. 2. 2. An Attack Model 
The study supposes that an only purpose of attacks is to cheat V into accepting a fake location Li’ of 

Ni. And an attacker is a holder of Ni or a third party. The attacks are classified into the following 

types. 

� Attack on entity: 

Tampering is an attack that analyzes and forges N or PN directly. 

Black box attack is an attack that guesses secret information of N or PN from output of N or PN 

for various inputs. 

Impersonation is an attack that impersonates against N or PN. 

� Attack on communication: 

Message forgery is an attack forges messages on communication channels. 

Message replay is an attack replays messages on the channels. 

Message delay is an attack delays message on the channel. 

Man in the middle attack is an attack that an attacker lies between Ni and PN, and the attacker 

each impersonates the entities. 

Relay attack is an attack that RSi controlled by Ni relays messages on communication between Ni 

and PN. 

4. 3. 2. 3. Data Structure of a Challenge and a Response 
In Section 4.2, for preventing relay attack the authors design the structure of challenge messages, 

which allows a delay time of transmission to increase if the challenge messages are relayed. They 

assume that relay delay always occurs if communication is relayed, and the relay delay increases in 

the following cases: 

1. an increase of size of relayed communication data, 

2. an increase of the number of relays, and 
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3. an increase of relay distance between Ni and RSi. 

The study adopts their structure and assumptions in this thesis. 

4. 3. 3. The Proposed Schemes 

This proposed schemes are based on the location verification scheme [AM05-1] that consists of a 

framework and plural authentication methods. The proposed schemes extend the framework to 

verify locations of plural provers, and use the authentication methods intact. Therefore this section 

does not explain the detail of the authentication methods. 

The thesis proposes two schemes and the two variations. The formers are a location verification 

scheme between two points, which can verify locations of two nodes N1 and N2, and a location 

verification scheme among n points, which can verify locations of n (≥ 2) nodes N1, …, Nn. Also the 

latters are a variation that Pi sends a response message to V via Pj (the thesis called “turn type”), and 

another variation that Pi sends a response message to V directly (the thesis called “loop type”). 

4. 3. 3. 1. Notation 
This subsection defines notations for describing this proposed schemes as follows: 

� A_Enc(Y, m): a secure asymmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext of a message 

m using a public key Y. Here, only the corresponding private key X can decrypt the ciphertext. 

� S_Enc(K, m): a secure symmetric encryption function, which outputs a ciphertext of a message m 

using a shared key K. Here, only K can decrypt the ciphertext. 

� A_Sig(X, m) is a secure signature generation function, which outputs a signature of the message 

m using a private key X. Here, the validity of the signature is checked using the corresponding 

public key Y. 

� S_Sig(K, m) is a secure MAC (Message Authentication Code) generation function, e.g. HMAC, 

which outputs a MAC of a message m using a shared key K. Here, K can only check validity of 

the MAC. 

� H(m) is a secure one-way hash function, which outputs a hash value of a message m. 

� MaskY(R, Y) is a public key mask function that masks a public key Y using a random number R. 

It is hard to obtain the public key Y from a masked public key Y’ without R. 

� MaskX(R, X) is a secret key mask function that masks a secret key X using a random number R. It 

is hard to obtain the secret key X form a masked secret key X’ without R. 

� (Qi, Ai) is a pair of a question and an answer for Ni. 

� Reqi is a request message generated by Ni. 

� Chai is a challenge message generated by PN for Ni. The message may include a commitment(s) 

generated by Ni and another node Nj. 
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� Resi is a response message generated by Ni. The message may include a commitment(s) generated 

by Ni and another node Nj. 

� ReqG is a request message generator, which outputs Reqi from an authentication type C. C 

indicates the type as follows: α is “No authentication”, β is asymmetric key-based 

“Authentication”, γ is symmetric key-based “Authentication”, and ε is “Authentication with 

anonymity”. 

� ChaG_C is a challenge message generator, which outputs Chai from a random number and Reqi. 

C is an authentication type. 

� ResG_C is a response message generator, which outputs Resi from Chai and a secret key of Ni. C 

is the same meaning as one of ChaG_C. 

� VeriF_C is a verification function that verifies inputs (a response message and a communication 

time), and then outputs “Accept” if the inputs are valid. The function outputs a value except 

“Accept” if the inputs are invalid. 

The above functions and generators are the same as Section 4.2. 

� VeriFrelay_C is a verification function that verifies inputs (a relayed response message and a 

communication time including a relay time), and then outputs “Accept” if the inputs are valid. The 

function outputs a value except “Accept” if the inputs are invalid. 

� ComF_C is a commitment function that outputs a commitment (signature or MAC) from 

messages and a secret key of Ni. In short, the function is equal to A_Sig(X, m) or S_Sig(K, m). 

� tCha_i is a time that PN sends Chai to Ni. 

� tCha_i_j is a time that PN sends Chaj to Ni. 

� tRes_i is a time that PN receives Resi form Ni. 

� tRes_i_j is a time that PN receives Resj form Ni. 

� TRelay is a relay delay time of an attacker. TRelay = 0 if the attacker does not relay a challenge 

message or a response message. 

� TRelay_i is a relay time of Ni, which is approved by PN in advance. Note that the relay time is all 

processing time for relaying a challenge message and a response message, including a time for 

committing the messages. 

� TDelay_i is a response time of Ni, which is approved by PN in advance. Note that the response time 

is all processing time for generating and sending a response message, including a time for 

committing the message. 

� TCom_i is a communication time between Ni and PN. 

� TCom_i_j is a communication time between Nj and PN via Ni, not including TRelay_i and TDelay_j. 

� Tpermit is an error time of verifying locations, which is allowed by PN. 

� ∆T is a difference time between tRes_i and tCha_i. Here, ∆T = tRes_i – tCha_i. 

� s is a speed of RF. 
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� r is an available RF distance of PN. 

4. 3. 3. 2. A Framework of a Turn Type Location Distance Scheme Between Two 
Points 
This subsection explains a framework in case that a proxy node PN verifies locations of nodes Ni and 

Nj (i ≠ j). Figure 4.3.1 shows sequences of the proposed schemes. 

Step1: Ni generates a request message Reqi using the following equation, and then sends Reqi to PN. 

Reqi = ReqG(Zi) 

� Case 1 “No authentication”: Zi ← i || Ri. Here, “||” indicates concatenation of data, and B ← A 

means that A is substituted into B. 

� Case 2 Symmetric key-based “Authentication”: Zi ← i. 

� Case 3 Asymmetric key-based “Authentication”: Zi ← Yi. 

� Case 4 “Authentication with anonymity”: Zi ← Yi’ (is output of MaskY(Ri, Yi)). 

Step2: PN receives Reqi, and then obtains Zi from Reqi. PN decides a type of authentication 

requested by Ni from Zi. PN sends “Reject” to Ni if PN does not accept the type, and then PN stops 

this protocol. 

Step3: PN selects a random number RPN_i, and then generates a challenge message Chai (includes a 

question Qi) and the corresponding answer Ai using the following equation: 

(Chai, Ai) = ChaG_C(RPN_i, zi). 

� zi ← RPN if Zi is equal to i || RPN_i. 

� zi ← Ki, PN selects the corresponding shared key Ki from i if Zi is equal to i. 

� zi ← Yi if Zi is equal to Yi. 

� zi ← Yi’ if Zi is equal to Yi’. 

Finally, PN sends Chai to Ni and then stores a time of sending Chai into tCha_i. Note that PN must 

send Chai to Ni in order from MSB (Most Significant Byte). 

Step4: Ni receives Chai, and then generates a response message Resi (includes the corresponding 

answer Ai’) using the following equation: 

Resi = ResG_C(Chai, ζi) 

� ζi ← RPN_i if Zi is equal to i || RPN_i. 

� ζi ← Ki if Zi is equal to i. 

� ζi ← Xi if Zi is equal to Yi. 

� ζi ← Xi’ (is output of MaskX(RPN_i, Xi)) if Zi is equal to Y’. 

Finally, Ni sends Resi to PN. 
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Step5: PN receives Resi, and then stores a time of receiving Resi into tRes_i. Finally PN informs ID j 

to Ni. 

Step6: PN executes a procedure from Step1 to Step5 for Nj and then obtains tCha_j and tRes_j. Finally 

PN informs Zi to Nj. The above protocol is the same with the scheme [AM05-1]. Figure 4.3.1. a) 

shows procedures from Step1 to Step5 for Ni and Nj. 

 

Fig. 4.3.1. Sequences of a turn type distance verification scheme between two points. 

 

Step7: PN selects a random number RPN_j_i, and then generates a challenge message Chaj_i and the 

corresponding answer Ai using the following equation: 

(Chaj_i, Ai) = ChaG_C(RPN_j_i, zi). 

Here, zi is equal to one of Step3. Next, PN sends Chaj_i to Nj and then stores a time of sending 

Chaj_i into tCha_j_i. 

Step8: Nj receives Chaj_i, and then generates a commitment Cmtj1 using the following equation: 

Cmtj1 = ComF_C(Chaj_i, ζi). 

Here, ζi is equal to one of Step4. Next, PN sends Chaj_i || Cmtj1 to Ni. 

Step9: Ni receives Chaj_i || Cmtj1, and then generate a response message Resj_i and a commitment 

Cmti1 using the following equations: 

Resj_i = ResG_C(Chaj_i, ζi), and 

Cmti1 = ComF_C(Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1, ζi). 

Next Ni sends Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 to Nj. 

PN 

Ni Nj 

a) Step1 – Step 5   b) Step7 – Step11 

PN 

Ni Nj 
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Step10: Nj receives Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1, and then generates a commitment Comtj2 using the 

following equation: 

Cmtj2 = ComF_C(Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1, ζi). 

Next Nj sends Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 || Cmtj2 to PN. 

Step11: PN receives Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 || Cmtj2, and then stores a time of receiving the 

message into tRes_j_i. 

Step12: PN executes a procedure from Step7 to Step11 for Nj and then obtains tCha_i_j and tRes_i_j. 

Figure 4.3.1. b) shows procedures from Step7 to Step11 for Ni and Nj. 

Step13: PN calculates ∆T and TCom as follows: 

∆T i = tRes_i – tCha_i,     (4.3.1) 

∆T j = tRes_j – tCha_j,     (4.3.2) 

TCom_j_i = tRes_ j_i – tCha_j_i – 2 · TRelay_j – TDelay_j,   (4.3.3) 

TCom_i_j = tRes_i_j – tCha_i_j – 2 · TRelay_i – TDelay_i.   (4.3.4) 

Finally, PN can obtain distances di, dj, and d{i, j} using the following equations (4.3.10)(4.3.11) 

(4.3.12) if all the following conditions (4.3.5)(4.3.6)(4.3.7)(4.3.8)(4.3.9) are satisfied. 

| TCom_j_i – TCom_i_j | ≤ TPermit,    (4.3.5) 

“Accept” = VeriF_C(Ai, Resi, zi, r, s, TDelay_i, ∆Ti),  (4.3.6) 

“Accept” = VeriF_C(Aj, Resj, zj, r, s, TDelay_j, ∆Tj),  (4.3.7) 

“Accept” = VeriFrelay_C(Ai, Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 || Cmtj2, zi, zj, r, s, TCom_j_i), (4.3.8) 

“Accept” = VeriFrelay_C(Aj, Resi_j || Chai_j || Cmti1 || Cmtj1 || Cmti2, zj, zi, r, s, TCom_i_j), (4.3.9) 

di (= (∆Ti – TDelay_i) / 2s),     (4.3.10) 

dj (= (∆Tj – TDelay_j) / 2s),     (4.3.11) 

d{i, j} (= ( (TCom_j_i + TCome_i_j) / 2s – di – dj) / 2).   (4.3.12) 

4. 3. 3. 3. A Framework of a Loop Type Distance Verification Scheme Between 
Two Points 
A loop type scheme differs from a turn type scheme in the following steps: Step9 is that Ni sends PN 

to Resj_i || Chaj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 directly, and Step10 is ignored (Figure 4.3.2 shows a sequence of the 

loop type scheme). Therefore, PN should calculate TCom_j_i and TCom_j_i as follows: 

TCom_j_i = (tRes_j_i – tCha_j_i) – (TRelay_j – TDelay_i), 

TCom_i_j = (tRes_i_j – tCha_i_j) – (TRelay_i – TDelay_j). 
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Fig. 4.3.2. A sequence of a loop type distance verification scheme between two points. 

 

4. 3. 3. 4. A Framework of Distance Verification Schemes Among n Points 
A distance verification scheme among n points is that it executes a distance verification scheme 

between two points for each combination W (see subsection 4.3.2.1). 

4. 3. 3. 5. Requirements of a Function and Generators 
This subsection describes a detail of a function VeriFrelay_C, however the study omits details of other 

functions and generators are described in Section 4.2. 

VeriFrelay_C can output “Accept” if inputs (Ai, Chaj_i || Resj_i || Cmtj1 || Cmti1 || Comti2, zj, zi, r, s, 

TCom_j_i) are valid, otherwise the function outputs a value except “Accept”. “Valid” means the 

inputs satisfy the following conditions: 

� 2r ≥ d{i, j} (= TCom_j_i / 2s) > 0, 

� an answer Ai (or Signed Ai) is valid (how to verify the answer is the same with a verification 

function VeriF_C of the scheme described in Section 4.2, 

� a result of verifying a commitment Cmtj1 (signature or MAC) using a plain text Chaj_i and zi is 

valid, 

� Chaj_i is equal to one generated by PN,  

� a result of verifying a commitment Cmti1 using a plain text Resj_i || Chaj_i || Comtj1 and zi is 

valid, and 

� a result of verifying a commitment Cmtj2 using a plain text Resj_i || Chaj_i || Comtj1 || Comti1 and 

zi is valid. 

4. 3. 3. 6. Viability of Our Proposed Schemes 
These proposed schemes satisfy our all requirements. 

PN 

Ni Nj 
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Distance verifiability between two points and Distance verifiability among n points: the thesis 

explains security of this requirement on Section 4.3.4. This section considers the realization of out 

proposed scheme. The proposed scheme requires a precision of 3.333… [nsec] per 1 [m], and the 

approved processing delay is a maximum of 0.333… [nsec] if an error range is within 10 [cm]. In the 

paper [MK03], a PC with improved software has a time precision of 1 [µsec], and a PC with improved 

hardware (e.g. a high-frequency crystal oscillator) has a time precision of 34 [ns]. In short, the PC with 

improved hardware can measure a distance by about 10 [m]. Moreover, the paper [TMIK05] proposed 

a special time-stamp hardware has a time precision of 8 [ns] and therefore a PC with the hardware can 

measure a distance by 2.4 [m]. On the other hand, the proposed scheme is a kind of TOA and TDOA. 

Here, the paper [OTWFYSK03] proposed a system that obtains location by 1-4 [m] of a wireless LAN 

node using TDOA and plural access points (i.e. verifiers). Moreover, the papers 

[KNF03][HMYMMA04] show to be able to simulate an influence of multipass fading. Therefore the 

study thinks to be able to realize the proposed scheme that measures a distance by 1-10 [m]. 

Relay attack-resistance: the thesis explains on Section 4.3.4. 

Adoptability: these proposed schemes assume a proxy node knows processing and relay delays of 

nodes, and the proxy node considers the delays when the proxy node verifies locations of the 

nodes. Thus the proposed schemes satisfy “Adoptability”. 

Modularity: the proposed schemes are that a node can easily select one of six authentication 

methods. Therefore, the proposed schemes satisfy “Modularity”. 

4. 3. 4. Security Analysis 

On security of distances di and dj the proposed schemes are equal to the scheme described in Section 

4.2. Thus the study discusses a distance d{i, j} between Ni and Nj. The proposed schemes satisfy 

“Distance verifiability between two points and distance verifiability among n points” and “Relay 

attack-resistance”, based on the following assumptions: 

� Assumption 1: PN knows relay times (TRelay_i, TRelay_j) and delay times (TDelay_i, TDelay_j). The delay 

time consists of a secret key processing time that Ni needs to calculate Ai (or Signed Ai) and a 

communication processing time of Ni. Attackers are hard to change TRelay_i, TRelay_j, TDelay_i or 

TDelay_j. Note that the proposed schemes require tamper-resistance to Ni for satisfying this 

assumption. 

� Assumption 2: Attackers cannot transmit data faster than s. s is equal to a speed of light because of 

using RF. 

� Assumption 3: A relay delay (its time is TRelay (> 0)) occurs if communication between (PN and 

Ni), (PN and Nj), or (Ni and Nj) is relayed, and TRelay satisfies an inequality (((TRelay + TCom_j_i + 
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TCom_i_j) / 2s – di – dj) / 2) > 2r. The scheme [AM05-1] has challenge and response messages that 

can force relay delay to increase when communication is relayed. The proposed schemes satisfy 

this assumption since the proposed schemes are based on the scheme described in Section 4.2. 

Note that TCom_j_i (or TCom_i_j) includes Trelay_i (or Trelay_j) supposed by PN. 

� Assumption 4: RSi and third parties cannot know a secret key of Ni. Note that the study assumes 

A_Enc(Y, m), S_Enc(K, m), A_Sig(X, m), S_Sig(K, m), and H(m) are secure, and Ni is a 

tamper-resistant module for satisfying this assumption. 

� Assumption 5: A least party of Ni and Nj is honest. 

This proposed schemes decide that a distance between Ni and Nj is within d{i, j} if conditions 

(4.3.5)(4.3.6)(4.3.7)(4.3.8)(4.3.9) are satisfied. Using (4.3.3)(4.3.4)(4.3.5)(4.3.12) d{i, j} is expanded 

as follows: 

d{i, j} = ( (TCom_j_i + TCom_i_j) / 2s - di - dj) / 2 

= ((tRes_j_i – tCha_j_i – 2TRelay_j – TDelay_j + tRes_i_j – tCha_i_j – 2TRelay_i – TDelay_i) / 2s – di – dj) / 2, 

where 2r ≥ d{i, j} > 0, and | TCom_j_i – TCom_i_j | ≤ TPermit. 

The section explains all expanded parameters. From Assumption 1 attackers are hard to change 

TDelay_i, TDelay_j, TRelay_i, and TRelay_j. From Assumption 2 attackers cannot decrease TCom_j_i and 

TCom_i_j. From Assumption 3 TRelay satisfies (((TRelay + TCom_j_i + TCom_i_j) / 2s – di – dj) / 2) > 2r if 

communications are relayed. From Assumption 5 the inequality | TCom_j_i – TCom_i_j | ≤ TPermit is not 

satisfied if Ni or Nj delays own response message so that di or dj increases. In other words, if the 

proposed schemes ignore Assumption 5 or the inequality (4.3.5), a dishonest node can decrease d{i, j} 

to delay own response message. 

On the other hand, VeriFrelay_C is secure because only Ni can calculate Ai (or Singed Ai) from 

Assumption 4. 

Consequently, this proposed schemes can decide that a distance between Ni and Nj is within d{i, j} 

if conditions (4.3.5)(4.3.6)(4.3.7)(4.3.8)(4.3.9) are satisfied. 

4. 3. 5. A Variety of Location Verification Schemes 

4. 3. 5. 1. How to Force a Verification of Nj to Depend on One of Ni 
To innovate on security of the proposed schemes, the study considers connecting verifications of Ni 

and Nj as follows: 

1. A proxy node PN can generate a challenge message of Step 6 (or Step 12) on Section 4.3.3.2 to 

depend on a response message of Step 5 (or Step11), or 

2. PN can design a response message of Step 6 (or Step12), as Ni (or Nj) cannot generate the 
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response message without challenge and response messages from Step1 to Step5 (or from Step 7 

to Step11). 

The study supposes that the above-mentioned ways guarantee the continuity between 

verifications. 

4. 3. 5. 2. How to Decrease an Amount of Transmission Using Broadcast 
PN can decrease an amount of transmission broadcasting a challenge message to plural nodes. 

However PN may simultaneously receive the corresponding response messages from the nodes. 

Thus PN should have ability of plural receiving and processing. 

On the proposed location verification scheme among n points, plural nodes can decrease an 

amount of transmission broadcasting relayed challenge and response messages other nodes and PN. 

Similarly the nodes should have ability of plural receiving and processing. 

4. 3. 5. 3. How to Realize “Sheltered Location” 
Equally the scheme described in Section 4.2, PN can issue a location certificate that consists of 

distances and IDs of Ni and Nj, a time to obtain the information, ID (or location information) of PN, 

and the corresponding signature generated by PN on the proposed schemes. If PN does not include 

the ID (or the location information) of PN in the location certificate, the certificate can only prove di, 

dj and d{i, j} at the time, moreover a third party cannot trace a location of Ni and Nj from the 

certificate. The thesis calls such property “Sheltered location”. 

4. 3. 5. 4. How to Expand a Verifiable Range Using Plural Proxy Nodes 
If the proposed schemes assume plural PNs that can communicate mutually, the schemes can expand 

own verifiable range and realize “Region verification, Position verification, and Route verification” 

like the scheme described in Section 4.2. For example, a node 1 relays a challenge message that PNA 

sends to a node 2, and then the node 2 sends the corresponding response message to PNB, finally 

PNA and PNB share the sending time, the receiving time, the messages, and so on. 

4. 3. 5. 5. How to Share a Relayed Node on a Distance Verification Scheme Among 
n Points 
On a distance verification scheme among n points, if PN decides the only one relayed node Ni from 

all nodes, PN can prove that all the nodes except the relayed node exist within a distance from the 

relayed node. However, Ni can easily force PN to accept a fake distance that is farther than a real 

distance if Ni is dishonest. Therefore, PN should use this way in case of that Ni is honest. 

4. 3. 5. 6. How to use plural relayed nodes 
Section 4.3.3 supposes a relayed node per one pair of challenge and response messages. The study 
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expects that PN can obtain more detailed location information among nodes if more than two relayed 

nodes relay the pair. On the other hand, this way may force verification precision of these proposed 

schemes to deteriorate because of the complicated procedures. 

4. 3. 6. Conclusion 

This thesis proposed plural provers verifiable location verification schemes to expand the location 

verification scheme described in Section 4.2. The proposed scheme can prove location relation 

between plural provers since a prover relays a challenge message for another prover. 
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Chapter 5. Secure Cryptographic 
Location-Based Services 

5. 1. Cryptographic Location-Based Services 

This section defines cryptographic location-based services (cryptographic LBSs) that utilize 

cryptography and shows instances of cryptographic LBSs. 

Recently, services for utilizing real context of mobile nodes have been studied actively on 

ubiquitous computing / networks. Especially, the study expects the services, which use location 

information of nodes as real context, to come into wide use in the future. Such services are called 

location-based services (LBSs). Services of LBSs include information distribution to a specific 

location, navigation of walkers, tracking of mobile nodes [ITWUSM00][WTTUM96], 

location-based access control [CN02], and issuing of location certificates [WF03], along with other 

applications. 

On the other hand, according to the wide use of LBSs, many LBSs (e.g. high-value LBSs) require 

more security; for that reason, LBSs require cryptographic capability. The section shows instances of 

cryptographic LBSs as follows: 

� a system that a user can read a secret business document stored in a notebook PC in an office 

however cannot read the document when the notebook PC goes out of the office because of 

re-encrypting the document, 

� a system that a user can use a digital sign key (as an official seal of a company) stored in a device 

in an only specific room, and 

� a system that issues a location certificate including a system signature, a meeting location, a 

meeting time, meeting participants names and a group signature, which all the participants of the 

meeting generate, for proving a fact the participants join in the meeting to a third party. 

Cryptographic LBSs require key management (e.g. key sharing for session encryption between a 

provider and a node) and location management (e.g. location verification of a node), and 

cryptographic LBSs compose mainly of a key management function and a location management 

function. As a result, cooperation between the key management and location management functions 

realizes cryptographic LBSs. However these functions have mostly been studied individually. This 

study indicates that cryptographic LBSs are insecure in due to incomplete integration of key 
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management and location management functions, for example a user would like to share a key with 

a mobile node of a specific location however an attacker of other location forces the user to share the 

key with the attacker. Therefore the study considers security of integration between key management 

and location management for realizing secure cryptographic LBSs. 

The secure integration demands the following requirements: 

� key management and location management functions can authenticate the same node, 

� key management and location management functions are indivisible, and 

� key management and location management functions must be controlled by valid policy. 
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5. 2. How to Construct Secure Cryptographic 

Location-Based Services 

5. 2. 1. Introduction 

5. 2. 1. 1. Background 
Recently, services for using the real context of mobile nodes have been studied actively on 

ubiquitous computing / networks. The study expects such services, which use location information 

of nodes as a real context, to come into wider use in the future. Such services are called 

location-based services (LBSs). LBSs include information distribution to a specific location, 

navigation of walkers, tracking of mobile nodes [ITWUSM00][WTTUM96], location-based access 

control [CN02], and issuing of location certificates [WF03], along with other applications. Many 

high-value LBSs require security; for that reason, LBSs require cryptographic capability. As 

instances of cryptographic LBSs, the study postulates a system in which a user can read a secret 

business document stored in a notebook PC in an office. However, in this system, re-encryption of 

the document prevents its reading when the notebook PC is removed from the office. With this 

system, a user can use a digital sign key (as an official company seal) stored in a device for a 

specific room. Such cryptographic LBSs comprise a key management function (e.g. key sharing for 

session encryption between a provider and a node) and a location management function (e.g. 

location verification of a node). Key management methods have been studied variously until now. 

As location management location measurement technologies using global positioning system (GPS) 

and radar are realized, technologies that use a wireless LAN and radio frequency identification 

(RFID) are advancing apace. However, these key and location management methods have mostly been 

studied individually. Therefore we consider security of integration between key management and location 

management for realizing secure cryptographic LBSs. 
 

5. 2. 1. 2. Location Management 
Location measurement technologies have made the transition from methods [GW98] using GPS, a 

base station (of cellular phone systems) and radar for outdoors to methods [KNF02][NNT03][VN04] 

using a wireless LAN, RFID and sensor networks for indoors. In addition, papers [AM05-1] 

[AM05-2][BC93][CH04][SSW03][WF03] proposed secure location verification schemes using 

communication delay. These technologies differ in available ranges, costs and security. For instance, 
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a GPS satellite is expensive, but an RFID tag inexpensive. 

This thesis refers to digitized location information as a “Location Token”. The study assumes a 

location token model, which comprises plural location token providers (with various location 

measurement functions), provers (which prove their own location using location tokens) and 

verifiers (which verify locations of provers using location tokens). For example, one study [WF03] 

adopts a narrowly-defined location token mode that supposes one location measurement scheme. 

This paper uses location management as a generic term to refer to the following functions: 

� Location verification: a verifier directly verifies a mobile node location in real-time, and 

� Location certification: mobile nodes prove their own locations to a third party using location 

tokens. 

The study presumes a model that consists of servers (e.g. proxy nodes), provers (e.g. mobile 

nodes), and verifiers. The server provides a location data (i.e. location token) of the prover to the 

prover using various location measurement techniques, the prover prove own location to the verifier 

using the location token, and the verifier verify the location of the prover. On such a model the 

verifier may not verify the location token because the verifier may not have all the corresponding 

verification methods. The paper [AM05-7] proposed a location certification infrastructure that 

distributes location tokens and solves this problem. 

5. 2. 1. 3. Key Management 
In this paper, key-management targets are the following keys: 

� A node private key is a unique secret key of a mobile node (and the corresponding public key); 

the mobile node securely stores the secret key, and 

� A processed key: is the output of a key-management function that is an inputted node private key 

dependent on information, the output is a secret key (and the corresponding public key). 

In this paper, key management is a generic term used to refer to the following functions: 

� Key issuing: is a method that issues a key, e.g., issuance of a public key certificate from a 

Certificate Authority (CA); 

� Key sharing: is a method by which plural entities share the same key, for instance Diffie-Hellman 

key exchange scheme (“key sharing” includes “key exchange”); 

� Key distribution: is a method that distributes a key to specific entities, for instance broadcast 

encryption; 

� Key generation: is a method in which one or more entities generates a key, for instance RSA key 

generation; 

� Key revocation: is a method that revokes a key, for instance broadcast exclusion and Certificate 

Revocation List (CRL); and 
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� Key control: is a method that controls access to a key, for instance Kerberos. 

A term “key operating” means it executes each function above. 

5. 2. 1. 4. Integration of Key Management and Location Management 
A few studies examine a mix of key management and location management functions. One study 

[CN02] proposed a PC system, in which a PC hard disk is decrypted because a personal radio device 

allows the PC to use a decryption key if their authentication is successful, when the device closes in 

the PC. Another study [BM02] proposed trusted access points measuring the location of a mobile 

node and shares a key using electric field intensity of beacons sent by the access points. These 

studies are schemes that mix location management and key management functions. However the 

studies do not clarify the structure of integration between the two functions. Therefore, the study 

cannot analyze structural security. Incomplete integration might cause an attack on cryptographic 

LBSs, for instance a provider would like to share a key with a mobile node on a specific location. 

However, an attacker on other location may force the provider to share the key with the attacker after 

the valid node location verification. Therefore, the study considers security of integration between 

key management and location management for realizing secure cryptographic LBSs. Here, this paper 

treats the following problems: 

1) An attacker may impersonate a valid node if target nodes are not the same on key 

management and location management functions, 

2) An attacker may replace a valid function with an invalid function if key management and 

location management functions are indivisible; and  

3) A provider may not provide valid LBSs if a function execute after execution of another 

function is a failure. 

5. 2. 1. 5. Our Goal 
The cryptographic LBSs require key management and location management functions. However 

secure integration of these functions has not been clarified because the functions have only been 

studied individually until now. Therefore, this paper proposes a method of integrating key 

management and location management functions for realizing secure cryptographic LBSs. In 

addition, the study suggests new cryptographic LBSs by assessing all combinations of key 

management and location management. 

This proposed method defines two general integrated functions (location key function). A first 

function is a key management function that is executed by depending on output of a location 

management function. A second function is a location management function that is executed by 

depending on output of a key management function. Our assumed system consists of a location key 

proxy node that provides services using location key functions and a node that requests a service to 
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the proxy node. For realizing secure cryptographic LBSs, the study applies the following 

approaches: 

1) agreement of target nodes by a context connection (CC) value; 

2) improvement of mutual dependence by a construct that inputs output of a management 

function to another management function; and  

3) policy-based access control for functions. 

5. 5. 2. Requirements 

5. 5. 2.1. Location Key 
In this paper, a location key function means an integrated function of key management and location 

management functions. The location key function is classified as follows: 

� LK (Location operation, then Key operation) function – is a key management function that is 

inputted to output of a location management function; and 

� KL (Key operation, then Location operation) function - is a location management function that is 

inputted to output of a key management function. 

LK and KL functions output a pair of a location key and its corresponding location token. Note that 

an LK function does not output a location token basically. A location key is a processed key: that is 

outputted from an LK function; or is targeted by a location token (is outputted from a KL function). 

The location keys are determined from location between a node location, a time when location key 

function is executed, and a node private key. 

5. 5. 2. 2. Entities 
This proposed method consists of the following entities: 

� Node: is a mobile node that requests services using location key functions to a proxy node. A 

node stores a unique node private key securely and his ID is “i”. In addition, the node might 

obtain his own location information, time information, and random numbers. This study supposes 

a cellular phone, PDA and a notebook PC as nodes. 

� Proxy node: is a proxy node that provides services using location key functions to a node. A 

proxy node has a KL function and an LK function as location key functions, and stores a unique 

proxy node private key securely; the ID is “j”. The proxy node provides services using location 

key functions according to a location key policy to a node. In addition, a proxy node might obtain 

its own location information, time information, and random numbers. This study supposes the 

following as proxy nodes: 

1. Station: is a trusted apparatus that has high performance and is fixed on a specific location. 
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This study presumes a base station of cellular phone systems and an access point (or a PC that 

connects to an access point) of a wireless LAN as a station. 

2. Mobile: is a mobile node that has middle performance. This study supposes a notebook PC, a 

PDA, or a cellular phone as a mobile. A node does not necessarily trust a mobile. 

3. Sensor: is a fixed node that has low performance and is active. This study supposes a sensor 

node of sensor networks and an active IC tag (e.g. a smart tag) of RFID as a sensor. A sensor is 

not highly trusted by a node. 

4. Tag: is a device that has little performance and is passive. This study supposes a tag of RFID as 
a tag. A node does not completely trust. In case of wearing a tag, a reader / writer writes a 

location token to the tag. Therefore, the tag is a node and the reader/writer is a proxy node. 

5. 2. 2. 3. Location Measurement Techniques 
This study classifies methods that measure locations of nodes into the following types: 

� Report type: means that a method in which a node reports self-obtained location of the node to a 

proxy node. This study presumes a node supporting system, for example GPS. 

� Inference type: means that a method in which a proxy node infers location of a node from 

evidence (e.g. IDs of tags). This study generally presumes methods using RFID. 

� Direct type: means that a method in which a proxy node directly verifies location of a node in 

real-time. This study presumes methods using radar, a wireless LAN, and communication delay. 

5. 2. 2. 4. Location Token 

A location token is digitized location information obtained from a proxy node in Section 5.2.2.2 and 

location measurement technique in Section 5.2.2.3. The location token includes ID of a node, 

location information of a node and time information when a location key function executes. A 

location token also includes a location key, or a location key function issues a pair of a location 

token and the corresponding location key. This study assumes the following location tokens: 

� A location certificate: is a kind of public key certificate with which a station or a mobile signs 

IDs of a node and a proxy node; location information of a node, a location key and time 

information when a location key function executes. Apparently, that a location certificate is a kind 

of time-stamp [HS90] that includes location information and a location key. The location 

certificate supposes direct type location measurement technique. 

� Location evidence: is digitized location information with a message authentication code (MAC) 

that a node obtains from a sensor. Use of location evidence supposes inference-type location 

measurement technique. Therefore the location evidence includes an ID of sensor or location 

information of a node. In addition, the location evidence might include a node ID, a location key 
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and time information when a location key function executes. 

� Provisional location evidence: is digitized location information that a node obtains from a tag. 

The provisional location evidence supposes inference-type location measurement technique. 

Therefore, provisional location evidence includes an ID of a tag. 

� A location reference: is digitized location information that a node self-calculates using 

supporting entities (e.g. GPS). The location reference supposes report-type location measurement 

technique. Note that a proxy node issues no location reference and the proxy node might 

transform the received location reference to other type location token. 

Table 5.2.1 show the relation between location tokens, proxy nodes and location measurement 

techniques. A hyphen means that the corresponding technique is nonexistent now. Define the 

corresponding new location token if a technique that corresponds to the hyphen appears in future. In 

addition, a station, a mobile and a sensor receive a location reference and can then transform the 

location reference to a location certificate or location evidence. 

 

Table 5.2.1 Relation between location tokens, proxy nodes and location measurement techniques 

Techniques

Proxy nodes 

Report type 

measurement 

Inference type measurement Direct type 

measurement 

Station Location reference - Location certificate

Mobile Location reference - Location certificate

Sensor Location reference Location evidence - 

Tag - Provisional location evidence - 

 

5. 2. 2. 5. Security assumptions 
This paper makes the following security assumptions: 

1. A proxy node becomes secure, a station, a mobile, a sensor and a tag in that order. Especially the 

station is a trusted party. 

2. Each key management method and each location management method is secure. The proposed 

method uses existing key management and location management methods. 

3. An attacker is a node or a third party. 

4. For attacking, a node and a third party might conspire. 

5. A communication channel is not secure: anyone can obtain data on the channel. 

6. An attacker purposes location key functions of a proxy node to use illegally, and purposes outputs 

of the location key functions to use change illegally. 
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5. 2. 2. 6. Requirement 

This thesis designs the proposed method for satisfying the following requirements: 

1. Availability: is that only allowed nodes can use location key functions of a proxy node according 

to a location key policy. 

2. Universality: is that the proposed method is easily adaptable to existing systems. Actual systems, 

which include various proxy nodes, various location measurement technologies, various key 

management methods and various location management methods, require the proposed method 

for universal design. 

3. Associativity: is that association between a key management function and a location management 

function is secure. Consequently, our proposed method solves three problems shown in section 

1.4. 

4. Privacy: is that information (ID of a node, location information of a node and time information 

when a location key function executes), which is demanded by a node demands to conceal, is not 

leaked from a location token. Privacy excludes inconsistent requests of a node from consideration. 

This paper respectively refers to concealing an ID, concealing location information of a node, and 

concealing time information when a location key function executes “anonymity, location-hiding, 

and time-hiding” respectively. 

5. 2. 3. The Proposed Method 

5. 2. 3. 1. Notation 
The study next shows the notation for explaining the proposed method: 

� NK: is a node private key. 

� PNK: is a proxy node private key. 

� NID: is an ID of a node. 

� PID: is an ID of a proxy node. 

� InfoN: is node information that consisting of random numbers, location information and time 

information. 

� InfoPN: is proxy node information that comprising of random numbers, location information, and 

time information. 
� DataNK: is data that depends on NK (and InfoN). 

� PK: is a processed key that is the output of a key management function with input of DataNK. 

� LK: is a location key. 

� R: is a random number. 

� LT: is a location token. 
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� LKP: is a location key policy that includes conditions for executing location key functions. 

� LKS: is an internal status of a proxy node: the status (e.g. existence of a specific key, the balance 

and current location of a proxy node) is needed for judging LKP. 

� KMT: is a type of key management (key issuing, key generation, key sharing, key distribution, 

key revocation, key control and none). 

� LMT: is a type of location management (location verification, location certification and none). 

� LKT: is a type of location key management (KMT || LMT and LMT || KMT). 

� LTT: is a type of location token (a location certificate, location evidence, a location reference, and 

none) 

� NPT: is a type of requested node privacy (anonymity, location-hiding, time-hiding, and none). 

� CC value: is a context connection value (NID, R, PK or LT) 

� KM function: is a key management function that outputs PK for input (DataNK, KMT, NID, PID, 

PNK, InfoN, and InfoPN). According to KMT, {NID, PID, PNK, InfoN and InfoPN} cannot be 

ignored. As PK, a KM function outputs NID (in case that KMT indicates a key management 

method with node authentication) or R (in case that InfoN or InfoPN include R). 
� LM function: is a location management function that outputs LT for input (DataNK, LMT, PID, 

PNK, InfoN, InfoPN, and LTT). According to LMT, {NID, PID, PNK, InfoN and InfoPN} cannot be 

ignored. The LM function outputs a pre-selected LT if LTT is none. As LT, the LM function 

outputs NID (in case that LMT indicates a key management method with node authentication) or R 

(in case that InfoN or InfoPN include R). 

� PJ function: is a policy judgment function that outputs KMT, a pair of {NPT, LMT, LTT} or 
Reject for input (LKP, NPT, LTT, LKS, LKT, NID, and InfoN) According to LKP, {NPT, LTT, 

LKS, LKT, NID, and InfoN} cannot be ignored. 

� KL function: is a location key function that outputs a pair of {LK, LT} or Reject for input 
(DataNK, LKP, LKS, LKT, NID, PID, PNK, InfoN, InfoPN, LTT, and NPT).The LT includes LK if 

LTT = location certificate. According to LKT and LKP, {LKS, LKT, NID, PID, PNK, InfoN, InfoPN, 

LTT, and NPT} cannot be ignored. 
� LK function: is a location key function that outputs LK or Reject for input (DataNK, LKP, LKS, 

LKT, NID, PID, PNK, InfoN, and InfoPN). According to LKT and LKP, {LKS, LKT, NID, PID, 

PNK, InfoN and InfoPN} cannot be ignored. 

 

5. 2. 3. 2. Constructions of a KL function and an LK function 
Figure 5.2.1 shows constructions of a KL function and an LK function. The KL function and LK 

function comprise a KM function, an LM function, and a PJ function. 

The KL function consists of a management path that inputs output of a KM function into an LM 
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function and a control path that inputs output of a PJ function into a KM function and an LM 

function. 

On the management path, a KM function executes a challenge-Response key operation, which is 

requested by a key management type KMT, with a node for input (a node ID NID, a proxy node 

private key PNK, proxy node information InfoPN, a proxy node ID PID, and node information InfoN); 

and then the KM function outputs a processed key PK. The KM function outputs NID (if the KM 

function performs node authentication) or a random number R (if the KM function performs node 

distinguishing with a temporal ID (i.e. R)) as a CC value. The PK is a CC value if the KM function 

does not output NID or R. Next, an LM function executes a CC value-dependent challenge-Response 

location operation, which is requested by a location management type LMT, with a node for the 

output of the KM function, and then the LM function outputs a pair of {a location key LK, a location 

token LT} that is requested by a node privacy type NPT and a location token type LTT. Here, a term 

“CC value-dependent” means that the LM function authenticates that the node has NID, R or the 

corresponding secret information. 

 

Fig. 5.2.1. Constructions of a KL function and an LK function 

 

On the control path, a PJ function controls execution of a KM function according to a location key 

policy LKP, a location key status LKS, and Request of a node. Next, the PJ function controls 

execution of an LM function according to the output of the KM function, LKP, LKS, and the 

Request. If the PJ function outputs Reject, the KL function stops execution and outputs Reject. 
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The LK function consists of a management path that inputs output of an LM function into a KM 

function and a control path that inputs output of a PJ function into an LM function and a KM 

function. 

On the management path, an LM function executes a challenge-response location operation, 

which is requested by LMT, with a node for input (NID, PNK, InfoPN, PID, and InfoN); and then the 

LM function outputs a pre-selected LT. The LM function outputs NID (if the LM function performs 

node authentication) or R (if the LM function performs node distinguishing with a temporal ID (i.e. 

R)) as a CC value. The LT is a CC value if the LM function does not output NID or R. Next, a KM 

function executes a CC value-dependent challenge-response key operation, which is requested by 

KMT, with a node for the output of the LM function, and then the KM function outputs LK. 

On the control path, a PJ function controls execution of an LM function according to LKP, LKS 

and the Request of a node. Here, the PJ function inputs none as NPT and LTT. Next, the PJ function 

controls execution of a KM function according to the output of the LM function, LKP, LKS and the 

Request. If the PJ function outputs Reject, the LK function stops execution and outputs Reject. 

Table 5.2.2 shows an example of a location key policy LKP. The LKP comprises plural records. 

Each record includes three items: an attribute that is an identification of a node or a belonging of a 

node, an action that is an allowed operating of location key functions and a condition that is a 

requirement to allow the action. 

 

Table 5.2.2. An example of a location key policy 

Item 

Record 

Attribute Action Condition 

Record 1 Company A KMT || LMT Location X 

Record 2 Entity B Any None 

Record 3 Group C LMT || KMT ¥10,000 

 

5. 2. 3. 3. Sequence of Our Proposed Method 
This section explains a sequence of the proposed method (see Figure 5.2.2). 

1. A node i sends a Request which is NID || LKT (=LMT || KMT) || InfoN || NPT || LTT or NID || LKT 

(=KMT || LMT) || InfoN, to a proxy node j. 

2. The proxy node j selects a location key function according to LKT; then the proxy node j inputs 

the Request, LKP, LKS, and InfoPN into the location key function. Thereby, selected operations 

between the node and proxy node are executed. For instance, the client is able to obtain PK if 

KMT is a key-sharing, and so on. The client is also able to obtain LT if LMT is a location 
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certification. 

 

Fig. 2.2.2. Sequence of proposed method 
 

3. The proxy node j obtains a pair of {LK, LT} (if LKT is KMT || LMT), LK (if LKT is LMT || KMT) 

or Reject, and then the proxy node j sends a part (is chosen by LKP) of output of the location key 

function as a LK message to the node i. 

4. The node i receives the LK message. 

5. 2. 3. 4. Combinations of key management and location management 
Table 5.2.3 shows combinations of key management and location management. The study introduces 

some instances of combinations from Table 5.2.3. 

� LK function Combination 2: is a scheme by which a proxy node verifies the node location; then 

the proxy node shares a symmetric key with the node if the location is within 50 [m] from the 

proxy node. For example, scheme [BM02] exists. 

� KL function Combination 3: is a group key generation in which group members can certificate 

who, where, and when to share the group key with a third party, using the scheme [AM04] 

� LK function Combination 4: is a scheme by which a proxy node verifies the location of a node; 

then the proxy node distributes a decryption key for encrypted data (e.g. business documents) if 

the location is in the specific area (e.g. an office). For example, scheme [CN02] exists. 

� LK function Combination 6: is a scheme by which a proxy node verifies location of a node and 

then the proxy node allows the node to use a digital sign key if the location is in the president’s 
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1. Node i sends Request (NID

||LKT(=KMT||LMT)||InfoN||

NPT||LTT, or NID|| LKT(=

LMT ||KMT)||InfoN) 

3. Proxy node j sends LK
message (a pair of
{LK, LT}, LK or
Reject).  

4. Node i obtains a pair of

{LK, LT}, LK or Reject

from LK message.  

2. Proxy node j executes 
a location key function 
from Request.  

 

Request 

LK message 

Challenge 

Challenge 

Response 

Response 
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office. 

� KL function Combination 9: is a scheme by which all meeting participants share a group key and 

the proxy node issues a location certificate including the meeting location and the group key. 

� KL function Combination 12: is a scheme by which a proxy node revokes a decryption key of a 

node and verifies the location of the revocation. Subsequently, the proxy node opens a gate for the 

node if the location is in a specific area. 

The study believes that other concrete schemes exist in addition to the above instances. 

 

Table 5.2.3. Combinations of key management and location management 

Location

Key 

Verification Certification 

KL function Combination 1 KL function Combination 7 Issuing 

LK function Combination 1 LK function Combination 7 

KL function Combination 2 KL function Combination 8 Sharing 

LK function Combination 2 [BM02] LK function Combination 8 

KL function Combination 3 KL function Combination 9 Generation 

LK function Combination 3 LK function Combination 9 

KL function Combination 4 KL function Combination 10 Distribution 

LK function Combination 4 [CN02] LK function Combination 10 

KL function Combination 5 KL function Combination 11 Revocation 

LK function Combination 5 LK function Combination 11 

KL function Combination 6 KL function Combination 12 Access control 

LK function Combination 6 LK function Combination 12 

 

5. 2. 3. 5. Use of Location token 
On a KL function, a proxy node gives a location token LT as output of a KL function to a node. 

Plural verification methods (for LT ) differ according to LT types. Therefore, a node should demand 

an LT type that the node can verify or a third party selected by the node can verify. In addition, an 

LT trusted level and an LT type depend on a domain of an LT issuer. A domain is an attribute that a 

token issuer belongs. The paper [MIDP2.0] classifies domains into trusted domains (operator, 

manufacture and trusted third party) and an untrusted domain. Alike the paper, the proposed method 

sets some different powers into the corresponding domains. Moreover, the proposed method applies 

the domain concept to MACs except for signatures. A verifier of LT can evaluate a trusted level of 

LT using the domain and the type of LT. A node can receive cryptographic LBSs from a proxy node 
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or a third party if the node provides LT from another proxy node to the proxy node or the party. A 

new LT must include a domain or a type of the original LT if the proxy node issues the new LT that 

the proxy node transforms the original LT (e.g. a location reference LR) because security of the new 

LT depends on the original LT. 

5. 2. 4. Evaluation 

This section shows that the proposed method satisfies the following four requirements: 

5. 2. 4. 1. Availability 
By this proposed method, a proxy node has location key functions; a PJ function can control these 

location key functions using a location key policy. Consequently, only the allowed node can use the 

functions. This study presumes that a KM function or an LM function (in the location key functions) 

authenticate node identification. 

5. 2. 4. 2. Universality 
As shown in Table 5.2.1, the proposed method assumes four types of location tokens that correspond 

to combinations of four types of proxy nodes and three types of location measurement techniques. A 

node can request the type of provided location token to the proxy node. Therefore, various existing 

systems can adopt the proposed method. Moreover, existing key and location management schemes 

can apply to a KM function and an LM function of the proposed method because the proposed 

method treats the KM function and LM function as nodes. 

5. 2. 4. 3. Associativity 
As shown in Figure 5.2.1, a KL function structure can force output of a KM function to be input of 

an LM function for boosting the relation between the KM function and LM function. In the same 

way, an LK function structure can force output of an LM function to be input of a KM function. 

On location key functions, a KM function and an LM function can authenticate the same node 

using a CC value, for preventing differences between nodes that the KM function and the LM 

function authenticate. Here, a CC value (a client ID CID, a random number R, a processed key PK, 

and a location token) depends on a client by which each management function targets as follows: 

1. A server can identify a client, because CID is a unique ID. 

2. A server can distinguish a client that has R from another client that does not have the R. But the 

server cannot identify a client, because the R is a temporal ID by which the server gives for 

providing LBSs. 

3. A server can distinguish a client that has PK from another client that does not have the PK. But 

the server may not be able to identify a client, because a key management scheme may not 
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authenticate the client on a KM function. 

4. A server can distinguish a client that has LT from another client that does not have the LT. But the 

server may not be able to identify a client, because the server may not identify the client for 

location management. 

Thus, a sever can authenticate the same client using a CC value when the client requests 

anonymity on client authentication, and when management methods of an LM function and a KM 

function do not support a temporal ID. Here, securities of CC values rely on securities of the 

management methods. 

In addition, location key functions inputs are limited to a Request and Responses. A PJ function 

can verify the Request directly. On the other hand, a KM function and an LM function verify the 

Responses; a PJ function verifies feedback from the KM function and an LM function. In a word, the 

PJ function can verify the Responses indirectly. The PJ function can also stop execution of an LK 

function if the PJ function receives feedback that the KM function and LM function are unable to 

authenticate the same node. Therefore, the PJ function can verify a management path between the 

KM function and LM function. 

Consequently, location key functions can satisfy Associativity using 1) a context connection 

value; 2) a construct that output of a management function inputs another management function; and 

3) policy-based access control. 

5. 2. 4. 4. Privacy 
A proxy node outputs only location token LT as privacy information of a node. A node can demand 

anonymity, location hiding and time hiding to the proxy node using a requested node privacy type 

NPT. On the other hand, the proxy node generates a location token, which is excluded privacy 

information selected by the NPT, if a PJ function allows generation of LT from a location key policy 

LKP. 

5. 2. 4. 5. Security Analysis 
The study considers security of the proposed method. From Section 5.2.2.5 and Section 5.2.4.3, 

location key functions are secure for external attacks. In addition, a location key server is a trusted 

party when the server is a station. Consequently, the proposed method can prevent attacks described 

in Section 5.2.2.5 if a location key server type is a station. The security of the proposed method is 

equal to trustiness of a location key server when the server type is a mobile, a sensor, or a tag. 

5. 2. 5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a method of constructing secure cryptographic LBSs, which have a location key 

function consisting mainly of a location management function and key management function. This 
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proposed method includes three approaches: apply a construct by which output of a management 

function inputs another management function, context connection value, and policy-based access 

control to location-key functions. In addition, the thesis suggested new cryptographic LBSs covering 

all combinations of key management and location management. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future 
Works 

6. 1. Conclusion 

This thesis defined a system model including plural properties on targeted wireless mobile networks 

(e.g. ad-hoc / mesh networks, cellular phone / wireless LAN spot services, and ubiquitous computing 

/ networks). The principal property is that a mobile node is not always possible to connect to a 

station, which is a gate of a backbone infrastructure. For example, stations are base stations of 

cellular phone services, and access points of wireless LAN spot services. 

The principal property causes three security problems of existing key management technologies. 

For solving the problems, the thesis assumed a “Proxy Node” instead of a station on the system 

model. The proxy node is temporally authorized by stations, or is elected by general nodes. Existing 

location management technologies also have two security problems on the system model. 

Two of the above five problems are new problems by which the thesis indicates for the first time. 

For the new two problems, the thesis showed new two concepts: 1) “Interaction Key” in a key 

management technology, and 2) “Plural Provers Verifiable Location Verification” in a location 

management technology. 

The thesis proposed three new key management schemes and two new location management 

schemes as solutions of the above five problems. Moreover the thesis showed validity of the five 

proposed schemes. 

In addition, the thesis considered security of cryptographic location-based services (LBSs) that 

consist mainly of key management technologies and location management technologies, and then 

proposed a new method of constructing secure cryptographic LBSs. The thesis also suggested a 

potential for new cryptographic LBSs by showing plural combinations of key management and 

location management functions. 
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6. 2. Future Works 

This subsection shows three future works of this thesis as follows: 

1. for realizing the proposed location verification schemes (described in Chapter 4), 

2. for verifying validity of the proposed secure cryptographic LBSs constructing method (described 

in Chapter 5) by combining existing key management and location management functions, and 

3. for proposing secure cryptographic LBSs that integrate into the proposed key management 

functions (described in Chapter 3) and location functions (described in Chapter 4). 
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